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Bowling Green, Ohio

Senate rejects Tower,
Bush suffers setback

Bill to ease
state college
fees squeeze

by Donna Cassata
Associated Press writer

by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor

A bill currently sitting in the
Ohio House of Representatives
may make college educations
more affordable tor future students by spreading payments
throughout many years.
State Sen. Robert Cupp, co-sponsor of the Ohio Tuition Trust,
said the bill was passed by the
Ohio Senate Feb. 29, and now is
awaiting House approval. The
bill orginated from Sen. Paul
Pfeifer.
Pfeifer introduced the bill during the last General Assembly
session, but no action was taken
by the House, Cupp said. Cupp
became a co-sponsor of the bill
early this year when it was reintroduced to the General Assembly Jan. 10.
The "Tuition Trust" bill is
now waiting to be assigned to a
House committee, but action is
expected by the end of the year,
Kurt Maurer, legislative aide to
Pfeifer, said.
The bill, if passed, will allow
Ohioans to purchase tuition
credits that would apply toward
higher education.
A tuition credit is a payment
unit equal to 1 percent of the tuition at the highest-priced Ohio
state university. The highest tuition in Ohio (luring the 1988-89
year is at Miami University.
Since tuition at the university is
$3,036, a tuition credit would cost
$30.36, Cupp said.
"To pay for four years, you
need to accumulate 400 credits,"
Cupp said.
U the money from the tuition
credit is not currently needed by
the student, it would be invested
by a board of trustees created
for the program. The interest
generated from the investment
would be used to pay the actual
cost of education, which is more
than the amount used to purchase 400 credits, Cupp said.
Ohio tuitions are expected to
increase 8 percent each year, he
said.
"One of the biggest concerns
was that the tuition credits are
pegged to the highest tuition in
public universities in Ohio,"
Cupp said.
Concerns about students attending less expensive universities, private institutions, technical schools and out-of-state
schools were expressed by
members of the Senate, Cupp
said.
. See Tuition, page 4.

Friday, March lO, 1989

WASHINGTON — The Senate on Thursday rejected the nomination of John Tower as defense
secretary, 53-47, handing President Bush a major
defeat in his first high-stakes showdown with the
Democratic-controlled Congress.
The White House said Bush would act swiftly to
submit a replacement nomination to the Senate.
Tower was scuttled by concerns about his drinking habits coupled with senatorial unhappiness
that he had left nis government post as arms negotiator and quickly began earning hundreds of
thousands of dollars as a defense industry consultant.
The vote was the culmination of a tumultuous
six-day Senate debate and closely followed party
lines. Howell Heflin of Alabama, Lloyd Bentsen of
Texas and Christopher Dodd of Connecticut were
the only Democrats to support the nomination. One
Republican — Nancy Kassebaum of Kansas —
voted against.
Tower, in a statement he delivered at the Pentagon moments after the vote, said, "I will be recorded as the first Cabinet nominee in the history
of the republic to be rejected in the first 90 days of
a presidency and perhaps be harshly judged.
"But I depart from this place at peace with my-

self, knowing that I have given a full measure of
devotion to my country."
Tower said no other public figure "has been subjected to such a far-reaching and thorough investigation nor had his human foibles bared to
such intensive and demeaning public scrutiny.
"And yet, there is no finding that I have ever
breached established legal and ethical standards
nor been derelict in my duty," he said.
The Senate rendered its verdict in an atmos§here of unusual formality. Vice President Dan
uayle presided over the session, practically all
senators remained in their chairs during the roll
call and the gallery was packed with spectators.
"We ought to hang our heads after what we've
done to this good man," Senate Republican Leader
Bob Dole of Kansas said in a final defiant speech of
support before the roll was called.
"America has lost a good public servant. The
president has won because he stood by his man."
Majority Leader George Mitchell summed up
for the opponents, saying that Tower's experience
and competence on defense issues were not at issue. But "serious problems exist" with conflict of
interest and "character integrity," he said.
He said, "I emphasize my strongly held belief
that this should not be interpreted as a vote to
harm the president," but acknowledged that others saw it that way.

Tuition supplemented
Proposal requires student service
by Angela Blandina
assistant news editor

Cool Change

BG
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Dale Fitzmans of Toledo, guides an old air conditioning unit (rom
Founders Quadrangle into the back of a truck. The two air conditioners used to cool the kitchen, dining halls and lounge in the residence hall were removed Thursday by ARCO Inc. of Toledo and replaced by new ones.

Financial aid for students will
have strings attached if a recently proposed bill becomes
law.
The bill, which would mandate
military or civil service for students who want federal aid, was
introduced to the U.S. Senate in
late January by Sen. Sam Nunn,
D-Ga.
The proposal would give 17- to
25-year-olds, upon receiving a
high school diploma or the equivalent, an option to serve two
years in active military duty or
eight years in the reserves to
earn money for college.
The bill also would allow individuals the choice of performing
at least one year of civil service
— which may entail working
with literacy programs, daycare, the homeless and nursing.
Students would receive $24,000
after two years of active military duty and $10,000 after each
of one or two years of civil service. The money must be used
for education, job training or a
down payment on a home.
A staff assistant to the senator
said the bill's creation stems
from Nunn's belief that the federal financial aid system is not
functioning to its potential —
that students' needs are not be-

ing met.
"The emphasis has gone from
federal grants to loans, partly
because the federal government
does not have enough money and
partly because the private sector is not involved," she said.
The bill aims at the "forgotten
half of the student population,"
she said. "Those who graduated
from high school and fall into the
unskilled labor population —
and the need for unskilled labor
is increasing."
She said the bill is likely to
face opposition from those who
are "wedded to grant programs
where students give nothing in
return for financial aid. We are
going to start asking for something in return."
Conrad McRoberts, director
of financial aid and student emEloyment, said although the bill
as its merits, he does not agree
with several of its stipulations.
"(Nunn's) ideals are admirable but the way he's trying to
pull it off concerns me,"
McRoberts said. "I approve of
the senator's interest and encouragement of people to become more involved in the needs
of society, but why should just
college students shoulder the
burden?
"Getting people more interested in what's happening is valid, but should you use financial
See New bill, page 3.

Less fund
Increases
expected
by Angela Blandina
assistant news editor

State financial aid for
college students across the
country is projected to
grow by 7.8 percent this
academic year, but this increase will be the second
lowest of the decade.
According to The Chronicle of Higher Education,
state funds totalling about
$1.5 billion should aid
about 1.3 million undergraduates this year — an
average award of $1,136
per student.
Last year, the same
number of students
received about $1.4 billion
in state aid.
A survey conducted by
the National Association of
State Scholarship and
Grant Programs showed
states are having difficulty
meeting undergraduates'
financial needs.
See Increases, page 4.

Howard students Eastern files for bankruptcy
end 3-day protest
by M.IK v Gordon
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Howard University students Thursday
ended their three-day occupation of the school's administration
building that led to the resignation of Republican National Committee Chairman Lee Atwater from the board of trustees.
Students left the building by 4 a.m. after receiving a letter from
university officials promising that students will not be punished for
participating in the action, according to student Michael Lewis, a
spokesman for the Coalition for Concerned Students.
The officials also agreed to work on improvements to financial aid
and to the school's curriculum, Lewis said.
The students met into the morning hours with the Rev. Jesse Jackson, District Mayor Marion Barry and Washington Congressional
delegate Walter Fauntroy.
Lewis said some students remained in the building Thursday to
repair any damage that was caused during the occupation, which
began Monday as students protested Atwater's appointment to the
board of trustees.
Atwater resigned on Tuesday, saying he was worried the occupation might lead to injuries of students.
After learning they had succeeded in driving Atwater from the
board of trustees, the students focused their attention on other demands involving curriculum, financial aid and improved security.

Friday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be cloudy and
warm with a high
near 50. Tonight, a 20
percent chance of
rain is expected, with
a low between 30 and
35. Saturday will be
mild with a high in the
mid-50s and a 30 percent chance ol rain.

NEW YORK - Eastern Airlines filed for
protection from creditors in bankruptcy
court Thursday, the sixth day of a Machinists strike, blaming pilots for a "cash crisis"
that paralyzed the nation's seventh-largest
airline.
The move came a day after Eastern insisted such a step remained as a last resort
in the airline's effort to endure the strike,
which had strong support from pilots and
flight attendants and was costing Eastern an
estimated $4 million a day.
The filing under Chapter 11 in U.S. Bankruptcy Court in New York is designed to give
Eastern a reprieve from debts while it tries
to restructure and extricate itself from the
worst crisis in its 60-year history.
Eastern boss Frank Lorenzo blamed "the
damage that has been caused by the pilots'
union. He and Eastern President Phil
Bakes insisted they intend to restore the airline in bankruptcy court, though in a smaller
form.

"We tried mightily to keep Eastern from
bankruptcy," Bakes said at a news conference. "We intend to operate our airline:
make no mistake about that."
Bakes said Eastern faces a "cash crisis
that can only be averted and stabilized by"
turning to the bankruptcy court.
Union leaders lashed out at Lorenzo as a
"robber baron." Machinists called for a public boycott of Eastern's sister airline, Continental, and said they would oppose
Eastern's reorganization plan and any sale
of assets.

Lorenzo and Bakes pledged that all creditors would be paid in full; shareholders
would receive fair value"; passengers
would be protected; and as many employees
as possible would return to work. Eastern
had 31,200 employees before the strike.
John Peterpaul, a Machinists vice president, said Eastern filed for bankruptcy on
payday "in a spiteful attempt to deny
Eastern workers their last paycheck earned
before the strike." Paychecks were frozen
by the move.

John Bavis, head of the Eastern pilots'
union, said management continued calling
pilots at home in hopes some will return to
work. He said the effort would fail.
Henry Duffy, president of the Air Line Pilots Association, said he hoped the move
meant tarenzo is "finished" at Eastern.
The company, which is a staggering $2.5
billion in debt, has admitted it was taken by
surprise when most of the 3,600 Eastern pilots honored Machinists' picket lines, forcing Miami-based Eastern to shut down
nearly all operations Monday and lay off
9,500 non-union employees.

Union leaders long have said they believe
Lorenzo wants to break them and tear
Eastern apart. But Lorenzo would have a
tougher tune imposing lower wages at
Eastern than he did when he reorganized
Continental in 1983. Congress amended
bankruptcy law in 1984 to require bankrupt
companies to negotiate with unions and
prove economic necessity before abrogating
contracts.

News in Brief
Sen. Montgomery to talk
about her political career

member of the following committees: Agriculture
The purpose of the Spinners is to preserve the art
and Aging, Judiciary, State and Local Govern- of spinning animal and plant fibers into yarn
ment, and Highways and Transportation.
through demonstrations and education, according
Montgomery is a 1970 University graduate.
to group vice president Connie Ross.

Sen. Betty Montgomery, R-Bowling Green, will
speak about experiences of her political career at
a Pre-Law Society meeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday in
116 Business Administration.
Montgomery will discuss her former and current
political positions — the former as Wood County
Prosecutor for eight years and the latter as second
district state senator.
She currently is vice chairwoman of the Ohio
Senate Economic Development Committee and a

Black Swamp Spinners
holding 'Market Day'

Ross said if weather permits, exotic animals, including South American Alpaca, Angora goats,
four-horned Jacob sheep and Angora rabbits, from
area farms will be on display and for sale.

The Black Swamp Spinners, a small, regional
Group members will be on hand to answer quesgroup of men and women who support the art of tions and give advice about the animals, Ross said.
hand spinning, will hold their annual Market Day
The show is free to the public and door prizes will
Saturday at the Center Township Fire Hall on be awarded at the end of the day.
Bowling Green Road, two miles east of 1-75.
by Brian McPeek
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Proposition
on smoking
is extreme
Up in a puff of smoke.
That is what should happen to the smoking
Eilicy University President Paul Olscamp is atmpting to implement campus wide. The policy,
which would prohibit all smoking on campus ana
the sale of tobacco products, was rejected by both
the Undergraduate Student Government and Faculty Senate.
And rightly so.
Although smoking is a dangerous and unhealthy
habit, this particular proposal — to prohibit smoking in all campus buildings including residence
halls — is extreme.
Residence halls are students' temporary homes,
and University officials have no business restricting a legal activity when a student is at home.
Since non-smoking students have the opportunity
to apply for a non-smoking roommate, the students
are not the ones who are bothered.
It is President Olscamp.
Olscamp has vowed to carry out his campus-wide
ban, saying he does not need approval from the
Board of Trustees because the situation is not "an
administrative matter."
Even if Olscamp acts as a dictator and bans the
use and sale of tobacco on campus, the former
would be almost impossible to enforce.
Undeniably, smoking is one of the hardest habits
to break, and prohibiting it will not make the students and faculty affected crush out their cigarettes and lead a smoke-free life.
It will push them into the bathrooms — a la high
school.
In addition, Olscamp has not suggested a single
method for restricting smoking.
And even if there were a way to enforce the restriction, Olscamp alone should not be permitted to
make decisions that affect the entire University.
He is limiting human rights — what will he campaign to enforce next?
Our bedtimes? Brushing our teeth three times a
day?
Sarcasm aside, the prohibition is not within the
Ohio Revised Code which states rooms used as residences and food service establishments are not
places of public assembly and provisions must be
made for smokers.
In addition, the code allows for the sale of tobacco
as a legal enterprise sales-wise.
In the long run, the University could lose students. Potential incoming freshmen may chose to
attend another campus where they are allowed to
make decisions for themselves, particularly
whether they can smoke or not.
USG and Faculty Senate made their choices
based upon much thought. Olscamp should respect
those decisions and the students, too.
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'Pauper' clearance needed
No one's ever mistaken me for
a business major. The truth is
the only times I've ever used the
Money section of USA Today is
when it's raining and I don't
have my umbrella.
Recently, however, I've taken
on a project that might give
pause to a Wall Street wheelerdealer. I've been trying to convince my roommate, Leo, the
owner of Pauper's Paperbacks,
to hold a sale.
Even those of you who have
never been in Leo's store have
probably seen it since it's right
next to Howard's Club H. I once
bought a book at Paupers' and
then went directly to Howard's
with the book in full view. I
barely made it out alive.
I'm not sure, by the way,
whether to write PaupersPaperbacks with the apostrophe
outside of the s, or Pauper's
Paperbacks, with the apostrophe inside. I'm not sure because
Leo has signs on the store presenting it both ways. He's coveringhis bases, I guess.
The second way would mean
that the paperbacks belong to a
single pauper, and since Leo is
pretty much a pauper, and
single to boot, I guess the inside
apostrophe is valid. But the first
way would mean the paperbacks
belong tomany paupers, and
since, at Leo's prices, his buyers
become paupers, that's the form
I'm going with in this column.
Leo has many wonderful
books at his store — too many
wonderful books. They're not

only on the shelves, they're in
stacks piled so high that in some
cases you can't get to the shelves. When I was preparing for
my preliminary exams, I
needed a book by Toni Morrison
which I couldn't get at Leo's, not
because he didn't have it but because the "M's" were blocked
off. Not even the crew that
fulled baby Jessica out of that
exas well last year could have
saved it.
Since Leo's store would benefit from some clearance, I think
a sale is in order. And since
Leo's prices have always struck
me as a bit on the high side, I
think a sale is in order. A drastic
sale, with half-off Leo's listed
prices. I'm trying to sell the idea
of "Paupers' Paperbacks First
Annual Spring Break Sale and
Bake Sale."
Now those who think I'm not
salesman enough to get Leo to
buy this idea should realize a
couple of things about me. First,
the summer after my freshman
year, I was a door-to-door
salesman. I sold books. No,
ma'am, they're not encyclopedias. They're the student handbook set. Just two books. No, I
didn't say "iust two bucks."
They're $34.99. Did I mention
that they're not encyclopedias?
Second, the summer after my
Snior year, I was a bill collecr. Each day I'd call people all
over the country to bring a little
gy into their lives by reminding
em that they owed a lot of
money. Yes, ma'am, a lot of

money. On what? On all those
sets of student handbooks you
bought a few years ago. No,
ma'am they weren't encyclopedias. And they weren't just two
bucks. The salesman said "just
two bucks." How do I know
that's what he said? I just know.
Trust me.
So those are my credentials
for trying to do the impossible —
get Leo to have an annual sale.
And not just any sale. This
would be ' The Spring Break and
Bake Sale." Or did I mention
that already? Did I mention that
he won't be selling any encyclopedias? Well, he won't. Just
the two million books.
But what's the deal with the
bake stuff? you ask. I like the
sound of it, for one thing. Also, I
do want to contribute something
to this sale since it's my idea. I
just got a crockpot and I have a
recipe for sourdough bread
which I'm dying to try, assuming I can get my hands on some
sourdough starter.
Hmmmm. Sourdough starter.
Wasn't that a book by Stephen
King? I'll have to ask Leo if he
has it. Of course that would be in
the "K" section, which is awfully close to the "M's." Never
mind.
Anyway, I should think the
sale would appeal to the University's population. They are the
ones, after all, who are breaking. We teachers don't break.
We'll be spending every waking
moment from March 17th to the
27th grading papers and plan-

who are constantly absent from
their jobs.

Sandy, if it was not for Mike
Sawyer, our buildings would not
look as good as they do now.

Buamess Office
214 West MaH Ph (410)372-2601

Sawyer not
responsible
for problem
This letter is in response to
comments from Sanford MacMillen published in the Feb. 10
issue of The BGNews.
Mr. Macmillen, how can you
possibly know Mike Sawyer was
responsible for our budget problems? We have been here for a
long time ... we have seen it
many times in the past and we
will no doubt see it in the future,
when one departmental budget
is gone and it becomes necessary to transfer funds from another budget.
People are so quick to blame
Mr. Sawyer when things go
wrong. We have had better
equipment and better supplies to
work with since Mike has been
here. Those who complain all
the time about Mike's tactics
are the ones who do not do their
work properly and are the ones

As for the seven people who
were laid off, these people were
hired as temporaries and were
told a month ahead of time that
it was a possibility they would be
let go. As for Mike telling them
personally that they were being
laid off, this is not his job. It was
the responsibility or the employees immediate supervisor.
Does the owner of a factory or
store contact his employees personally to tell them they are laid
off? No, the task is passed down
the line to supervisors.
I would also like to point out
that this layoff did not even affect you. The people were employed in daytime academic
custodial services. We day academic custodians are doing our
job well, we are professionals at
what we do and we can do a lot
with what we have. The work
areas which were being done by
the seven people who were laid
off is now being done by our
scrub crew, who are full-time
employees.
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Beverly Coppler
Academic Custodial Supervi-

Proposition
may confuse
many people
My first thought after reading
the comments of Ken Cairns in
his letter to the editor titled
"Dictionary Ban Would Limit
Choice" was to ignore the comments as those of a confused individual — not worthy of a response. However, the editorial
in the Feb. 22 issue of The BG
Afewslndicated to me that a lot of
people must be confused by this
issue. Therefore, I would like to
set the record straight.
The official position of the

by Berke Breathed
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Hergert, an instructor in English from Slayton, Minn., is a
columnist for The News. He really is trying to get Paupers'
Paperbacks to have a sale.
Anyone knowing where he can
pick up some sourdough starter
should drop him a line, care of
The News.
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ning lessons. We will! Trust me.
But the students will be breaking. They'll be flocking to Florida, hitting those beaches, meeting people of the opposite sex,
drinking like there's no
tomorrow and, this year, if my
dream comes true, they'll also
be reading. It's still allowed in
Florida, as far as I know.
Picture it. You're a young
stud, lying on the beach, getting
a good tan, and along comes a
bikini-clad lovely lady to check
you out. "Hi, I'm Buffy!" she
says. "Wanna talk?"
And you say, "Yes, sure, but
give me a minute. Just let me
finish this chapter of Catcher in
the Rye. Have you read this, by
the way? It's great."
And she says, "Yes, I just finished it. My friends and I are
from Michigan, and on our way
down here we stopped at a store
called Paupers' Paperbacks —
or Pauper's Paperbacks, there
were signs both ways — in Bowling Green that was having a terrific sale. Care for some sourdough bread?"
Now that's the kind of Spring
Break memories are made of.
Trust me.

mst

People for Racial Justice is not
to make decisions about how
vulgar Cairns or anyone else on
this campus wants to speak, or
to limit choices of dictionaries
for individuals. We only made a
recommendation to the English
Department that if it is to continue recommending dictionaries for student use, it should
show some concern for the minorities on this campus and select
a dictionary that defines these
objectionable terms, specifically the term "nigger, in less
demeaning terms. Whether or
not Cairns and his two friends
agree with that does not concern
us in the least. You can argue for
your rights of free speech all you
want, but in a democracy your
rights are only acceptable when
they do not harm others or infringe on their rights. You also
have the right to bear arms but
when those arms are used to kill
and maim innocent victims, that
right becomes questionable.
The English Department has
responded to our letter and is
studying the possibility of recommending another, less
offensive, dictionary.
TheAmehcanHeritageDictionary may continue to print
whatever it wants to in its books,
but the People for Racial Justice
intends to see that it is not recommended for use on this camEns, unless it modifies its definion of the term "nigger" in its
new publications and recalls the
dictionaries we now have in the
bookstore.
Cliff Brooks
Assistant Professor, Education Curriculum and Instruction
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Local
Neighbors enter
sole Council race
The only Bowling Green City
Council race in the May 2 primary election involves two
neighbors in Ward 1.
Patrick Charlton-Dennis, 202
E. Merry St., and James Davidson, 209 E. Evers Ave., have
declared their campaign for the
position currently held by Republican Councilman Donald
Pond.
Davidson said he does not anticipate the campaign to be a
mud-slinging one.
"I don t want to go throwing
stones at my opponent," he said.
"In fact, we're neighbors — he
lives right behind me."
Davidson said he believes that
his and his opponent's platforms
are quite similar.
"I think we're both in agreement of what needs to be done
for Ward 1 and how the residents
ought to be represented," Davidson said.
The biggest difference between the two Democrats seems
to be in age, yet each candidate
said they believe that is their
advantage.
"I'm young enough to remember parties on Friday and
Saturday but I'm old enough to
know people also want to sleep
on those nights," said CharltonDennis, a 1985 graduate of the
University.
He said his youth will also help
improve relations between student residents and year-round
residents of the ward.
"Parties have been a constant
thorn in the side of many resi-

by Laura Hardy
Parking will be the main issue of at least
one candidate for Undergraduate Student
Senate at-large representative, while another candidate will focus on course availability and a third will concentrate on improving communication between USG and other
organizations.

C h ar I t on - Davidson
Dcnnia

dents. But not all students are
like this — we need to get this
smoothed out." he said.
Although Charlton-Dennis has
no past political experience, he
said this could be an advantage.
"I'm all for the 'new blood'
theory," he said. "But, I think
I'm a good representative of a
typical resident of Ward 1,
which is made up of young families and young people."
In contrast, age and experience are the qualities Davidson
said he thinks are necessary for
this seat on Council.
Davidson served as Ward 1
Councilman from 1985 to 1987
but was defeated in his fall 1987
re-election bid by Pond. He also
was a member of the Zoning
Board of Appeals.
"I know the ins and outs of
government," Davidson said.
Both candidates said they believe the biggest issue in the
primary to be student housing
problems.
"Kids want to have a nice
place to come home to and I can
understand that," said CharltonDennis.
Overcrowding and zoning law
violations need to be investigated, he said, but CharlD See Candidates, page 5.

Steve Vanderink, sophomore business
major, said he intends to concentrate on the
lack of parking spaces on campus, especially for off-campus students.
He said one solution suggested to him is to
have a shuttle bus which would run continuously during school hours and transport offcampus students to and from commuter lots.
Vanderink currently holds a house corp
position in Delta Tau Delta fraternity. He
was formerly the pledge class president of
his fraternity.
Mary Zetwick, Junior political science
major, said her USG experience as a senator
has enabled her to become more familiar
with student issues and concerns.
She said if she is elected, her main goal
will be to increase course sections and the

m
Vanderink

Zetwick

1

Tantaah

number of faculty for high-demand classes.
"Students are paying so much money to go
here, it's ridiculous they can't get the classes they need," she said.
She said another of her goals will be to
strive for better minority relations on campus.
"We need to stress racial sensitivity and
cultural awareness," she said.
As an effort to increase minority awareness on campus, she said she would like to
see the "American Pictures" program become an annual event at the University.
She said a third goal will be to organize a
USG ad hoc committee to work on compiling
and distributing a teacher evaluation.
In addition to her involvement in USG, Zetwick is a member of the prosecuting council
for student court. She is also a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.

Marwan Tantash, sophomore undecided
major, said he sees the role of an at-large
representative as an opportunity to inform
students about the functions and objectives
of the student government.
"Many students have misconceptions
about USG," he said. "They believe USG 15
ineffective and inactive only because they
are uninformed about what USG does."
If elected as an at-large representative, he
said he would work to "increase participation across the board between USG and
other organizations."
He said one way he hopes to accomplish
this is to create an "information campaign''
which would serve to better familiarize
campus organizations with USG.
"I'd like to structure a presentation of
USG that could be sent out to other organizations or personally presented by USG members," he said.
Tantash currently serves as a USG reprer
sentative to the cultural diversity committee. He is also chairman of the USG minority
affairs committee and was appointed this
semester as a USG senator.
Attempts were made to contact a fourth
candidate for the district throughout the
week. However, Norm Bartony could not b«
reached for comment.

total cost of attending college.
"The $20,000 (from the civil
service) sure won't get you four
years of education at Bowling
Green State University," he
said. "If the government is concerned with redirecting aid
toward the neediest, why would
they implement a program with
the potential to cost more — and
in effect limit the number of students who receive aid?"
Jody Metzger, sophomore accounting major and financial aid
recipient, said while she supports the idea of voluntarily

MEETING

serving her country, she has
reservations about the bill.
"No one should be forced to do
service. I have no problem with
paying back my loans; I work
Hard in school to make the most
of the money I receive," she
said.
Kristi Foriska, sophomore
psychology major and member
of the Ohio National Guard, said
service — military or civil —
should continue to be optional
rather than mandatory.
"Service is just not for some
people. It gives some an alterna-

TUE. MAR. 14
7:30 P.M.

tive to pay for college, but those;
who don't want to servo
shouldn't be forced," she said. ;
McRoberts said the bill may;
force some students who are in1
need of financial assistance to;
defer their education until they;
can afford the cost. While delay-;
ing school for some may allow;
time for maturing, others who;
delay may never return to thej
prospect of higher education, hesaid.
A spokesperson from Nunn'soffice said the senator expects at
least one year of debate before
the legislation is voted on.
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APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1989 and 1989-90 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,

641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G.
352-4380

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
Your Dollar ...
Make your graphic arts dollar buy you more —
more service, more quality.
Bring your graphic design and typesetting needs to
211 W«t Hall

UniGrciohics

372-741S
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New bill
G Continued from page 1,
aid as a mechanism to do it, I
don't know."
McRoberts said another concern is the money for the administration of Ntinn's program
may exceed the cost of the current student aid program.
He said Congress has been
taking steps since 1986 to redirect aid to the neediest students. However, he said determining need is a subjective issue.
He added unless the bill accounts for inflation, the money
students earn may not cover the
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USG hopefuls define focus
staff reporter

by Beth Church
assistant wire editor
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Racial incidents hit Miami U. Rubber checks
ty John Kohlsttand
s(aff reporter

Racial incidents at Miami University have prompted the university's president to compose
an open letter calling for action
from students, staff and faculty.
J "I urge each of you to join me
in speaking out against racism
. in the classroom, in residence
hjalls, in the workplace,
wherever it may occur on campus," Miami President Paul
Pearson wrote in the letter.
' Pearson's letter, which was
olstributed throughout campus,
was written as a result of three

specific racial incidents that
took place during the last few
weeks, according to University
spokesperson Richard Little.
Two of the events occurred in
the same residence quadrangle,
one of which involved thrown
food hitting a black student in a
cafeteria and a subsequent verbal confrontation.
Another occurrence resulted
in an argument over a residence
hall's T-shirt featuring caricatures of a black reggae band,
according to Little.
The shirts, intended to feature
a Jamaican scene, were determined to be offensive by the residence hall staff. Iron-on (locals

Phi Mu loves our V.I.P.'s

Lori Andrews
Christi Cleaves
Laura Gail
Sarah Helmarast
€rin Ivers
Jennifer Kruklitis
Kelly Owens
Carolyn LUhaley
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taken a step by sending the letter, but education has to be done
on this campus. Racism is an act
of ignorance," Jones said.
She said much of the racism is
not always noticeable because it
is usually covert.
"When you come here everthing is fine; behind the scenes
some things are happening,"
she said.
One activity the BSAA sponsored in' response to the letter
and incidents on-campus was a
Positive Impact rally which took
place last Friday. While the
event was originally planned as
a finale to Black Awareness
Month activities, aspects of the
rally were changed to reflect the
recent racial incidents.

were ordered by the staff to
cover the offending part of the
shirt, but the incident resulted
when a student wore his shirt
without the decal, Little said.
A third incident involved the
defacing of some posters advertising an event featuring a black
faculty member, he said.
The purpose of the letter, according to Little, was to "let the
university community know
about the events, make sure that
the word was put out that racial
incidents would not be tolerated
and to reach out to faculty and
students to act.
"We have started a major
effort two years ago to diversify
enrollment which has had some
success," Little said, adding
that the school has enrolled unprecedented numbers of blacks
at Miami.
Little said 2.3 percent of Miami's 15,500 students are black,
or about 360 students.
Leslie Jones, president of
Miami's Black Student Action
Association, said her organization's reaction to the letter was
generally positive.
"We feel that it was a letter
well overdue ... (Pearson) has

The rally, in which about 225
Miami students participated,
featured a march to the cafeteria where the food-throwing incident occurred.
Jones said black leaders at
Miami will soon make a proposal to the university administration on suggested programs to
facilitate racial awareness at
the university.
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tor 4 people on a 9 month lease.
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Call today!
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case "of neglect
students a one,
and a criminal ret could keep them
Gregory Bakies, directing
rney of Student Legal
ices, said his office has
IS cases of students
?ed with passing bad
(this year.
said although |
ing bad checks is a
offense, the students invo
are not "thieves."
"I think in most cast* it is s
case of neglect Students realize they don't have the funds
to covayhe checks, but they
plan (•(■• tbem and then fail
todoso^tesaid.
Two elements are considered when filing a passing
bad check charge, Bakies
said.
First, the check must be
written on an account with insufficient funds to cover it.
Once the writer of the check
is notified that it bounced, he
or she has 10 days to cover It
and avoid criminal charges.
Failure to do so is the second element, Bakies said. If
the check is not covered in 10
days, the person to whom it
was Issued may file charges.
Nancy Meeker, account
clerk f Of JF Enterprises, said
as a clirt for the corporate
offices if Barney's Conven-

ience Marts, she receives "about a dozen" bad checks per
week.
Of those, she said most are
paid within the lOday grace
period.
"We try not to file charges
if we donH have to," she said.
"We usually file three or four
a month."
Passing bad checks is a
first-degree misdemeanor,
which carries maximum
penalties of six months in
prison, a $1,000 fine or both.
However, Bakies said few
students receive the full fine.
"They generally reduce the
charge to a fourth-degree
misdemeanor; unauthorized
use of property in favorable
circumstances," Bakies said.
Under the reduced charge,
students are typically fined
$50 and placed on one or two
years of probation, he said.
The ramifications may be
more severe in the long run,
however.
The incident appears on
student's criminal records as
a theft offense, which Bakies
said may prevent them from
getting fobs when they graduate.
"As a theft offense, it concerns many employers, especially in financial concerns,"
he said. "A passing bad
checks charge could jeopardize career opportunities for
students."
Meeker said the average
bad check amount is between
$5 and $10.

Increases
D Continued from page 1.
It also revealed that if support
had been offered to more students, the average award would
not have been enough to offset
the cost increase of college this
year.
On the federal level, Conrad
McRoberts, director of financial
aid and student employment at
the University, said the
government has been making
efforts since 1986 to redirect aid
to the neediest students.
However, he said defining need
is a subjective task.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE-;
IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING.
DEADLINE IS THURSDAY. MARCH 16TH!

As the result of "changes in
the formula" for detennining financial need, he said the ranee
of University students eligible
for aid has decreased in the last
two years.
"The maximum amount in
grant aid for an undergraduate
would be somewhere between
$3,500 and $4,000 per year,"
McRoberts said, adding this
amount would be awarded only
to someone with an "extremely
high need."

Tuition
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He said the tuition credit value
of the highest-priced public university would be applied to other
schools, but if the money did not
cover the tuition, the student
would be responsible for the difference. Also, if the tuition cost
less than the credits purchased,
no refund on the balance would
be issued.
If an individual does not decide to attend college or dies, the
money —minus an administrative fee to the trustees — is returned to the purchaser.
The tuition credits are designed to pay tuition at any public university in Ohio, Cupp said.
"The idea is when the credit is
purchased, it is good for
whatever the tuition is," Cupp
said.
He said if the House passes the
bill soon, it would not be implemented until next year at the
earliest.
"We're helping Ohio maintain
an economic advantage by enriching the lives of young people," Cupp said.
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SUPER-S.T.A.R.

Susan Pugh. director of registration and scheduling, demonstrates features of the new S.T.A.R. computerized phone registration system. The system operates using a four-digit access code comprised of the
user's birthdate: two digits for the month and two for the day. Access codes can be changed to any four- or
five-digit number at any time. Since Monday, the system has received 1.600 calls.

FBI seeks minority agents
Although law schools — such as The Ohio State
University and the University of Michigan — have
banned the FBI recruiters, the University has not
experienced protests when the agency is here to
While two regional law schools have banned the recruit, she said.
FBI from recruiting on campus because of alleged
Unlike the other two law schools, the Toledo Law
discrimination, a university official said the or- School will continue to allow the FBI to recruit on
ganization is recruiting minorities here.
campus once a semester.
JoAnn Kroll, director of placement services,
Joyce Shawaker, placement director for the
said the FBI has asked for the University's support Toledo School of Law, said the claims of the FBI's
and assistance in pursuing minority students to alleged discrimination contradict the group's reapply for/positions with the bureau.
cruiting interests.
"The FBI is actively seeking minority appliThe FBI encourages minority applicants, Shawcants at BG," she said."The FBI highly encour- aker said.
ages blacks and Hispanics to consider the FBI for
"Our recruiter, who is an FBI agent, is interemployment."
ested in recruiting minority and women students,"
Tne agency is interested in University students Shawaker said.
because of their solid academic background and
The law school has had no problems with the FBI
their leadership qualities, according to Kroll.
recruiting programs, she said.

money to spam

by Jennifer Taday
staff reporter

Candidates
I: Continued from page 3.
ton-Dennis said he is opposed to
construction of more apartment
buildings in residential areas as
a solution.
"Careful, deliberate planning
is necessary," he said.
Davidson agreed and said he
believes his past record as an
opponent of what he calls "slum
housing" speaks for him.
"Illegal housing is a most vexing problem — it's really the
dirty secret in town. I've taken
an active stance in the past on
this and I think we've made
some gains," he said, although
he sees the need for more progress.
Davidson, originally from Detroit, has lived in Bowling Green
for the last 18 years. He is a University assistant professor of
educational psychology and a
volunteer city fireman.
Charlton-Dennis, originally
from Cleveland, has lived in
Bowling Green for the last 25
years. He is self-employed as a
remodeler in building and home
repair.
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VOTE
The Non-Traditional Student Association is proposing a
new Conslitution and By-Laws, which can be
inspected at the N.T.S.A. office, HOC Moseley Hall.
Ballots may be picked up by non-traditional students at
the N.T.S.A. office anytime until March 17, 1989.
Nominations for officer elections may also be turned in
at that time. Officer elections will take place
immediately after Spring Break.
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104 Hayes Hall, 372-7724
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PEOPLE

INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Bush analyzes Third World debt

Research may blow sniffles away

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration, spurred by the
bloody riots in Venezuela, is putting together a new approach to the
heavy debt burden being carried by Third World countries.
The plan could be revealed as early as Friday, when Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady is scheduled to address a private conference on Third World debt at the State Department.
After winning the election, President Bush said he favored taking
a "whole new look" at U.S. policy on Third World debt and he
ordered Brady to launch a review at the Treasury Department.
Bush's comments have raised hopes that the new administration
will respond favorably to pleas from debtor countries that they face
economic and political chaos without major debt relief.
Those pleas gained new urgency last week when more than 300
people died in riots in Venezuela sparked by government imposition
of tough austerity measures to please creditors.
Presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Thursday that a
White House review of proposals being generated by the Treasury
Department had been underway for several days and was continuing.

BOSTON (AP) — A newly discovered body chemical may be able
to lure the common cold virus away from its targets inside the nose,
offering the possibility of the first medicine to prevent the sniffles,
scientists said Thursday.
The research helps unravel the strategy used by rhinoviruses —
the culprits in about half of all colds — to get into the cells that line
the nose and begin the all-too-familiar bouts of hacking, sneezing
and sniffling.
While the research provides tantalizing clues for developing ways
to prevent the common cold, scientists caution that such treatments
are still years away. Even if they prove effective, they will only
work against the rhinoviruses, not other cold viruses, and probably
won't cure colds once they start.
"This is not a cure. It is a scientific step," said Dr. Michael E.
Kamarck of Molecular Therapeutics, one of two research groups
that simultaneously made the discovery.
Researchers speculate that by flooding the nose with synthetic copies of this natural molecule, it should be possible to hopelessly contuse attacking viruses, luring them away from susceptible cells.

Bengals fund Wilson's drug rehab
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Bengals say they are paying
for another drug rehabilitation program for suspended fullback
Stanley Wilson, who still awaits word from the National Football
league on whether he will ever be allowed to play in the NFL again.
Wilson checked into a drug rehabilitation clinic in Inglewood, Calif., on March 1, said Mike Brown, the Bengals' assistant general
manager.
Brown said Wilson was due to stay at the clinic for a week to 10
days and was being treated as an in-patient. The Bengals are paying
the cost of Wilson s stay at the clime through an insurance policy,
Brown said.
Bengals general manager Paul Brown has said his team has no
further plans for Wilson as a player. Wilson, 27, a 1983 draftee of the
Bengals, scored two touchdowns in the NFL playoffs, but was suspended hours before the Bengals' Jan. 22 Super Bowl appearance in
Miami because of evidence he had relapsed into drug use.
Wilson, a former University of Oklahoma star from Carson, Calif.,
has asked the NFL to reinstate him. Commissioner Pete Rozelle has
not announced his response.

Malibu snow brings Johnny back
STATE / LOCAL
Toledo fire chief inquiry urged

Celeste suggests job act change

j TOLEDO (AP) — The city manager should reopen an investigation into Fire Chief William Winkle's character after a recently released report said the chief allegedly praised Adolf Hitler
■and supported lynching blacks, a municipal official said Thursday.
_ Councilman Jack Ford said Winkle has shown a clear pattern of
facial harassment and discrimination against minorities in the Fire
Division and the community. Winkle, 52, who makes $57,000 a year,
"became chief in 1980.
• "I repudiate anyone who is anti-semitic and racist and who holds
lugh public office," Ford said at a news conference."An individual's
Jirst amendment free speech right to curse and speak as a bigot is
curtailed when they put on the hat of public office.'
Winkle was suspended for 20 days without pay on March 3 for allegedly making a lewd remark about a female employee. The city's
Civil Service Commission on Wednesday upheld the suspension.
Ford said he was outraged to read details of a 1982 Law Department report, released Wednesday, on alleged racial misconduct by
Winkle.
"My shock turned to digust as I digested the implications of the
report. I no longer have confidence in the chief. There is nothing that
can be done to restore it," he said.
Winkle has offered no public comment about the allegations
against him. Several telephone calls to Winkle's home Thursday
afternoon went unanswered.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress should change the Job Training
Partnership Act to provide an incentive to spend time and money
helping people at the bottom of the economic ladder, Ohio Gov.
Richard Celeste said Thursday.
The current system rewards the programs that do the easy work
— finding jobs for unemployed people with high levels of education
and skills, Celeste told a subcommittee headed by Sen. Paul Simon,
D-IU.
"The easiest to place are placed first," said Celeste, who testified
as spokesman on the issue for the National Governors' Association.
Simon wants to change the way the government decides where to
spend job-training money.
Too much of that decision is based on unemployment figures,
which do not include unemployed people who have stopped looking
for work and young people who never have held jobs, Simon told a
hearing of the Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity.
Simon said the current formula "does a poor job of targeting funds
where the large concentrations of eligible low-income people reside
and where small pockets of concentrated poverty exist.
Celeste warned that providing job training to the hard-core unemployed will require a bigger financial commitment from the federal
government.

BURBANK, Calif. (AP) — Johnny Carson, host of "The Tonight
Show" for 26 years, says he'll be back for at least one more season —
because of the weather.
Carson said Wednesday he recently had lunch with Brandon Tartikoff, president of NBC entertainment and signed on for another
year.
"Last year I said to him — I made a foolish mistake — I said I'll do
another year when it snows in Malibu. And it snowed in Malibu so
here we are," Carson said.
A rare snowstorm struck earlier this winter at the seaside community that is home to Carson and many other celebrities.

Victimized paraplegic vanishes
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The plight of a homeless paraplegic
whose wheelchair was stolen as he slept in a parking lot unleashed
an outpouring of public sympathy, but the man disappeared before
he could accept any offers of help.
Details about George Donovan's life and his misfortune were not
all that clear, but people who tried to help him said the theft was typical: a snapshot of misery on Skid Row.
"George is a victim of the victims," said Ray McCann, communications director at the Union Rescue Mission where Donovan found
shelter briefly.
Police agreed Donovan, who claimed to be a veteran, was the victim of Skid Row thieves.
The incident began Tuesday evening when Donovan, 47, awakened
in a parking lot and found his wheelchair was gone. Police said they
found Donovan propped up against a wall in an alley near the downtown Greyhound Bus Station.
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Is Now Renting Frazee Avenue
Apartments for Fall 1989.
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2 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with
2 baths s600 per month & electric.
We also have other apartments and
houses for rent. For more details
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MARCH 12 ■ BARGAIN DAY
EIGHT SHOWS FOR ONE PRICE
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Sports
Tumblers slide
past Pittsburgh
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter

The Bowling Green gymnastics team gained a "double victory" of sorts Thursday night in the Eppler North gymnasium.
The Falcons not only had the satisfaction of defeating the University of Pittsburgh, but they further aided their quest for a
post-season bid by outscoring the Panthers
180.25-179.6.
Both teams are battling for the seventh and
last spot in the NCAA regional tournament to
be held at Penn State University April 1,
Before Thursday night's meet, the Falcons
were in eighth place in the region with a
178.59 team scoring average. The 180.25
points compiled by BG was the fourth
straight time it has compiled 180-plus points.
BG head coach Charles Simpson said he Frlel
was impressed with the win.
"We did a good job in beating a very good team," Simpson
said. "They're usually pretty strong."
The Panthers outscored BG 45.6-45.15 on the vault, the first
event, behind the strong performances Jeanni Vecchio and
Carrie Carnosale, who both scored a 9.2 to tie for first place.
Falcon freshman Mary Beth Friel posted a 9.15 for a thirdplace finish.
The Falcons jumped ahead to stay with a strong uneven bar
performance. Junior Lori Pinegar tied for first in the event
with Vecchio in posting a 9.35. Pinegar's performance toppled
her previous seasonal best of 9.1. Freshman Julie Zickes also
posted a seasonal best with a 9.0 — good for a third-place finish.
The Falcons held onto their slim lead as Friel again excelled
— this time on the balance beam. Her 9.15 gained first-place
honors in the event. Aided by Meg Griffin's 9.1 beam performance, the Falcons increased their lead to 134.9-134.2 with only
the floor excercise remaining.
Pitt outdueled the Falcons in the floor exercise despite the
top performance from BG sophomore Kim Crawford (9.25).
Friel put a cap on her consistent effort by posting a 9.1, but a
solid trio of Panther performances overcame the Falcons in
the event. Kathy Wallish (9.2) placed second in the event, while
Gina Venezia and Jennifer Butkovich posted 9.1's to tie for second place.
Simpson said his team's performance is improving, but can
still get better.
"we're pushing with everything we've got," Simpson said.
"We're shooting for a perfect meet and we came close to that
tonight. It's going to be really tough at MACs."
Thursday night's meet marked BG's final competitive appearance before hosting the Mid-American Conference meet
on March 18 at Anderson Arena.

Coaches
undergo
MAC test

D See Coaches, page 9.
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Falcons aim to defend title
Lady cagers vie for third straight MAC championship
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

Winning the Mid-American
Conference definitely has its
privileges — especially when it
has happened in three consecutive years.
For the
women's basketball team,
privileges
were numerous due to
a bye in the
first round of
the annual
MAC Tourna- Motycka
m e n t and
three years of tournament experience from seniors Jackie Motycka, Megan McGuire and
Paulette Backstrom.
The Falcons, 24-3 overall, 16-0
in the MAC, will have one less
tournament game under their
belts as they go into Saturday's
2:30 p.m. contest against Ball
State, 11-14 overall, 7-9 in the
MAC, at Toledo's Savage Hall.
However, BG head coach
Fran Voll is not concerned about
the layoff.
"I think the tournament itself
is in anticipation for us," Voll
said. "In a situation like this, (a
week off) wouldn't make a difference. We needed the opportunity to rest and that might have

been more important.
"We have been playing uptempo in practice, but it is really
important for us to be healthy."
An uptempo type of game is
exactly what the Falcons will
need to play in order to hold off
the Cardinals.
BSU, led by Jenny Eckert and
Julie Lozier, is making its first
tournament appearance since
the 1981-82 season. It is also its
first appearance under head
coach Ethel Gregory.
The Cardinals kept within
reach of the Falcons during
their first meeting in the regular
season this year, but fell short as
BG ran away with a 92-78 win.
"When I look back at the films
and evaluate the games, we did
not play well," Gregory said.
"We are so different right now
than when we played Bowling
Green during the regular
season. We're a completely
different team and that's exciting for us to know."
BSU is riding on a four-game
winning streak. However, the
Cardinals could have a tough
time with BG's experienced
starting lineup.
Motycka, McGuire and Backstrom will be that experience.
The three Falcon seniors have

• ••••••••••••••••••••••-ft

NOTICE!

WHAT:

compiled a record of 93-22 so far
in their collegiate careers in addition to all being named first
team All-MAC this season.
Motycka, a 6-foot forward,
averages 15.5 points per game
and grabs 5.7 rebounds per
game, while McGuire averages
13.2 points, 4.4 rebounds, and
Backstrom averages 8.5 points
and 3.6 rebounds as well as more
than seven assists per contest.
"There is going to be intensity
from the opening jump ball,"
Voll said. There is only one
game. Either you are in or out.
But we are going to have the experience to look to."

Q

Join Jeff Ingalls and Mike Reinhart
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Gra.1.: ■
■• ■■ ll Adier
Graduate Assistant, Student
Activities & Orientation
Classified Statt- Connie Hunt.
Receptionist. Placement
Administrative Statt- Roman Carek.
Director of Counseling and
Career Deve'opmen' Center
BECAUSE YOU CARE, BOWLING GREEN IS A
BETTER PLACE
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 17 - 26
FLIES INTO TAMPA. FLORIDA
NEGOTIABLE

CALL JULIE AT 352 - 0654
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BOWLING GREEN
vs.
MICHIGAN STATE

live at 3:20p.m. for all the play by play on
88.1 FM WBGU

ROUND TRIP TICKET AVAILABLE

WHEN :
WHERE
PRICE :

The Falcons have shown great
consistency as well as experience in winning 17-straight
contests, eight of which have
been on the road.
"We have had success on the
road," Voll said. "The thing our
kids have been able to do is adjust to unfamiliar surroundings
and be consistent both at home
and on the road."
A Falcon win over the Cardinals would send BG to the
MAC championship on Sunday
at 3 p.m., which will be played
against the winner of Saturday's
Toledo-Central Michigan
contest.

88.1 WBGU Proudly Presents C.C.H.A,
Semi - Final Action from the
Joe Lewis Arena in Detroit

ON AMERICAN AIRLINES.
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by Andy Woodard
assistant managing editor

PERRYSBURG, O. — Donita
Davenport and Fran Voll know
the pressure involved with MidAmerican Conference semifinal
and championship tournament
games. Bill Fennelly and Ethel
Gregory have not had such experience.
But by late Saturday afternoon, both Fennelly and Gregory will have coached in their
first MAC final four game at
Toledo's Savage Hall.
Fennelly's Toledo team plays
Davenport's Central Michigan
squad at noon, followed by Gregory's Ball State squad taking
on Voll's Bowling Green team at
2:30p.m.
If the oddsmakers based the
favorites on tournament coaching experience, then Davenport
and Voll would receive the edge.
In their combined 10 years
(including this season) of coaching, they ve reached the MAC
semifinals nine times and appeared in the championship
game on five occasions.
"It's like they make their vacation plans around coming to
the MAC final four. They're here
all the time," Fennelly said of
Davenport and Voll.
Voll joked, "(Donita and I) try
to make it traditional."
However, the Chippewas almost ended their string of six
consecutive semifinal appearances this season.
They struggled late in the year
and finished in sixth place, sending them to Miami for the MAC
Suarterfinal game. They beat
le Redskins 74-58 to advance.
"I'm probably as excited to be
here as any of my previous trips
here," Davenport said. "Three
weeks ago, I didn't think our
possibilities of getting here were
good. But the kids did it."
Even though the Falcons have
romped through the regular
season, Voll said the Chippewas
could be the team to watch.
"When the 'chips' are down
and they need a big win, they
know how to go and get that
win," Voll said. "That's her
(Davenport). She's been in that
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4 YEARS LATER. . . THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Cheryl 6t Don
Ace St Luvs
Kitty St Trent
Elizabeth Si flee
Heater & John the Bouncer
Corrine St Jeff
Chris & Doug
Jo Jo & Homeboy
Suzanne & Joe
Michelle Si Tom
Joanna & Joanna's Boyfriend
Beth St ftndy
Lis & Spiff
Bambino Si John
Kelly & Brian
Boomer C-siason St Bernie Kosar
Kimberly & finely
Nan & ft Man
Veronica & Doug
Jennifer Si UJho Knows?
Christie St Bill
Kristin Si Bud
Lori St Boone
"The Boone's Form Five"
Sours Si Howie
Beauty Si the Beast
Sweet Fanny Rdams Si Schroder
Corriney Bob Si Jeff, her boss

Roman ck Roman
Down Si Schneids
Lisa St UJilcy
Amanda Si Clint
Ann Si Kevin
Veronica Si Tom
Kristine 6t Krista Sue
Shannon St Mike
Betsy Si Brian
Laurie Si Fil
Denise Si Brad
Trish Si Ted
Linda Si the 8th grade basketball coach
"Bimbo" Si Unidentified date
Bonnie 6t Biff
Vol-U-Pack Si the Babysitter
Barb Si Saul
Joanna Si Mike
Clancy Si Mystery Man
R-l-T-fi & Paul
Cathy Si Irving
Shorn 61 Boone
Boone & Cherie
Lisa Si Crass
Stace & Dave Fober
Reva Shayne Si Josh Lewis
Stephanie Si Todd
Christie Brinkley Si Rrnold Schujarzeneqga

Skim Si Nerd
Joyce Si John

Kris Si Bill
Lyric Si Lyric's Boyfriend
Kim Si €d
J.P. Si McV
Birthday Banjo Boys 1 Si 2
Suzy Si Matt
Lisa St The Ricker
Jules Si Kip Vicious
Hon Si His Friend
Nancy Si Steve
Gina 6t Scotter
Janet K. Si Dorkhead
Wendy Si Ron
Pete Si Repeat
Jerry Si Val
Todd "man" Si Beth "dude'
ftnn Si Gabe
Jen Si the Calender man
Lisa Si John
ftmy Si "The Candyman"
Boone Si Julie
Kelley St Boone
Veronica Si John
Virginia Si the U.C. man
Jan St The Invisible Man
Lori St Steve
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leers battle MSU in 'Joe' Matchups key
by Al Franco
sports reporter

. There are only two games that
stand between the Bowling
Green hockey team and an automatic NCAA bid, but the obstacles are set high as BG must
hurdle the best teams the Central Collegiate Hockey Association has to offer.
BG, the fourth seed, faces
number one Michigan State Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at Joe Louis
Arena, Detroit. The Falcons are
defending champions of the
tourney as they defeated MSU
and LSSU to capture the crown,
but repeating appears difficult.
"I think in any sport when you
lay the league champions you
ave a tremendous obstacle in
our way of advancing," BG head
coach Jerry York said. "Michigan State won our league,
played extremely well over the
fpurse of the year, and present-

B

ra
■

York

Mason

ed a lot of problems for us."
The Spartans presented problems for every opponent as they
are in the top three in the nation
and won the CCHA going away
with a 25-6-1 record and are
32-7-1 overall.
"(MSU) really present a balanced attack," York said. "All
their forwards are certainly talented, and we have to be concerned about their ability to
score goals. Conversely, they
have a very solid defense and are
difficult to come against."
BG finished in fifth place with
a 15-14-3 league mark and is

25-15-3 overall. But the Falcons
have had more recent success
against the Spartans.
"One of the things that I like
about our particular team
against Michigan State is that
each time we play them you can
see the improvements we
made," York said. "Early in the
season they certainly outclassed
us in both games.
MSU buried BG 12-1 and 6-2, in
the first series, but in the second
series the Falcons lost 8-5, before defeating the Spartans 5-2.
Since the last time BG played
MSU, the Falcons have gone
8-2-3 and have allowed four goals
or less on each occasion.
"All you have to do is look at
their record to see that they are
playing well in the second half,"
MSU head coach Ron Mason
said. "When you produce in the
second half of the season, it
makes all the accomplishments
more deserving."
And the Falcons deserve to be

at the "Joe" in winning a dramatic three-game series against
Michigan last weekend. And it
was a win that opened many opportunities for BG.
"They're coming off a real
high from the Michigan series,"
Mason said. "They can really
salvage a very average season
for them. When you think of
Bowling Green, you usually feel
they'll finish in the top four."
But York said the goal of BG's
program' is to be a consistent
contender for the national
championship and this season is
no different.
"Every year we want to give
ourselves the chance to do something on the national level,"
York said. "I think this year we
have a good opportunity to do
something if we get into the
field.
I'm saying let's win this tournament, defend our championship, and insure going to the
nationals."

BG set for tourney action
Falcons and rest of MAC look to shoot clown Ball State
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports editor

. .This weekend's Mid-American
Conference men's basketball
tournament features eight
teams with a common problem
— the Ball State Cardinals.
"The Cardinals (14-2 in the
MAC and 25-2 overall) rolled

through regular season play and
are currently ranked in the top
20 of the Associated Press,
United Press International and
the Cable News NetworkAJSA
Today national polls. They are
also the owners of a current
12-game win streak and the nation's best overall record.
The high-flying Cardinals,
who landed two first-team All-
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MAC selections in Paris
McCurdy (11.4 points per game)
and Curtis Kidd (13.7 ppg.), are
the obvious favorites in the
three-day tournament starting
at 11 a.m. today in Toledo's Savage Hall. But losses to MAC foes
Ohio (71-57) and Toledo (49-46)
provide a glimmering light of
nope for the tournament's Field.
Kent State, who plays Bowling
Green (6-10, 12-15) at 3 p.m. today, poses formidable competition tor the front-running Cardinals. The Golden Flashes (11-5
in the MAC, 18-9 overall) ended
second in regular season play,
including posting a three-game

win streak to end the season.
The 18 wins marked the most in
a season since 1951 for KSU. BG
head coach Jim Larranaga,
whose team dropped 66-57 and
76-70 decisions to Kent this
season, said the Golden Flashes
are serious contenders.
"We play a verygood team,"
larranaga said. "They've had a
great season and they're playing
very well as a unit right now.
They are a definite threat to win
the tournament."
The Flashes possess four starters averaging in double figures.
Forwards Eric Glenn (14.4 ppg.)
See Cagers, page 9.
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Noon - 2:00 p.m.

What: The Central Collegiate Hockey Association
Tournament
Who and When: The Bowling Green Falcons versus the
Michigan State Spartans Saturday at 3:30 p.m. University
of Illinois-Chicago Flames
face the Lake Superior
Lakers at 7:30. The winners
play for the CCHA playoff
championship Sunday at 5
p.m., while the losers play the
consolationgame at 1 p.m.
Where: The tourney takes
See at Joe Louis Arena
,000) in Detroit, Mich.
The Participants:
Michigan State: The Spartans are the number one seed
as they won the CCHA regular season race with a 25-6-1
record and swept Ohio State
in the first round. MSU is led
by Kip Miller, the CCHA scoring champion and first team
all-league selection. Miller
scored 29 goals and 43 assists
for 72 points to capture the
crown. Bobby Reynolds (second team, 33-36-69) and Danton Cole (honorable mention,
25-29-54) add offensive spark.
Defensively, the Spartans are
anchored by Chris Luongo
(second team, 4-18-22) and
Steve Beadle (honorable
mention). Beadle was the top
scoring defer.seman in the
CCHA with 47 points. Jason
Muzzatti (honorable mention) cards the most wins
among CCHA goalies, 27,
posting a 27-7-1 record and a
2.92 goals against average.
Lake Superior: The Lakers,
who won the National ChamEionship a year ago, may
ave regained form and are
unbeaten in their last 10
games, 8-0-2. The Lakers are
paced by the tandem of Anthony Palumbo (18-36-54) and
Jim Dowd (23-31-54). They

are followed by Mike de Carle
(18-24-42). But defense is the
Lakers' strong suit, and
starts with the goaltender.
Bruce Hoffort was league's
first team netminder with a
24-7-5 record and a 2.63 GAA.
Kord Cemich (7-26-33). a first
team selection, ana Karl
Johnston (honorable mention, 7-16-23) lead a cast of defenders which allowed the
fewest goals during league
play. 90.
Illinois-Chicago This is the
first trip to the "Joe" for the
Flames, who defeated
Western Michigan 6-2 in the
deciding game of the first
round to earn the berth. UIC
finished third in the CCHA
with a 18-10-4 mark and are
23-12-5 overall. Sheldon Gorski (36-22-58. first team) was
the CCHA regular season goal
scoring leader with 29 tallies,
but Bob Melton (19-40-59)
leads the team in total points.
Darin Banister (7-25-32) anchors the UIC back line. Goaltender Dave DePinto (second
team) has a 21-10-4 record
and 3.58 GAA. He leads all
league keepers with a 1001
saves.
Bowling Green The Falcons, who Finished the CCHA
in fifth place (15-14-3), earned
the right to return to the final
four by defeating Michigan in
the first round. BG is 9-2-3 in
its last 14 games and are apppearing at the "Joe" for the
eighth consecutive time. The
Falcons are led by Greg
Parks (first team, 30-38-68)
and Nelson Emerson (second
team, 21-39-60). Rob Blake
(second team, 10-19-29), Kevin Dahl (7-26-33), and Alan
I^ggett (1-14-15) bolster the
defense. Goaltender Paul
Connell has a 20-13-3 record
and a 3.35 GAA.
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REACH FOR THE POWER.
TEACH.
8S® WANTS YOU!
WELL, JUST YOUR PICTURES!
We are having a photo contest for the 1989- 90
DAY BY DAY campus calendar.
• ENTRIES must be Black and White
and must also be 8" x 10". All photographs
must be of the Bowling Green campus, it's
students, or events.
• Photographs submitted must include
photographer's name, address and telephone
number. NO NEGATIVES PLEASE! Feel free
to submit as many entries as you like.
DEADLINE is high noon on March 29
in the UAO office.
If there are any questions , please call
the UAO office at 372-2343
mo I o
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Cagers[ i Continued from page 8.
and Ric Blevins (14.2 ppg.) are
third and fourth among MAC
scoring leaders, while guard
Reggie Adams ranks 17th in
scoring (12.5 ppg.) and averages
4.4 assists per contest — which
ranks him fifth in the conference. Freshman guard Harold
Walton and senior center Jim
Mangapora average 10.1 and 8.6
ppg., respectively.
Senior guard Joe Gregory
leads the Falcons' attack, averaging 13.4 points and dishing off
3.3 assists per game. Fellow
guard Kirk Whiteman leads the

Voll, Majerus
receive honors
PERRYSBURG, 0. — Fran VoU was named the MidAmerican Conference women's basketball Coach of the Year
for the second time in three years Thursday by the MAC News
Media Association.
Ball State's Rick Majerus garnered the men's coaching award after leading his team to a 25-2 record and first championship in seven years.
Voll, Bowling Green's head coach for five years, led the Falcons to a 24-3 regular-season record and a perfect 16-0 in the
MAC. He has taken BG to three-straight, regular-season MAC
titles.
"Those honors are nice because they come about due to
players and their success on the court," VoU said of the award.
We've got good surrounding people that have helped make it
happen for us.
The administration and the students have helped make it
happen."
VoU, who won Coach of the Year honors in 1987 after leading
his team to a 27-3 overaU record overall, said the award usually
goes to coaches who move up in the standings or have established a winning tradition.

MAC in three-point shooting
percentage with a 21-40 mark
from that range.
The 11 a.m. contest features
eighth-place Western Michigan
and ninth-place OU. These two
squads have suffered frustrating seasons as the Bobcats were
a unanimous choice to win the
conference, while the Broncos
were the pre-season second
place favorite.
At 1 p.m., fifth-place Eastern
Michigan faces fourth-place
Miami. Both teams have posted
mediocre seasons as the Redskins ended at 8-8 in the MAC
and 13-14 overall, while the Hur-

ons (last year's MAC tournament champions) are 7-9,15-12.
In the evening contests, topseeded BSU faces the winner of
the OU-Western game at 7, while
the third-place Toledo Rockets
(9-7,15-14) chaUenge sixth-place
Central Michigan in the day's
final matchup.
Saturday's action tips off at 6
p.m., with the BSU-WMU or OU
winner taking on the victor of
the Chippewa-Rocket matchup.
The tournament's championship
game will be played at noon on
Sunday and will be shown to a
nationaUy- televised audience
on ESPN.

"They haven't had the
greatest of years," he said, "but
when it comes to the tournament, it's like they say, 'let's get
to the finals like we're supposed
to.'"
Although the MAC semifinals
have been common-place for BG
and Central Michigan, it has

been anything but for Toledo
and Ball State.
Toledo has not been in the semifinals since 1984, while the
Cardinals are making their first
appearance.
"It's an exciting experience
for the players," said Gregory,
who is in her third year.

Coaches
D Continued from page 7.
situation before and she knows
what to do."
FenneUy, who is in his first
year, said he is leery of the
Chips entering the game even
though Toledo won both contests
this year.
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Tankers
advance
Three Bowling Green divers
will compete in Wisconsin
this weekend at the 1989 NCAA
Regional Diving Competition.
Junior Michael Poindexter,
sophomore Cathy Kurela and
freshman Kelly Schaefer qualified for the meet with their performances against Kentucky on
Feb. 4.
Poindexter is the only returnee of the three, as he dove in
the regional competition last
year.

I

AMERICAN
^CANCER
? SOCIETY"
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• 'ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS' *
There will be an ACE meeting Tuesday.
Match 14 at 6 30 in 403 Moseley Hall Everyone is welcome'F
'Attention Juniors and Seniors'
Applications are now available (or
'Omlcron Delta Kappa National Leadership
Honorary"
Available at 405 Student Services Bldg.
'Return by March 17th at UAO office*

Join the Spanish Club and Bring a Friend to a
Pizza Party and Mov>e"
Monday. March 13. 7 30 pm
at 650 Sixth Street no 4
(phone no 353 3359or 353-2714)
Journalism scholarship applications due March
10 at 5PM in Jour orMassComm OHice
Pre-Spring Break Pot Luck
Friday March 10. 1989
11 30-1 00 Main Lounge. Oil Campus student
center
Everyone Welcome'

■ BG PRO PRSSA Meeting'
Wednesday. March 15 at 9pm
West Hall Rm 316
All Journalism Majors Welcome

Student Council For Exceptional Children
Sunday March 12 1989
8 00 PM 406 Education
Everyone is welcome*

Just in time lor Florida
FUN-IN THE-SUN
Wed March IS
Union Foyer 9-4
Free product samples
Tips on sale tanning
Sponsored by "The Well"

The Black Swamp Spinners will hold ihelr
annual Market Day In Bowling Green. Ohio on
Sat. March 11, from 10am to 4pm. The sale,
which Is used •• a fund raiser lor the guild,
will be held at the Center Township Fire Hall,
located directly 2 miles east of the 1-75 B.G.
•■it 4181 at 9986 Bowling Green Road Fasl

"HAVE VOU WITNESSED A DISAPPEARING1"
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
Show your leadership potential OS E A nominations are being accepted through March 17,
1989 For The 1989-90 School Year All positions are open with special need tor President.
Treasurer. Treasure-Elect, historian and Public
Relations Chairperson Please lurn Nomination
forms m to 410 Education Bldg and plan to attend Apr 4th Meeting lor elections

EVERY FRIDAY
ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
SOUP AND SANDWICH LUNCH, $1.00
UCF CENTER, corner of
Thurstln and Ridge
This week Dr Bruce Edwards. Economics wiH
discuss. A Peace Economy"1
For the best in R & B. Rap S Dance Music in NW
Ohio Tune mto WBGU - POWER 88.
Every Monday through FRIDAY 8-10 PM on
•8 1 FM
Have you witnessed a disappearing???
Hey Mac. Kohl. Conkhn residents and guests
Are you ready lor Spring Break? To get ready
tor the tun and the Sun. come to tnePre-Sprlng
Fling
March 119-1
Kohl Ground Floor
How would you like to earn credits in Washington. DC next tall instead ot sitting in class at
BG? You can through a Washington Center Internship! Come to our mto sess-on Thurs.
March 16 at to 30 m the Center tor academic
Options. 231 Admin, s 8202. Check it out'
Interested in being involved m the Student Rec
Center?
Applications are available in the SRC olfice lor
1989-90 Student Rec Center Council until
March 17

PERSONALS

I NEED A RIDE TO FT. LAUDERDALE
Without your help ill miss the boat Call at
353-5839 lor Casey, leave your no I can leave
the 17th III help with gas

INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDEO
MANDATORY CLINIC TUESDAY MARCH 14
SRC ARCHERY GOLF ROOM-5-8 OOp m
PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOY
MENT

SERVICES OFFERED

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICA
TIONS ANYONE INTERESTED IN THE IN
TRAMURAL PROGRAM AND BECOMING A
MEMBER OF THE BOARD. PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY NOON THURS
DAY. MARCH 16 1989

A TO Z DATA CENTER 352 5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS Federal Ex
press. Typing. Resumes FAX Copies

Center lor Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Tesi
Proud to be Pro Choce
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

■ BRAD FULTON AND JERRY FRANT2 '
With Hockey and Lacrosse. We can t go wrong.
We II Dance and Drink all Night long Gamma Phi
Date Parties are a great New Fad. and tonight
You it Have a nbtasl at PERFECTLY PLAID!
Love. Your Gamma Phis, Denlse and Val

255 7769
FRANTIC FINGERS TYPING SERVICE
Meeting all your typing needs professionally
typed term papers thesis, resumes, etc Call
Beth at 874-3536

If we were you we'd be at Barb's at 5 30 '

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We ksten. We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE

■■ MDASUPFRDANCE "
March 3«4
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin1

WBGU-POWER 88 Brings you the best m H8B.
Rap. & Dance Music m NW Ohio every Monday
through Friday 8-10 on 88.1 FM

SNOWBUNNIES OF B.G.
IS It COld OUt for you tOO?
Lets start our own heat wave)
Male Dancer 354-3136.

•' MDA SUPERDANCE ' *
March 3&4
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin1

The Pre-Law Society
proudly presents
' * 'Senator Betty Montgomery' • •
Monday March 13. at 7 30pm in rm 116 BA.
to discuss her experiences as former Wood
County prosecutor and her current positon in
the Senate
All WELCOME!
Theta Chi Art Curtis Theta Chi
Are you ready for this one'"
Get psyched" lor Hels Angels and a lantastic
weekend1
I love you
Heidi
P S Lucky lor me there aren't any Canoes involved

•' MDA SUPERDANCE ' *
March 3*4
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin1

Stressed, lense or sore?
Your answer a massage!)
$15 session Call 353 4963
TYPING SERVICES lor all types ot papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 8am to 9pm

•■ MDA SUPERDANCE "
March 344
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin'

Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
3540371

-'• WANTED ••■
Executive Director
Executive Producer
tor
The 1990 Miss BGSU Scholarship Program
Applications m 425 Student Services Deadline
Friday. March 10 at 5 00

WiH do ironartg in my home Call 352-6160 earty
morning hrs

USG Candidates Forum
Come and meet your Candidates
and hear them out before
Elections1"
March 13. Monday 16 30 pm
Place 411. South Hall, international lounge
Organized by WSA. Pi Sigma Alpha. Social
Justice Comm and IRO

'• MDA SUPERDANCE "
March 344
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin1
•'JULIE CORBIN"
DELTA SIGMA PI
Good Luck this weekend Don t worry and you II
be tine Just remember everything Malt and I
have told you Don't worry and make me very
proud
Love.

THETA CHI'S
HELLZ ANGELZ

LOST & FOUND
??HAVE YOU WITNESSED A DISAPPEARING??
Lost A burgandy portfolio in library 3-2-09 Important papers inside II found please call Kelly
353-3989

"Sue"Snoddy"*
and
"Kfls"Jammln" Wagner*
6 days and we are out m the sun watch out Ft.
lauderdale here we come1 We've got everything we need to bring
Gel prepared to do the WILD THING'
Love you guys' RACHELLE
•KKG'ZTIT^KKO'ZBT'KKG'ZBT
ZBT's-Get psyched
only 22 days til Greek Olympiad''
•KKG'ZBT'KKG'ZBT'KKG'ZBT

VourWg
KEVIN
"KKG"KKG"KKG"KKG"KKG
Kappa Loves their VIP's
Hang in there only 7
more weeks'
"KKG"KKG"KKQ"KKG"KKG
"The Irish Tea"
Alpha Sigma Phi
Delta Zeta
Phi Gamma Delta
"The Irish Tea"

•II ATTENTION DELTA SlG SEARCH PARTY

The Honors Student Association will be presenting a
"Back to the 60s" coffeehouse
Tues March 7 at 7 30 pm
m the Honors Center below Kreischer Quad
Free tor all- munchtes and admittance
Performers call Joan at 372-5779

Win a semesters Iree tiahon
Buy your tickets in the Union Foyer Today

DRV DOCK ' DRV DOCK
Sheepish Orln w.tl De at DRY DOCK on Friday
the 10thot March'
Then on Saturday the 1 ith ot March DRY
DOCK wiH be celebrating St. Pat's Day a little
earlyi So come and join me funl

RIDES

'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKQ'
Knstl Kohl. - Good Luck
With MCO We are all
behind you'
•KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG
•KKG•KKG•KKG'KKG•KKG•
ZBT's-Get psyched
Only 22 daysd til Greek Olympiad!!
•KKO'KKG'KKO'KKG'KKG'
•KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKQ'
Kappas proudly announce their 4 O's
Lynne Dressel
Katharine Garver
Kristi Kohl
Meimda Messbarger
Jenny Moser
Rebecca Stevens
Tracy Thomas
Lisa Tootle
Sherry Bayfitf
•KKG'KKG'KKQ'KKQ'KKG'
'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG
The Sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would
like lo be belatedly congratulate Lisa Del Rosano on her recent pearling to Dave Freeman
of Ohio State.
•KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG

??HAVE YOU WITNESSEO A DISAPPEARI NO??
Alpha Dells love their pledges because they are
lots of Fun and have lots ot enthm—m
Alpha Phi Alpha Ph.
Saturday is on the way
The Phis wil dance and romance
So grab your date and don t delay"
AM

680 WFAL FACTS FOR FLORIDA
CONTEST
5 Where was the BG Football field previously
located?
6 How many brown, standing bulletin boards
are there on Campus
7 Name the Sandwich Family from the Cafeter-

* Answer 4 win a tree trip to Clearwater
ATTENTION BUTTLESS NURSE STRAUSS
Eddie Murphy Says
Wei have some ice-cream
On your birthday
And you can't have none
Cu* you gave Hupt
Happ 22nd Birthday & Good Luck on finals
(avoid talking to trees and sitting on doorknobs')
Love Minna and the Garden Woman
BE A DESIGNATED DRIVER

SAVEAUFE'

BONUS INCOME
Earn S200-S500 weekly Marimg 1989 travel
brochures For more information send stamped
envelope to Inc PO Box 2139 Miami FL
33261

CONTINUED ON PQ. 10

" Hey God, I Need Help !"
And help is on the way!
Lona Ingwerson, a member of the Christian
Science Board of Lectureship will be
speaking on college problems and
concerns with relationships, job hunting,
peer pressure, academic pressure,
indecision, drinking, illness or anything
else. Help is available to everyone,
everywhere from God.

Lost CASK) calc with Dlack casing It was a
gift II found please call 372 5188. Trace

a> Pre - Spring Break Pot Luck *

For those who are merely curious about
investigating other religions, it's an
opportunity to find out what
Christian Science is all about.

♦

Date:

♦
▼

Friday

March

10,

1989

♦

11:30-1:00 Main Lounge.
Off Campus Student Center

♦ EVERYONE WELCOME

FREE

♦

YOl H ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible lor Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless ot Grades or Parental Income.
• We have a dala bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion In private sector
funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic Interests,
career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available tor students who have been newspaper carriers.
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers,
etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.
CALL
ANYTIME

Watch out Bowling Green,
HELLZ ANGELZ are here.
Mach 11, 1989

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

IeS]

iBLUE
RIBBON PHOTO
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
157 N. Main St. (across from Uptown)
Open 9-8 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Sat.
12-5 Sun.
Bowling Green's Only Full Line Camera Store

'"."""ff"
on Film
Developing

FREE
Extra Set
of Prints

Get the second Ml of prints FREE when the first set ■Good on 110 120 35mm ana doc t*n
> developed and printed at Blue fliboon Photo Store-. tC-4 I proceftB) 0*1 '3 o« on 36 e.p »2 o«
Good on 110. 120 35mm and Owe f*m <C 4i
|on 24 e<p . or M oft on 12 l5e»p Coupon mutt
procaaa) Coopon muat accompany on** Thta
■ accompany order TTw coupon not vaM with any
coupon not vekd with any other offer On* roll p«r I other ofler One row per coupon
■

,-'

-

■■■■[■

■
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March 14, 1989

Time:

8:30 pm

Place:

Ohio Suite, Union

Speaker:

Lona Ingwerson, member of the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship.

HEY GRAD STUDENTS
2 notices from GSS.
1. Grad Jazz Cafe TONIGHT
from 8:00 - 12:00 pm. Ice Arena Lounge.
Refreshments and munchlesl
Don't miss itl Donation - $ 2.00
2. Housing surveys are due no later than
3:00 pm., Friday, March 17th. For additional
information call 372-2426

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds

io MKWI March ML MM
MY DOCK

CON'T FROM PQ. 9
ATTENTION LAURIE
The weeka gone leet we re Mrnofll mere
Tie one dey more til the nigru we I ilwi
PI* Psi and date, SUM by side
Awe* the bue. on which they'll ride
Al roadl Io MOTOWN, or so the Hone read
$0 In haste they deport, and with greet speed
Tha rest of tha eve. Thua far unspent
laavaa only YOU tor ME
Tha lucky Phi Pai Gent1
Love ya lots Jan.
AK SPECIAL SUNTAN VISITS 11.00
EACH ONLY al HAIR UNLIMITED. 143 W
tVooeter. 353 3281
Clwrywood Health Spa-Tanning Booth
10 visits lot $20 352-9378

$T.»AT'iNKJMT
1AT.MAHCM11TH
DRV DOCK ' DRY DOCK
Friday. March 10th along with
Ortmvs be tag Hunk O'Cheese Than on Saturday 10lh beware our DJ starts spewing the
tunes Psycho bay Cadillac**- perform from
S-10PM
DRY DOCK ' DRY DOCK
DRY DOCK
SHEEPISH 0.P.IN
FRI MARCH 10TH

Kappa Sigma ■ Gamma Phi Beta • Kappa Sigma
• Gamma Phi Beta
Saul. Jim Todd. Dave. Steve. Todd and Jan.
Aa tradition continues
Gamma Phi wil see
How fun and exciting
Out KAPPA SIG dates w*J oel
We'l drink and dance
and have lots ol lun
Because PERFECTLY PLAID
a the ultimate one'
Your Gamma Phi datea.
Barb. Krteta. Sue. Both. Tracey, Nancy. Amy 1

DRY DOCK
SHEEPISH QRIN

CHUCK "Oarkhaad" BOflTON
Oat ancitied lot a great lime »t PLAIO11
Janet
Congratulallona

to
SHARIOREEN
Sigma Nu Sweetheart SI
Congralulallona
M
FRANK NAQY
Sigma Nu Man
ol tha yaat II'
Congratulations
Io
CHRIS ELLIS
Sigma Nu New member ol tha yaar ••'
CRAIQ MATURI
Wei tonight 0) PLAID I wonder who ta gomg Io
oaas out this time? Hopetuty neither one ol us
weV And who Knows what wil happen than I
don't understand we've known each other lor
three years now. and we are ana" talking to each
other, this could get Serious?' NO we're to
much Bake1 Hope you have an awesome hme
tonight IknowlwMII
Love You,
USA
GAMMA PHI BETA PERFECTLY PLAID

Can you beasve It's bean a year? It's been up
and down but its been greall Hope mere's
many more I love you"
■K
PS Bahamas or bust

FRI. MARCH 10TH
02 DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
Executive Council
Getexdtedlor
PaJAMorama
March 11
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

use
Kappa Sigma • Gamma Phi Beta • Kappa Sigma
• Gamma Phi Beta

DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ
Congratulations Andrea MlkkM and Tim
Schroadar on your peering from your Delta
Zeta Sisters.
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ
DZ DZ OZ OZ OZ OZ DZ DZ DZ
the sisters ol Delta Zets congratulate Tracy
Johnson and John Schmharl on their engagement with al our love tor you nthe future,
may you be happy'
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
DZ OZ TRACY JOHNSON DZ DZ
Your GrandUl and LU wnal 10 congratulate you
on your engagement to John We can't beeeve
you didn't tea us"
We are so happy lor you'll
DZ DZ Coieen and Marcy DZ DZ
Elizabeth Clark (you streamlined woman, youl
You are the moat awesome roommate m the
whole wide world probably because you are
so "gosh dam cool ' Living with you has been
Ike one greet big orgasmic party Lets do OSU
again1 Have a great spring break"
Love. Suzanne

KAPPA SKJS
Heard you have no baas
(10 play pool with thai »i"|
Remember: it9 not whether you win or lose,
but how you play the game'
KD-SIGMACHI" •-KD-•-SIGMACHI'KD
Congratulations
Usa Podgurskl a Tom Hannah
on your resent paining We're happy for you'
AOT - Your kappa Delta Sisters
KKG FAMILY ROOMMATE COTTER.
I must warn you al before its too late a Walking
bombshell is my late
• w/o a bear lor 10 days; bikini starvation diet
craze I
• research paper ' 5 tests, next weak I'm
STRESSED" I
Please bear w/me / don't cal me a stretch I
guarantee the 17th Is a drunken fee"! I
Z
Lambda CM ALpha Dr Deoi F Lambda Chi
Alpha Hope you're Excited about tonight
Woodstock is going Io be s blast!
Lambda CM Alpha Tony Snyduh Lambda Chi
ALpha

DAVE YOTHERS
Congratulations on your recent Beta-Alpha Gam
Lavabering Io Cnrista Rittman
The brothera ol Beta Theta Pi

FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI
Saan llo.enaU - Looking forward to formal
thai weekend"
Love Youl-Jan
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA
PHI

Delta Sig Pledge
•Stephanie FlakGood Luck at mmationt
Beware ol Sharks'
Your Secret Big

FIJI'S and DZ'i
Tonight Qlboeya will
be greall Qreen Bear
and Irl ah Splr It a
The Alpha Slga

Are you Ready for Mednees?
Your Phi Psl Date.
Vande

For the bee! in RaB. Rap a Dance Music m NM
Ohio Tune into WSXJU - POWER SS.
Every monday through Friday 8-10pm U.I FM

Learn Io Prevent Sexual Assault
Wednesday. March 15,7 30 p.m.
Lenhart Ballroom - Admission Free
Stay ssfe in Bowing Green!

DELTA SK3MA PI
JIM OSKEY
Initiation Is Unatty hare Just remember the pur
pose the rose ol OeRa Sig and that I'm behind
you an the way You're me beat and you'll do
great'
Love. Shan
Delia Sigma Pi
Secret ui Lisa Boughlon
Soon wa meet' Oel psyched lor initiation'
Love. Your secret big
Delta Sigma Pi Delta Sigma Pi Delta Sigma PI
Jans'Cross
good Luck at initiation1 you've done GREAT
these past six weeks' Get psyched lor the
week-endt
Love.
•• Your Sacral Big- •
Delia Sigma PI Pledges Sarah A Larry:
Tha Hme ia here' Good Luck on Saturday Wa
know both ol you wil do greet1
Love your biga.
Lore a Mark
Delta Sigma PI Franc Castro Delta Sigma PI
Good Luck at Initiation thai weekend' I'll be
watching youl Remember. Wear your white
Underwear1
Your secret Big
Delta Slgme Pi Pledges
Congratulations on a great loo'
Don't worry, we'I (md tha party'
Good Luck at inrliahon!
Matt
Delta Sigma Pi
Secret Little Jan Oskey
tomorrow's the day.
you've done a great |ot>
it wil be a surpnae
whan you discover who I ami
GOODLUCKI
Lova. Your Sacral Big
Delta Sigma Pi" JULIE OOMM* DeM Sigma PI
Your long lost SECRET Big is anxiously ewerhng
me much anttcweted event scheduled tor salunlay and would eke to wish you al the luck In
the world" Study dUgeniry and keep a nappy at
ntude"
DELTA SIGMA PI
BIO LAURA EBERLY"
Congratulations on being elected secretary
..-Get that typewriter warmed up and practice
your short hand, you're gonna need «' Thenke
tor being the BEST BIG EVER I'm looking toward to being on your side ol mrttanon' When s
our next cultural excursion?
LOVE YOUR UL' TOOO B
DELTA SKJMA PI
BarbKorode
inrtiatlon is tinally hare And thai year has been
great you're a great big
Lova. Shan
DELTA TAU DELTA
Thanks lor the serenade and the Bowers • I am
vary honored to be part ol such a great group ol
guys'I
"^

QAMMA PHI Valerie ZaMasYi - QAMMA PHI
Fridays tha day. we'I eat and drink tequila poppars and sours we will deleat afterwards we'l
have some fun and of course NO booting wM be
done' So here's Io Friday and al we'l do And
be sure we'l have a great time loo'
Love in PI Kappa Epsaon. Dense
GAMMA PHI Valerie Zsidain -QAMMA PHI
Happy Birthday
T.J.
Hope It's a good one'
Your Playmate
Have you witnessed a disappearing??
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER (OR
ANYTIME?) Jet there from Cleveland Detroit,
or Chicago lor no more man $229. or from tha
Eaal Coast for no more than $180 with AIR
HTTCH (r), aa reported In Consumer Reports.
NY Times
Let's Go. Newsday. Good
Housekeeping, and national network morning
shows For detaiie cal 212-884-2000 or
write
AIRHITCH
2901 Broadway. Suite
1D0A. NY.NY 10026
Heidi Willhelm
good kick at Inahetlon true weekend'
Delta Slgms PI end your secret big
wish you the beet
Hey Karen RaOmski and Jennifer Murphy
Aaw known aa FRIEDA FALCON Congratuiattons on a greet year
Love, The unsuspecting Aloha Phi's
HOMECOMING 1989
LOGO CONTEST
PRIME TME'M"
$100 00 PRIZE
LOGO CONTEST ENTRY DEADLINE
MARCH 31 St
$100 00 PRIZE
ENTRIES ACCEPTED AT
405 STUDENT SERVICES
*'' HOMECOMING 1989 • • ■

IS

I'm Driving Club- Designated Driver Program
Sign-Up
Math-Science Bttg
Men Frl March 8 10
8-3
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE COED BOWLING - MARCH 13; MEN'S < WOMEN'S SOCCER-MARCH 14 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 400
PM IN 108SRC
INVENTORY CLEARANCEI
Gel your eweetpairrta a Sweatshirts for 20% off I
You can't beat the quelfy or price at T.O.'a
Campus Comer'
He a step In the right Direction
USG elections march 14-16
Step Four VOTE the power is m your hands

love. Mere
DESIGNATED DRIVER PROGRAM
Sponsored by
Never Again
Prevention Canter lor
Alcohol 1 Omar Drug Abuse
Eta Sigma Gamma • USG

DRY DOCK
aT.MrtNMMT

JAH.-N-SAIL JAIL-N-BAIL
KAPPA DELTA MARCH 11, IIH
JAIL-NJAII JAIL-N-BAIL
JASON HILL
Congratueattone on your recent levekerlng Io
Ruth Eaton
The brothera ol Bale Theta PI
JENNIFER JOY AFRATES
USG Al Large-Representative
VOTE March 14 S 15

•AT. MARCH 11TM
DRY DOCK
»T.'Art NIGHT
«ATMA«CH11TH
DRY DOCK
SHEEPISH GRIN
FPi. MARCH 10TH

J

KAPPA SKMA ' QAMMA PHI BETA - SIQMA
PMEPSN.ON
JIM DAVIS • SPOO
n Marled one night, oh what a IrighH
How oould you know to do
Dueang Banioe just Right?!
Who would have known you'd be
Birthday Brothera at heart'
From than on wa M* couldn't gat you apart.
Chi-Chi's. HIM Charles Soft Rock Cate
Lycnnberg Lemonade. 1 oh what a mess you
made
You've made scenes In our hees
and fallen oft walks
Tonight's the night
We're sure you'l do It up right'
Perfectly Plaid - its gonna be outta eight'
LOVE. KRISTA SUE S KRISTINE

I JOY AFRATES
USG Al Large Repreeenlalive
VOTE March US 15
JodyOlerkehelde
Your pledging la finely over and your special
weekend a aanoel here I'm so glad I have such
a wonderful Hme like you Congrata1
Lova, Your Big
Amy
KAPPA SKJS
Your Gamma Pt» Datea are mad about pkeo" I

Laurie Krupa.
2 Years
2 Dates
plus 2 Morrow
equal 2 much Fun

During

Legal Joint II
Kamlkatl $1
"Brathaua Friday Happy Hour" 3-8
pm
UL USA BOUGHTON
Initiation le near. and soon
You'll be a brother too'
GOOOLUCKONSAT Youl be
GREAT!"
Your BIG B K

LIMITED SPACE STILL AVAILABLE
In the S OLD. Leadership Development Workshops on "How to manage stress and "How
do I apply my currant Leadership skits to my future exTtptoymenfr' Workshop dales are lueaoey March 14 and Wednesday March 15 For
more niormatlon, cal 372-2843
MiutiHe Bruno
Wei the big day is finally here'
HAPPY 21 SI BIRTHDAY ■ Don't
party It up to much
Love
your "real" Slater
JEAN
MlkeLamenha
Happy Birthday"
Remember Eat White Cake
And don't Go to sleep'
Chrienen
MUD VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Pick up entries si Meat! AJumni Center (across
from Harshman, Sponsored by: Undergraduate
Alumni Association
MUD VOLLEYBALL
It'l be here soon!
Join In on the tun'
ENTRIES DUE MARCH 17
Sponsored by: Undergraduate Alumni Association
O's Herbs and Vktamlna has moved
For al vttamma t herbs
Cat 855-3874
PUNK-PUNK—PUNK
Congratulations on leal weekend, you guys
ware great And hey. I don't care what those U
of M lens say, you're not that big of a BUM"
Good luck at tha JOE. crush STATE. I'm sure
you will
Love.
Your no. 1 Puck Bunny
P.S. What are you doing after you graduate.
"Pumping gas?
RAPE PREVENTION
Dr Steven Thompson Can Wep You!
Wednesday. March 15. 7 30 p.m.
Lenhert Daafoom - Free Admission
ROAST YOUR BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK (OR
ANYTMEI) ROUND-TRIP JET AIRFARE TO
THE CAPJBBEAN, $188111 Why hang around
and freeze your butt oil when you can be
stretched out on the sand ol a beautiful Caribbean resort island (or a lovely coastal resort In
Mexico or South America) lor only 188 bucks?
Fights go from CLE. OTT, PIT, and al East
Coaat cities
Call SUNHITCHIm
2128842000
ROCK MUSIC AND CARTOONS
How are they effecting Christian homes. Hear
Frank Carl at 10 am March I 2 at the Bowing
Green Church ol the Nazarane-1281 Conneaut.
Romanovsky snd Phespe
Uva in concert
8PM Wednesday March 16
Moore Musical Arta Canter
Sick and tired of Increases m tuition?
VOTE
PETER*. FRAY
Spring Breek SPECIAL
$ 1 00 ofl cuts. $5 00 off perms
Mention AD - Tha Falcon Capper
141 W Woosler 352-8200

S.A.E'8 I Prospective Delee: Paddy Murphy
88 M guaranteed a memorable time Dining &
Dancing Among tha Lights will surety be a
romantic sight Ususly one but ma Hme two,
rights ol mernorlaa are waiting tor you In a
modem city, water ol three, a short tourney
away la where II wd be
SkjEp • Chrie'SlgEp
Theta CN • Eric • Theta Chi
iGakgans Island Themel
Here s a Isle of two Alphe phi 3
snd two very lucky guys.
They headed oil Io Sandusky
Io have a vary good Hme.
The formal started getting wild.
the lour got out of hand,
They danced and drank the night away
They al had an awesome time
Tha al had an awesome tmet
Love. Brlgitte and Pam
St Patrick's Day
Pre-Spnng Break party
Wednesday. March 15
al Brathaua
'tree mugs, posters, popcorn
•l sfvrts. every 15 minutes (7:30-1pm)
■ beer signs St midnight
FUN! FUN! FUN'
STEVE BEVILACOUA
You ware TERRIFIC last Night' Wa Uva you
Elzlbeth A Suzanne
Slu. John. Mlchele, Shelly
John, Kan, Sonya, I Rhonda
I'm so proud ol you' Al I can Say (with Slu In
mind) is
AMA - What a BOD l
Lova, Am
SUZANNE BIDOLE J ELIZABETH CLARK
I can't gel enough of you. I love you both'
STEVE BEVILACOUA
The beginning ol a new tradition .
Spoo A Jim Davis' Birthday
One year apart but brothera at heart!
March 10. 1888 - Look out BG'
the Brothera ol Delta Tau Delta would like Io
congratulate Rod Kramer and Llai Miiiian on
their recent Delta Tau Delia - PI Phi levaMring
THE NEW AGE MOVEMENT - New ess lor an
old problem Hear Frank Carl-March 12-5om al
the BG Church ol The Nazarene - 1281 Con
neajut.
IME OCCU1I AND SATANISM ho* do they
etTect Christians today? Hear Frank Carl March
12-epm al the BG Church of the Nazarene •
n 1281 Conneeul
Theta Cm • Pi Kappa Phi • GDI
John ' Trent ■ Brian
Perfectly paid Is almost hare
The fun we'l have wd soon be near
We'l drink and party and have a bkul
The night wd seem lo go loo fast
With memories which wd always last
The Goo Phoo Boos wd go down m history.
"II the six ol us aren't hanging it wd be a
myalery
'We're your Gamma Phi Dates snd we can't
wan.
' So please don't hesitate and lets not be late
Lova-Joyce. Knty. and. Kety
To my "Celchol Kitchener",
I lust wanted to wish you tuck this weekend on
the road to Joe " DonT forget lo wink cause II
be there to cheer you on Better tie your skates
right the fust time' I m behind you 100V smoke
'em Truck"
LoveYa.
Your other right wing. 208
To Our Lll' Tina
Congratulations on your initiation we are vary
proud ol you You stole our hearts and some
other things loo! We're glad you're finely one ol
IMI
Lambda Gamma Love
and ours,
Joyce snd Heidi
To the gentlemen who shal accompany the
ladies ol Alpha Phi
Spring Formal has been planned lo be an enchanting evening with each man with lormal attire, we shal never retire lor our rooms shal be
liled with lucioua pink Bubbles elided and lour
Happy Alpha phis who are thrieed Because its
true thatr dales wil be you. PI Kappa Ed, EMI
Patrick, and FUI Chris loo! Hugs and Kiasee
Kea. NaoJne. Sheiy. and Jam
UAO and Campus Films presents
IMAGINE
s movie that portrays the hie story ol John
Lannon
Friday 1 Saturday. March 10 A 11
at 8, 10. and midnight
Imagine Is co-aponsorsd by WBOU. The merle will be shown In 210 MSC snd the admission price Is $1.60.
^^
VOTE COUGHUN - McGINTY
For USG President and VP
Uniquely QuaHled"
Vole lor
Chanlal Ayera
USG Atlarge representative
Wanted Tickets lo Bon Joel Concert in either
Cleveland (Mar 25) or Detroit (Mar 21) Cad
Deans 372-8361
WBOUPOWER SB Brings you the boel m RSB.
Ran, S Dance Music m NW Oho every Monday
through Friday 8-10pm on 8S.1 FM
We're not the Beaatie Boys
Were not Run D MC
Were knt Almosl Tanned Gits
From B.G.
We're going to Oaylona
D-D-DDaylona
We're gonna Gal Peuty
We're geWn' out of here.
We're gonna drink alcohol
and lots o* beer
Were gonna lay in It
L L L Lay In II
We're gonna get wasted
We're gonna gal a tan
We're gonna have a real blast
that's our plan
We're never gonna come back
C-C-C-Come Backt(EVER!)
Can't wan Kath (and Paul)! only one more weak!
Love Ye Bom . COLLEEN
WINTER WEIGHT SWEATSHIRTS
NOW THROUGH Mar 17 you can gel your
Bowling Qreen Lacrosse Sweelshlrts. For
only $35 00 Quanltltles Limited. Order yours
Today by caUng 353-7345 or 353-7887
Support Thla Winning Sport!
B.O. LAX la Beckl
ZBT ZBTahRI AGO
Dona and Amy looking forward to "NO RESPONSIBILITY" and BEING with YOU on
Saturday.
Lova Tippy and BT
ZBTZBTahltlAOO
ZEPPUN-WHO-DOORS-FLOYO'YES
and much more...
Start the weekend off right with CLASSIC
FLASHBACK every Friday night from 10-mldnight Join Stave Higgma. your host, tor the
beat obscure classics only 88 1 WBOU
Request Una 372 2828

WANTED

Wanted Live In summertime help Babysitting
snd Ighl housekeeping Mother's Little Helper
30574 Woodetream Drive. Farmlnglon Hille.
HI4a01L(S13)SS1-0BSa.

1 Ncn-Smoklng. Female roomate needed for
1888-80 School year Cal 372-4882 lor more
kilo.

FOR SALE

1 roommate needed May lo May Own room.on
Maxvde 1 block from campus 180/mo plus
low utilise Cal 354-2383

$200 00 roundtrip airline ticket Toledo to Ft
Lauderdaie March 22 • 28 688-6661 After
5:30
1 Coupon Book S85
1 Microwave $40
CaH 353-554*

2 female rmts for 88-80 school year to share a
2bdrm apt. Rent $136/mo or $800 e semester Ca* etna 372-5458 or Laura 372-5574
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, eummer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeaslern Pennsylvania. Lohatan. P.O. Box 234BO, kenllworlh, NJ 07011
(20D27S-O565
*d lemalee needed lor summer. Roommates
needed to lublease kj house on Manvde Low
price dose to campus cal us' 354-3063
Attention Need s Babysitter over Spring Break
Contact Joan a Stave PO
Box No
6176.688-2154 Cal mornings before 10.30
M-F Sal a Sun mornings
Male roommate to lub ataas apartment for Fel
semester 1989 Rent $1 35 a month plus alectrie, 810 5W Slree! Cal Dave at 354-3238 or
leave a message
Needed: 1 roommate to share Haven Houae
apartment for summer. Call Donna al 2-5348
orChrlaat2-624S.
Non-amoklng female needed 88-90 school
yaar and/or summer 88 Own room. Quiet apt
Napoleon Rd Reasonable renl ph 353-8488
Roommate needed Irom May-August 1989
Close lo Campus Cheap Rent Cal 353-4776
ANYTIME Ask for Karen
Roommates needed to share downtown apt.
88-89 School year? aid looking for apt veal
Angle 372-3534
Wanted 1 -4 roommates lor the summer. Prime
location on ManviSe Cad 354-3063
Wanted 4 people to sublease apartment lor
summer Central Air Close to Campus II inter
eeled cal 363-8208
Wanted Ride to any place In New York or New
England on March 17th Wd pay cash $
Amount negotiable Please cal 353-3684
Wanted I lemale roommate to share a 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath apartment thie summer Rant
is negotiable Cal Mekssa at 353-4162
Wanted: 1-2 Roommates lor a close to campus
Apartment H interested cal lor details 89-90
School year Cal Gaa 372-4313
WANTED 2 roommates lo share my 2 bedroom
apt on 4lh and S College Renl $136.00
eeymo ($405 00 summer) Else. $6 00 mo
(eelCall 353-3885or3533461.

Low I
3535537

1980 RAT
Good cond auto $2,500 nag

1982 Ford Pickup
Exceeent Condition asking $5000

364-0735
2 bdrm . 1 story home alum siding Spacious
kit A F«nHy rm 1 bath 2 car gar Just steps
from the Park a Downtown Appt Only Days
352-4219. after 6PM 353-6744
Al New Tandy 102 Portable Computer, Printer,
disk drtve, caaaete recorder $700 00 Neg
372 3129
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI
CUES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys
Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-636 8685 EXT A4244
Brand newCannondale bike. Extremely low
mileage Asking $400 CaH 353-1156.
For Sale 1980 Ford Pinto
$300 or beat offer

Cal 372-2959
For Sale
Shan? microwave $ 150, brand new Puma Hard
Court II tennis shoes $50. cal 353-5375.
Round Trip airline ticket to TamparOrtandp,
Fla during Spring Break' (March 17-26) Cell
debbie at 372-7076 (Mominga only luea thru
Fri ) or 352-8105 (anytime after 5 pmj and or
weekends.
Sporty RENFUEGO 1983-4 Mack w moon
roof, exceeent concWion Haa 4 month warranty. $2900 or best offer Cal 353-3809
Top of the Line Mens Ski Set Up
Oan 771 200 cm Never Mounted. Salomon
957 Racing bindings Never opened.Brand new
racing pants size 32 Willing to deal. CaH mike
353-3794
Two Way Realistic Speakers
$55 00 or a coupon book
Realistic 100 Watt PA Amp $100 neg

372-5047

FOR RENT

* 1 bedroom A 2 bedroom
turn ft unfum apartments
' Roommates needed male'female
Cad John Newtove Reel Estate

354-2260

Wanted Bass Player Irom Cincinnati Area
Classic Rock, INXS. U2. REM. snd originals
Cad Rick at 353-8253 After 7 pm Leave mee-

HELP WANTED
f^to-processing company has position
open (or photo lab technician Positive attitude
A good convrtunicatlon skila more important
than experience Wil train Send reply to Attn
Manager 1843 Tiffin Ave. FlnrJay Oh 45640
ATM

ATTENTION

920 E Wooater
Only 1 Left' Large 2 Bedroom
Apis Across From campus FREE
QAS, HEAT, WATEH.ana SEWER
91 2 month lease Cal Newtove Rentals

352-5620
1 bedroom furnished apartments, i year lease,
aval May 352-7454

BUSINESS/MARK ETINO

MAMMA

Toledo company ottering summer marketing
/sales potMiom! No prior experience neca*aary. Must be smbHIouB. hard working! Baae
pey plus commission. Contact Co-op office at
372-2461 or Paul at 372-5355 evenings
0-flpm.
GOVERNMENT JOBS'$18,037 to $69 405
Immediete Miring' Your area. Call (RelunoaWe)
1-518-459-3611 EXT F 1535A for Federal
Ust 24 HRS
Horsaoeck ftdtng instructor tor large summer
camp located on Lake Erte at Conneaut, Ohio
RespensaOtirttes include teaching, supervision
of riding start of tour and animal care Participation m staff community of 60 Salary and room
and board Please contact the camp director
Tha Rev John Thomas. 216-984-9732 evenmgs Call collect
instructor-part time for QMAT teal preparation
course Good teat score and teaching expert
(*fico rr»qi>»red
Northwest Ohio's Hotteet Regional Radio
station (classic Hfts 106) Has Immediate open
Inga on our sales force. We are seeking agg/esrve, inteftgent people who aren't afraid of the
word NO. and feel they can sen anything to
anybody. Oeeire and ability to learn is tha only
experience necessary Cal 419-523-4020 for
Interview and appointment WQTL ia an equal
opportunity em ploy Of
Salea/Loan Officer Trainee F/T. P/T Real eetste. business background helpful. Must be aggressive & persuasive. Eveninge. weekends.
Auto required Salary A bonus Greg Unn,
(600h 227-9910
STUDENT SALES GROUP LEADER
Fui-time student position available must be mature, responsible, individual prefer aaaociate
Prof., aaat coaches, ex-military or grad Student Minimum age requirement 26 yrs Vey
reaftsttc earnings to $ 1000 par week. Thla la
not door to door 1-800-468-3276 ask tor
Sherry WWems
SUMMER CAMP JOBS IN CLEVELAND
The JCC's Aniaheld Day Camp now hiring
(216) 831-0700. ext 351
Summer Employment
Fu« time summer positions available in our auto
travel department Qualified individuals wM have
a wortuhg knowledge of Major US highway
systems and Excellent communication skills
Candidates must be available to tram during
spring Break Interviews must be scheduled
prtor lo Spring break Our Offices ere located in
Cleveland. Lyndhurat. Painesvise, Parma.
Ravema. and Rocky River Interested Individuate should cal 1-800-552-9199 extension
6016
The Wood County Sheriff w» accept apphca
none until 4:30pm. on March 14.1989 for (he
position of Correction Officer for the Wood
County Sheriffs Office. Jail DMeton AppHcatons fob description and aiformatlon on the
selection process may be obtained al the Wood
County Sheriff's Office, first floor, County Office Bu-Wing
Bowting Green. OH From
8:30a m to 4 30p m , Monday thru Friday, or
contact the office by telephoning (419)
354-9338 Wood County Sheriff la an Equal
Opportunity Employer MaieFemale
Toledo Company eeafca —dwfwsl or trad lor
part-time research aaaociate In Marketing
Department, will wort on telephone eunrey
research prefect. Will consider a variety of
ntejera. Cell Carol at the Co-op Office at
372-2462
Toledo firm ssaMnj finance major for oo-op.
Psys $1MtVmo. Must have 3 0 OP A and
completed I or more finance cowraee. Mop
be or caMtfwC^>opOmoool 17*1441.

1 Roommate needed to live in Campua Manor
for Fal-Sprtng 89-90 Cal 372-4647
130 S. college
Big House- awesome location' Need 4-5 furnished. 3 bedrooms, washer/dryer
Call
372-5241
2 bedroom furnished apartments, 9 ft 12 month
a. 352-7454.
3 BR Houae, 3 Bdr Apt. 1 Bfl apt cloee to
campua avaftefiHi In August 12 mo lease
363-1682.
Apartment Houses and Rooms

Summer Only
Carty Rentals 352-7365
Houses for 1989-90 school year.
Col 352-2330 after 5 pm
Need a place to the this summer
We have openings In the Peace Houae The
houae la located across from campua (corner of
Thursfln and Pike). Cal 352-7534
Need a place to live for the Fan semester of
1989 We have room for one person In the
Peace Houae The houae la located acroaa
from campua (corner of Thursttn and Pike). Cal
362-7634
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE FOR SUMMER?
ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAMPUS
Fuiy fum 1 bdrm houae $125'mo Cal Annet 353-4982 or 372-6503 evenings
Needed: 1 or 2 female roommates to sublease
apartment tor summer
Negotiable Cell
372-3895
Nice 2 ft 3 Bdrm. Houaea
Aval. Fail Near Campua
363-7547 Mornings Only
Now leasing for summer and fal
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Privelages to chemwood Health Spa.
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378
One bedroom apta for grad students Available
for fal, cloee to campus 287-3896
Party Room For Rant
Preferred Properties. Co

352-9378
Prime .ocal-on on Manvllla 4-fi JKSOQU- needed
to sublease houae May-August. New carpet,
tee. and furniture available, tf intereated please
cal 3S3-505I
Raltvlew Minl-Warehouee
(at the corner of Railroad Ave. and Lehman.
Ave > 5X7-9x15-9X30
Preferred Properties. Co.
362-9376
We have a variety of apartments left for May
and August Including a 2 bdrm f ur niehed for 4
people, 9 mo leoae Cal 352-3445 and
maybe we can help you
We Mades MISTAKE!
Gary thought I rented the Last two apartments
and I thought He did So we have two beautiful
Units left These two Apartments are furnished
hove a Balcony, and the heal, Air conditioning.
water and sewer are provided Rant of
$485 00 and Electric Each month pfcjs a security deposit la al you pay' The lease ia for twelve
montha atarting In May. Phone 353-7934 after
si. Ask Gary lor details
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Campus Comments
Has college caused communication problems with your parents?
Friday/irock Vimkh

Jennifer Kubenka, graduate student in
piano studies from Houston, Texas: "Yes.
I can say one thing and know exactly what
I mean and my mother, because she
doesn 't know what is going on, will interpret it differently."

Brian Turner, undecided major from
Springfield: "The only problem I've really
had would be my parents thought that
since I was up here and was having a good
time-they thought I was partying all the
time."

Jay Zulauf, freshman business major
from Port Huron, Michigan: "I haven't really had a communication gap since I've
been here with my parents. They're both
pretty understanding about the college situation and college life."

WMMS seeking alternative bands
by Linda Hoy
Alternative bands struggling to break
into a larger market now have another outlet for their music.
"The Cleveland Breakout," which debuted last Saturday on WMMS 100.7 FM
in Cleveland, is a four-hour show featuring
new artists.
"Whatever (music) it is as long as it's
new and we like it, we're going to put it
on," Brad Hanson. WMMS music director,
said.
The station has received a favorable response from Cleveland bands and welcomes music from outside the Cleveland
area, he said.
"I think it would be great to play some
stuff from out there (at Bowling Green),"
said Hanson, a 1983 University graduate
who's "no stranger to Howard's."
Scheduled for Saturdays 8 p.m. to mid-

night, the show will get more new music on
the air in an attempt to break the wave of
classic rock which is sweeping the country,
he said.
Billy Hanway, owner of Madhatter Music, said "The Cleveland Breakout" will
give Bowling Green alternative bands a
shot at the Cleveland market.
"Bands could get work in Cleveland and
be exposed to the Cleveland market.
That's important. It's a very big market,"
said Hanway, whose store sells the music
of several local alternative bands.
One member of a local band. The Sygn.
expressed enthusiasm for the chance to be
heard on Cleveland airwaves.
"I think it would be beneficial," said
Dieter Frank, who plays harmonica and
guitar, as well as doing vocals for The
Sygn.
Frank said The Sygn has never attempted to send its music to the Toledo market.

Jim Steel, music director of WIOT, said
his station has a new music show which
airs Tuesdays at midnight and is mainly
geared to rock bands.
However, any local band is welcome to
send its music to the station for consideration, Steel said.
"If it's something that has nice clear
quality and something that we wouldn't be
embarrassed to put on the air, we'll go for
it," he said.
Bill Fophopher, operations manager for
WFAL, agreed with Hanway that "The
Cleveland Breakout" is an excellent opportunity for alternative bands.
"It should help bring more awareness to
the local scene," Forphofer said.
Submissions to "The Cleveland Breakout" should be addressed to WMMS Music Director Brad Hanson, 1127 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, 44115.

Lynn Nusser, sophomore elementary
education major from Bowling Green:
"Yes, I'm taking a year off and I'm going to
be a nanny in the Maryland/D.C. area.
When I first started this whole idea my
mom failed to understand why I was doing
it and she thought it was a waste of time."

Nude snowman
too lifelike
NORTH HAVEN, N.Y. (AP) The average snowman is naked,
once you stop to think about it, except for maybe an old hat and scarf.
But a naked snowman that appeared recently on a Long Island
lawn was also more anatomically
correct than usual.
Someone complained to the North
Haven Village Hall, but by the time
Building Inspector Albert Daniels
went out and got to the specified address the offending body part was
gone.
"It either melted or was knocked
off," Village Clerk Janice Hines said
"We didn't see it with our own little
eyes."
Ms. Hines said she doesn't believe
the snowman violated any village ordinance.
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College years ease parent problems
by Beth Shannon
The first 18 years of life are spent under their authority.
They guide your actions, supervise your activities and
mandate your options. They aren't drill sergeants, even
though they may appear to be at times.
Parents are often depicted as the evil sinisters who will
go to any length to make life hell for their children.
It often takes going away to college to bring children to
an actual realization of what their parents are all about.
Students might remember the days when all they could
think about was getting as far away from your parents as
possible. Few teenagers think about sitting down with the
parents and talking about life.
There was a communication block.
They were the parents and the teenagers were the kids.
What could young people possibly have in common with
their parents?
However, once away at college, students don't have to
worry about communicating with the folks. College — the
ideal place to avoid any forms of parental communication.
For a college freshman, going away to school may mean
many things. It is the opportunity to stay out all night, to
eat cold pizza and drink warm soda for breakfast, to skip a
day of classes, to turn the stereo up loud and drink a sixpack of beer and never have to deal with parental authority in any of these cases.
A weekly or monthly phone call is all students have to
endure. Maybe, they'll come and visit one weekend. In
that case, the clutter can be shoved under the bed, the
beer cans and the cigarette butts can be thrown away, and
the conversation can remain superficial.
They don't need to know any college-life details. Talk
can be stilted and it won't cause any harm.
But. frequently this scenario is altered, not by the par-

iiits but by the all-knowing child.
The communication channel is getting better reception.
The static that had been there for years is quickly disappearing.
"When you enter college you realize that your parents
aren't as odd as you thought," Jeff Weatherhead. senior
Interpersonal and Communications major, said.
Why the sudden change?
Michelle Koval, peer consultant at the University Wellness Center, said students may not see many of the
reasons why parents do or say something until they are in
college.
"Communication might open up when the child enters
college, because he/she usually becomes an adult, both
legally and emotionally. You begin to realize how much
you miss them," Koval said.
Kelly Barba, freshman education major, said since she
entered college her relationship with her mother has improved.
"I didn't want to have any part of her when I was in high
school, but I know that I was wrong," Barba said. "College
opened my eyes. We get along great now. Hey, they aren't
that awful."
Parents also notice the change in their children, and
formulate a different picture of them.
"Jenny had always been our little girl," Pam Fleishman,
mother of senior medical technology major Jenny Lynn
Fleishman, said. "I wanted to guide her as far as I could.
"After a year away at college I noticed a difference in
her; she was growing up and progressing in her views and
actions. We've learred to communicate adult-to-adult."
In many cases, parent/child appreciation and communication increases as the college student nears graduation.
"Sometimes it's almost like you're scared," Dan Raupp.
senior marketing major, said. "You don't know exactly

■
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What is it?

CAMPUS
POLLYEYES
"A Gathering Place"

what is going to happen after graduation and you just want
to hide behind your parents. You appreciate everything
they've done for you and you respect what they've taught
you."
Stephanie Sanclemente, senior psychology major,
agrees that communication is stronger between parents
and children in the later years of college.
She said there was a lot of tension in her home when
she was in high school and when she came to Bowling
Green the tension lessened.
"I want to spend more time with my mom now that I'm a
senior because of two reasons. The first is that I've grown
closer to her since I've been away at school, and I want to
share more with her now.
"Secondly, I find myself being somewhat insecure and
unsure of what direction my life is going to take after
graduation."
Although the communication channels may open up for
some students and parents, this may not always be the
case.
Roman Carek, director of the University Counseling
and Career Development Center, said several negative factors may come into play when the child goes away to
school.
First, the parents may feel as if they don't know the
child anymore. Going away to college may alter the child's
thoughts and actions in such a way that it alienates the
parents and communication.
Another problem may arise when the parents want to
know everything going on in their child's life. The child
may resent this and pull away from his parents, he said.
Every situation varies. Carek said, and so does every
parent/child relationship.
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St. Patricks Week continues with
live Entertainment all week long!
Tonight: Tom Gorman
Saturday: Mac McKiever
Monday: Dallas Black
Tuesday: Eric Klinger
^Wednesday: Psycho Billy Cadillac
Thursday: The Sygn
Friday: Tom Gorman

iGET YOUR IRISH UP!
Free Giveaways, Green Beer,
discounts for people
wearing green

1 ..IN! week's winner was Lisa Slableln.
who correctly identified the object as
a castle.
F01 great I<«HI and drinks
downtown, It's perfectly clear
that SamB's is tl»" rinht choice
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BG choirs picked for national show
by Shelley Bank*
The University's Collegiate Chorale and
Men's Chorus are among the 50 performing groups from around the world selected
to participate in the National American
Choir Director's Convention.
Terry Eder. co-director of choral activities, said the selection is "quite an honor"
due to the small number of performing
groups invited.
The selection process consisted of
judges listening to a taped performance of
the chorale, Eder said.
"When the judges were selecting, they
did not know which choir they were listening to until after they selected the groups,"
he said.
The Collegiate Chorale was combined
with two high school choirs and another
university for the performance at the convention, which was held this week in
Louisville, Ky.
Eder said he feels the interaction with
other collegiate and high school choirs will
provide an excellent opportunity for the

Collegiate Chorale members.
"The whole convention is a fantastic
learning experience." he said.
In addition, Eder said, the convention is
an outstanding performance opportunity.
"It is going to be standing room only at
the Kentucky Center for Performing Arts
the night of the concert," Eder said. "With
that many people from different places, the
Chorale will be heard by people from
throughout the country and the world."
Maria Bentley. a junior Asian studies
major and member of the Collegiate Chorale, said the tour will give her a chance to
experience other directors.
"Not everyone teaches the same, so it is
going to be different to rehearse under a
different director," Bentley said.
The tour can also create a sense of
bonding among choir members, according
to Bentley.
The Collegiate Chorale spent Wednesday and Thursday rehearsing for their
concert tonight at the Kentucky Center for
Performing Arts.
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Beer prices increase
by Jennifer Taday
Beer-drinking students may have
to tighten their budgets due to a recent wholesale price increase on all
brands of beer at retail stores.
Kent H rod heck, president of
Beerco Distributing, said the increase is being implemented because
last summer's drought raised crop

prices.
"Corn. rice, barley, and the rest of
the crops that are used to make beer
rose sharply this year." he said.
Because distributors have been affected by the increase, they must
pass the cost on to retail accounts.
Brodbeck said.
Pat Bankoski. co-manager of
Kroner's, said the store's current
prices reflect the increased state
minimum pricing scale.
"We'd like to be under the required price but we can t because of
the state law which requires us to
mark up beer," Bankoski said.
Brodbeck said Ohio's minimum
mark-up for beer is 25 percent.
"A retail account can sell at any
price they see fit. as long as they do
not go below the 25 percent minimum," he said.
According to Bankoski. going
above state minimum would not be
in the company's best interest due to

competition.
Although retailers raised prices
and staved within state minimum
ranges, bars and restaurants will
pan on the increase to their customers in various wavs. according to
Michael Titmuss. general manager
of Class City Boardwalk in Toledo,
"Whether through increased
prices of admission, smaller quantities of drinks, or the direct price ol
beer at the bar. customers will be affected." he said.
Dave Woods, manager of Quarters
Cafe, said the increases will not exceed prices subjected bv distributors.
"There was a Id cent increase on
a six-pack, a 20 cent increase on a
12-pack and a 40 cent increase on a
case." Woods said.
Quarters increased the price of a
12-pack of Budweiser from $6.29 to
$6.49 last month. Woods said. The
price of a Busch 12-pack increased

from $4.19 to $439.
According to Woods. AnheuserBusch will not be the onl\ company
to raise prices
"Once one sets the precedent, all
of the others follow." he said. We
will raise the price on all brands of
beer in line with the wholesale increase. '
aj
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Serving uour total graphic design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
* Graphic Design Consultation
• Posters. Fliers. Newsletters, Brochures
• Black 8 White PMTs. Halftones, Reversals. Film Positives
• Word Processing Disks converted lor typeset-quality output
• LaserWriter output from Macintosh'" disks
• PC / Macintosh"" file conversion

Sunday, March 12th
Relief Pitcher Night
"Classy Chassis Contest"
fabulous cash, prizes,
and much, much more!
19 and over

• Full Typesetting Services

THE FUNDRINKERY
CoM us for further information
211 West Hall
• -* »

372-7418

382-1386
GLENBYRNE CENTER
(CORNER OF BYRNE & 6LENDALE)
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Student selected for opera program
by Michelle Hrusovtky
An average college student might describe an opera singer as a robust woman
with long braided hair and two horns perched upon her head and pointing to the
sky.
This character is thought of as almost a
beastly human being who parades around
a stage singing or yelling (as some may call
it) unintelligible Italian phrases.
Eric Perkins, a University graduate student studying opera, both recognizes and
defies these misconceptions.
"They always think about the big Brunhilda who's fat and sings loud, but really
it's not like that at all," he said.
Perkins should be an expert on more
than the appearance of opera singers as he
has recently been selected to take part in
the San Francisco Opera Center's Merola
program.
Beginning in June and continuing for 10
weeks, Perkins and approximately 20
other aspiring singers from around the
United States will rece ive practical instruction from internationally recognized opera
instructors and performers.
Instruction will focus on ballet, body
movement, audition techniques, foreign
languages and makeup. Few of these topics will be new to Perkins as his appointment to the program preceded a rigorous
tryout process.
Initial auditions for the program began

last December in Chicago, New York and
San Francisco. Perkins traveled to Chicago where he performed well enough to
be selected as one of 11 finalists from 250
regional candidates.
Perkins said, "In early January I got a
phone call from New York saying that 1
was selected as a tenor." He said his selection surprised him because more than 600
people auditioned nationwide.
Perkins says that although he has been
singing all his life he gained the bulk of his
opera experience here at the University.
He started at the University with a musical
arts scholarship and later chose an opera
performance specialization. He is working
to complete graduate study in opera.
As a University student, Perkins was cast
in several Bowling Green Opera Theatre
productions including "The Marriage of
Figaro," "Don Giovanni" and one of his
favorite roles, "Albert Herring."
Perkins credits much of his success to
work under University Opera Director Roy
Lazurus.
"The thing that makes me the happiest
about this is that I get to make my director
proud, because I owe him a lot for all that
he has given me in the last six years," he
said.

Friday/Brock Vitnich
Eric Perkins takes a practice break next to one of the tools of his trade in the Music
Building.
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FIGHT CANCER. . .
BUY DAFFODILS
DAFFODIL DAYS
MARCH 14-15

CHANCES ARE PG
SAT & SUN 1 00 3 20
EVENINGS 6:45 915
POLICE ACADEMY 6 PG
SAT &SUN 120 3 20
EVENINGS7:15 930
SKIN DEEP R
SAT & SUN 115 3 30
EVENINGS650 9:20
DREAM A LITTLE DREAM
PG-13
SAT & SUN 100 3 25
EVENINGS 7 00 9 35
THE MRU PG
SAT. & SUN. 1 10 3 35
EVENNSS 7 05 9 45

mimnw

P H I

KAPPA

P S I

David... & Jackie

6ra)... A Ten

Jim... & Laurie

Crakj... ft Kely

Peee...ft M.O.B.B.
Vande... ft Laurie

Marie.. ft Missy

Ken... & wren

Crakj... ft Angela

P\6I1... « WHIty

Dave... ft Dawn

Ryan., ft Julia

Paul... & Reba

John... ft Sretehen
Mike... & Melissa

ftni... ft Jeamie

Bab.. & Amy & Laura

Tony... ft Kely

Ken... ft Jen

Matt... ft Suzy

OH... ft DaButt
Rico... ft W Girl

U... ft

Arvm ft Kelly

Niek ft Valerie

"Kit" ft Vanessa
Nafta ft The Woman

Chris ft Trisk

John ft Jane
Turtle ft TM'S

Crakjite ft Maria C.

Vftau ft S.B.
DMNJ... ft Stevie
Timotm/... ft Any
BiH&Kary
Jamey ft Patty

*K*

■ ■■

*K *

#K *

Blakeiter... ft Shekester

Rode/ & B«HwM(U
Bio, Head & Big Butt

<*>K *

*K *

*K *
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Beelzebubba never stagnant
by Jeffrey ingle
Well. Rock-Heads here is another tallyruly alhum by one of America's finest!
Yes. it's Beelzebubba. the fourth effort
from Philadelphia's Dead Milkmen. This
LP contains 17 tracks of pure, unadulterated rock'n'roll with a healthy mix of
funk/psychadelia. and country & western
styles. The album uses broader instruments'ion — keyboards, horns, accordian.
n.indolin and even strings in the background — giving The Milkmen a wider
range of sounds.
Asked if the use of more instruments on
the album affects live onstage performances, lead vocalist Rodney Anonymous
said, "No, not at all, we can play anything
off the album and all the songs were written and recorded without that stuff, it was
put on afterwards."

Qtiacfc
Carryout Food &

The bands political-cynical-sarcasm can
be found in the sounds of tracks like "Bom
to Love Volcanos." "Life Is Shit," "Sri
I ..ink,i Sex Hotel." "I Against Osboume"
and "Ringo Buys A Rifle."
If these songs are not mocking Carl Sagan's PBS specials, they are making us
laugh at the thought of a paranoid Ozzie
Ozbome living inside all of us.

Beelzebubba contains some great tracks
like "Punk Rock Girl." "The Guitar Song,"
and "I Walk the Thinnest Line." These
tracks show that Jasper Thread (guitarists'vocals) has the ability to write and
sing great romantic ballads, as well as play
the guitar brilliantly.
Petti'*

Rodney Anonymous again on this alhum
demonstrates the band's lyrical humor in
songs like "Bad Party." "Bleach Boys."
"Smoking Banana Peels" and "Brat in the
Prat." These songs take a humorous poke
at everything from the dealings and dilemmas at bad parties, their dislike for
bratty-frats (written in Dr. Seuss meter like
green eggs and haml to chugging bleach at
the beach and smoking banana peels to
see how it feels.

With Beelzebubba The Dead Milkmen
prove they have the true makings of a diversified and well-rounded group. Their
music is never stagnant, trendy or depressing like many of the Dead Milkmen's contemporaries. They're funny, they're fast,
and they're American.
Check them out. I dare you.

LIVE
Entertainment
Friday

This
(SJ*»**119M7M«ln, »-0.
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to

Midnight

Opan Mon.-Thurs. 4-11 p.m.; Frl. & Sal. 4-Mldnlghi; Sun. J-» p.m.

Special

Prices on munchies & drinks

Friday/Deb Gott jchalk
Rodney Anonymous, lead singer for The Dead Milkmen, performs onstage at the Nectarine Ballroom in Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Frisbee Classic

Ferguson to provide Kobacker
with an electric performance
Maynard Ferguson, the long-time great of the jazz trumpet, will perform with
his band High Voltage at 7 and 9:30 p.m. on Saturday (April 8) in Kobacher Hall
of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets will go on sale on Monday (March 13) and will be $15.50,$12.50
and $9.50 With a valid BGSU ID, students may receive a $2.50 discount on all
seats.
Ferguson, who began playing at the age of four, is a three-time winner of the
Grammy Award and is a continual recipient of the "Downbeat" award, which is
presented to jazz musicians each year based on polls by "Downbeat" magazine.
He gained popularity through his ability to play on the upper registers of the
musical scale, which first became apparent in 1943 on his classic album, "Artistry in Jazz."
In the late 1950s, Ferguson popularized the band "The Birdland Dreamband," which became famous for its appearences at the Newport Jazz Festival
and at clubs and colleges around the nation.
A number of other musicians became successful after playing in one of Ferguson's bands, including Chuck Mangione, Wayne Shorter, and Slide Hampton.
More recently, Ferguson produced the album "Conquistador" in 1977,
which contained the music "Gonna Fly Now." the popular theme from the
"Rocky" movies. Since then Ferguson, 61, has continued writing, producing,
performing and teaching. His latest works include "High Voltage," released in
1987, and "High Voltage II," his most recent release.

Strumming up some more jazz
Jazz guitarist Jack Peterson, a featured member of the Matteson-Phillips
Tuba Jazz Consort, will make a guest appearance at 8 p.m. Monday (March 13)
in the Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets for Peterson's performance are $4 each and can be purchased at the
center box office between noon and 6 p.m. weekdays.
Currently an associate professor of jazz studies at the University of North
Florida in Jacksonville, Peterson has appeared with Stan Kenton, Doc Severinsen, Art Van Damme, Joe Morello, Phil Wilson and is in demand as a clinician.
He has taught at Stan Kenton clinics, National Stage Band Clinics, the Jamey
Aebersold Combo Camp, the Emporiai State University Summer Jazz Camp and
summer music camps in Sweden. The author of two texts on improvisation, he
currently is a staff artist and clinician for the Yamaha Guitar Co.

Sports enthusiasts and music fans
alike will have something to cheer
about on Sunday (April 2) when Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity sponsors its
first Frisbee Classic Ultimate Tournament. Following the competition the
Toledo based rock band "Lovestreet"
will perform.
The action begins at noon and is expected to last until 6 p.m. At approximately 7 p.m., the band "Lovestreet"
will kick off the free open air concert.
Ultimate, better known as frisbee
football, is a non-contact frisbee sport
which mixes the rules of football, basketball and the children's game of
keep-away. Teams of seven will compete on the intramural fields adjacent
to the Ice Arena.
The tournament will be divided into
three divisions: men's, women's, and a
club and college division. Fifteen club
and college teams from Ohio, Ken-

tucky, Michigan, Indiana and Pennsylvania are expected to particpate in the
tournament.
The club and college division will be
double elimination, while the other divisions will be either single or double
elimination depending on the number
of teams entered. The tournament is
open to students, faculty, staff and
area residents.
Trophies will be awarded to the first
place team in each division.
Persons interested in forming and
registering a team can obtain additional
information and registration material at
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity house,
Old Fraternity Row. There is no fee to
enter, but a $ 1 5 donation per team is
suggested; a portion of the tournament's proceeds will benefit the Make
a Wish Foundation, a charity for terminally ill children.

Series highlights new videos, films
about language, contemporary theory,
A series of videos, collectively titled
politics and sexuality.
"Contemporary Visions: New Film and
Rick Bolton will present his work
Video," will be presented this semes"Enlightened Self-Interest" and proter as part of an interschool coalition of
vide a lecture on its creation. Bolton
faculty within the University. All
will also serve as a resource for issues
screenings will begin at 7 p.m. in the
and questions raised by the series as a
Gish Film Theater, Hanna
whole.
The first film in the series, "The Thin
Blue Line," was shown March 6. Upcoming films include "Paper Tiger Television" on Monday (March 13),
Just when you thought it was safe to
"Women with a Past" on Monday
swim at the Student Recreation
(March 27) and "Enlightened SelfCenter.. JAWS is coming to Cooper
interest: The Avant Garde of the '80s"
Pool! The Student Recreation Center,
on April 3.
along with UAO and the Ohio Student
"Paper Tiger T.V.," part of a public
Education Association, is sponsoring a
access cable in New York, tackles the
Dive-In Movie at 8 p.m. Wednesday
media industry from a critical perspec(March 29) in Cooper Pod.
tive by dissecting publications ranging
The movie "Jaws" will be shown and
from "The New York Times" to "Vostudents will be furnished with rafts
gue." Three half-hour programs will be
and innertubes to sit on in the pool
shown.
while they watch the film. The movie is
"Women with a Past" brings
free and open to all and will be followed
together four artists, Yvonne Ranier,
by a "Show Off Your Tan" contest for
Martha Rosier, Nancy Spero and
I hose who had some lun in the son dur
Christine Choy to discuss the impetus
andmeanlno, of worfcas we*as Ideas • •ing spring break

Dive-In, if you dare

Monday
March 13
8 fl.ni.-5 p.m. - Art Show
"Design 17 Undergraduate Design Students'
Exhibition " Free and open to all Gallery. Fine
Arts.
8 fl.m.-S p.m. - Art Show
"The BFA Exhibition Graduating Studio Majors '
Free and open to all Gallery. McFall Center
2:30-4:30 p.m. - CotfM Hour*
Snacks and refreshments Free and open to aN.
Sponsored by WSA 411 South Hall
4 p.m. - Intramurfllfl
Entries tor coed bowling a idue 108 Student
Recreation Center
5-5:50 p.m. - Baptist Student Ministries
Fellowship and Bible study Open to all Prout
Chapel
7 p.m. - Contemporary Visions: Now Film and

VMM
Paper Tiger Television" will analyze publications ranging from the New York Times to
Vogue Free and open to all Giah Film Theater,
Hanna
7-0 p.m. - Open Auditions
New Works Writers Series." a performance in
Toledo on April 6 and 7 Open lo all tOSShatMl
7:30 p.m. - IPCO Club
Meeting Open to communication majors. 105
South Hal
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Religion Mini-Course
"Introduction to Liturgy and Liturgical Planning"
wit be discussed. Free and open to all St. Thomas More. 425 Thurstin

7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting
Active Christians Today. Alumni Room. Union
7*30 p.m. -Bible Study
Open to ad. Conference Room, St. Thomas
More, 425 Thurstin.
7:30 p.m. - Christian Science Lecture
Lona Ingwerson of the Christian Science Board
of Lectureship wiH present "Hey God. I Need
Heap. "Free and open to aU. Ohio Suite. Union
7:30 p.m. - Future Food Professionals
Bowling. Open to members Location to be announced.
I p.m. - Planetarium Show
"I Paint the Sky: Rainbows. Sunsets and More "
A $1 donation is suggested. Planetarium, Life
Sciences

8 p.m. - Concert
Jazz Lab Bands will perform Free and open to
al. Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center

8 p.m. - Faculty Artist Series
Pianist Walter Baker will perform. Free and open
to all. Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center

7 p.m. - Swimming
Women's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapolis)

8 p.m. - Rape Prevention
Dr Stephen Thompson will speak. Free and
open to all Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union

8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8pm Tuesday, March 14 listing

8 p.m. - Cultural Diversity Concert
Romanovsky and Phillips will perform to promote
understanding of the gay. lesbian and homosexual population. Free and open to all Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center
» p.m. - Peace Coa lltlon
Meeting Open to al United Christian Fellowship
Center. 313 Thurstin.
8 p.m. - Public Relations Organization (BG
PRO)
Non-profit public relations seminar Open lo
maiors 316WestHel

Thursday

8:30 p.m. - Campus Girl Scouts
Meeting Open to all Lounge, second floor,
Union

March 16

8:30 p.m. - Woman's Spirituality
Meeting Open to all 21 7 W Washington

8 am-5 p.m - Art Shews
See 8 a m Monday. March I 3 listings

8:304:30 p.m. - Christian Science Organization
Meeting Open to all Canal Room. Union

Women's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapoas).

8:18 p.m. - Psnherlenlc Council
Meeting Community Suite. Union.

Wednesday
March 15

11 a.m.-Swimming

11 a.m.-l p.m. - Stood Pressure Screening
Free snd open to al Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing Second floor lounge. Union.
2:30-4:38 p.m. - CoMee Hours
See 2:30 p.m Monday, March 13 listing.
4-« p.m. - Ohio Association of Marriage and
Family Therapy
Reception and coloquHim Open to al. 12 Home
Economics

Saturday

March 18

10a.m.-Track
Men's and women's teams at Early Bird Relays
(Huntlngton, W.Va).
11 a.m. - Swimming
Women's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapolis).
Noon - Rugby
BGSU vs. Flndlay College College Park, north
of Often hauer
1 p.m. - Rugby
BGSU vs Notre Dame College Park, north of
Offenhauer
2 p.m. - Gymnastics
BGSU m the MAC Championships 118Eppter
Complex
2-8 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
Student tour guides wal be on duty to answer
questions about the authenbcaly furnished oneroom school house. Free and open to al. Little
Red School House, north of Kohl Hal
4 p.m. - Church Service
St. Thomas More, 425 Thurstin.
11 a.m. - Swimming
Women's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapolis)

Friday

8 p.m. - Jazz Concert
Guitarist Jack Peterson wi perform Tickets are
$4 and can be purchased at the center box office between noon 6 p.m. Monday through Friday Bryan Recital Han. Moore Musical Arts
Center

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art thesis
See 8 am Monday, March 13 listings
10 a.m.-Neon - Program Advleing
For students In the hearing impaired program.
355 Education

5-7 p.m. - Based Pressure Screening
Free and open to al. Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Student Recreation Center, across from pro shop

to p.m. - Prayer Group
Free and open lo all St Thomas More. 425
Thurstin.

11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to al Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Second floor lounge, Union.

8-7 p.m. - Wood Pressure Screening
Free and open to si Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Jerome Library, outside snack bar.

Noon-1 p.m. - Affirmative Action Forum
Dr. Jack Taylor. Assistant Vice-President to
Minority Affairs. Manuel VadUo, Director Minority
Student Services, and Clarence Terry, Director
Minority Recruitment in Admissions wW discuss
"Minority College Student Recruitment and Retention. Strategies and Recommendations."
Free and open to al. State Room, Union.

7 p.m. - Swimming
Women's team at NCAA Championships (Indienapoes|.

7:30 p.m. - Church Service
Good Friday Trinity United Methodist Church.
200 N Summit.

7 p.m - History Society
Meeting Open to al. 203 Hayes

8 p.m. - Track
Men's and women's teams at Fkxdla Relays
(Gamsviae. Fla).

Tuesday
March 14
8 im.-S p.m. - Art Shows
See 8 a.m. Monday, March 13 Mings.
11 s.m.-1 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to at. Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing Student Recreation Center, across from pro shop,
and Second floor lounge, Union.
11 a.m.- Peace Coalition
information session about the political situation in
Ei Salvador. Open to at Union Oval.
11 a.m.-Meet the Administrators
Joseph Martini. Bursar, will take questions from
students. Free and open to an. Main Lounge.
Off-Campus Student Center, Mosetey.
Noon 1:15 p.m. - Meet the President
Open forum with President Paul Otscamp Chart
Room, McFall Center
2:30-4 p.m. - French Conversation
Coffee and tea w* be served Open to al. The
French House, Sorority Row.

4 p.m. - Intramurals
Entries for men's and women's soccer are due.
108 Student Recreation Center
5-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to ail Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing Student Recreation Center, across from pro shop
8-7 pun. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to al. Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing Jerome Library, outside snack bar.
7 p.m. — Leadership Development workshop
Crakj Veko. caracal psychologist, wit discuss
How to Manege Stress' Open loaf Register
by caing 372-2843 150A Jerome Library

2 p.m. - Tennis
Women's team at University of Michigan (Ann
Arbor).
2:30 p.m. - Economics Colloqulm Series
Dr. James R Ostas of the department of economics wH discuss "Bounded Loan Demand
Functions Under Conditions of Aleatory and
Moral Hazard Risk: Implications for Credit Ration
mg and Market Equilibrium Free and open to
al. 4000 Business Administration Annex.
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Dr. Ken Paige of the University of Illinois wil discuss "Ecological and Evolutionary Significance
of Within and Between Plant Venation: Seasonal
Shins In Floral Traits and Somatic Mutations In
Plants " Free and open to al 112 Life Sciences
8-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to al. Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School ot Nursing. Jerome Library, outside snack bar.
7 p.m - Chart amatlc Prayer
Agape Church of Prayer. United Christlen Fellowship. 313 Thurstin.
7 Bum - Leadership Development Workshop
Tom Gorman of University Placement Services,
wH discuss "How do I Apply My Current Leadership Skies to My Future Employment?" Open to
al. Register by calkng 372-2843. 150A Jerome
Library.
7 p.m. - Church Service
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God. 820
Second St.
7:30 pjn. - Resident Student Association
General assembly meeting Open to al. 114 Education

7 p.m. - Bible Discussion
Open to al Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies
Commuter Center, Moseiey. and classrooms.
second floor, Bromfield. Harshman Quadrangle
7:30 p.m. - American Society ot Interior Designers
Meeting Open to all 12 Home Economics
7:30 p.m. - College Life
Meeting. Open to al. Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Towns Room, Uraon.
8 p.m. - Concert
The String Quartet wH perform. Free snd open
to al. Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.
8 p.m. - Christianity and Sexuality
Open to an Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin.
8:30 p.m. - Lesbian and Gay Alliance
"Gay/Straight Rap." an opportunity to ask questions and present opinions. Free and open to el.
Basement, United Chnsttan Fellowship Center,
313 Thurson

Friday

March 24
8 p.m. - Application Deadline
Arts and Sciences book scholarships Applications are available and due in the Arts and Sciences office, 205 Adrninietration
8-11 p.m. - Fantasy and War-gaming Society
Open to al Second floor. Education.

Saturday
March 25
8 p.m. - Track
Men's and women's teams at Fkxdia Relays
(Gamsvale. Fla )
8 p.m. - Church Service
Easter Vigil Mass St Thomas More. 425 Thurstin.

Sunday
March 26
8:48 a4». - Church Service
Breakfast wD be served at 7:30 a.m. First
United Methodist Church, 1508 E. Wooster
8.10 a.m. - Church Services
St. John's Episcopal Church. 1509E Wooster
8,10a.m., Noon - Church Services
St Aloysius Church. 150 S. Enterprise.

March 17

8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
Sunday School at 9:45 a.m. St. Marks Lutheran
Chuch,315S.Ccsege

11 a.m.-l
Women's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapoas)

8 a.m. - Church Service
Sunday School at 10:15am Peace Lutheran
Church. 1028 West Peart

Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
$1 donation requested. United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin

8.11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church, 1506 E. Wooetor

8-11 p.m. - Fantasy end War gaming Soc lety
Open lo al Second floor. Education

8:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise
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Milkmen concert ends prematurely
by Deborah Gottschalk and
Jeffrey Ingle
One Saturday I took a walk to Zipperhead
I met a girl there and she almost knocked
me dead
Punk Rock Girl please look at me, what do
you see? Let's travel round the world just
you and me punk rock girl.
The Philadelphia-based band The Dead
Milkmen, whose claim to fame is the
release of their song "Bitchin' Camaro,"
are finishing their national tour in Ohio.
The four-man band, who recently
released their fourth aibum,Beelzebuhba,
performed at the Nectarine Ballroom in
Ann Arbor. Mich. Monday night.
Prior to the concert, the band drank a

pitcher of orange juice while discussing
their origins and plans.
The names of band members, which are
different than the ones listed on the album
Bucky Fellini, belong to the same musicians.
"We've had the same members since we
started, but since most bands go through
(lots of) members, we changed our names,"
drummer Dean Clean said.
And it is those same four who recently
produced the video for the song "Punk
Rock Girl," off their latest album.
Rodney Anonymous, lead vocalist, said
"Our manager goes, 'I'm sorry, but a lot of
the other songs aren't fit for MTV and I
went 'thank you, that's a compliment.' We
felt that Punk Rock Girl' had the most

Although The Dead Milkmen performed Monday night protected by bouncers, the concert had to be cut short due to an unruly crowd. The Milkmen, from left, are guitarist Jasper Thread,

commercial appeal. We have another
video we shot that has not been edited yet
for (the song) 'Smoking Banana Peels,' so
another video is on the way."
And the band has more than another
video in the works. Next week, a single for
"Punk Rock Girl" will be released, with the
songs "Ringo Buys a Rifle," and the unreleased track "Dizzy in the Daylight" on
the B-side.
Clean said, "(It is) a very rare track; it
was going to be on Bucky Fellini, but we
took it off at the last minute and put on
(the song) 'Big Time Operator.' "
This summer The Dead Milkmen plan to
release a 12-inch album which will contain
remixes of old songs, and five songs recorded when the band lapedBelzebubba
but never made it on the album.

Friday/Deb Gottschalk
Dean Clean, bassist Lord Maniac, and vocalist Rodney Anonymous. The band will perform again tonight at The Fantasy In
Cleveland.

2 BDRM APTS
only 2 locations left
lor fall 1989-90

Campus Manor
' All malar utilities paid
' Balconies
* on-site laundry lacllllles

841 Eighth SI re ol
$435.00 per semester
based on 4 persons
R.E. Management

352-9302
call to hear about
our one bdrm. apis.
rvMSswa "owiwvweti w-

As most Dead Milkmen fans know, the
lyrics to the band's songs poke fun at Elvis
cultists, Bruce Springsteen fans, young
white people who dress in black and
fraternity "brats." They write songs that
seem to make no sense — about making
friends with badgers and being bom to
love volcanoes.
According to bassist Lord Maniac,
"Each song is written in a different new
way ... it would get stale and nasty if we did
the same thing all the time."
And according to Anonymous, their silly
lyrics have meaning.
As an example, he said he is writing a
song called "The Cooper War," about a
man who goes to war with his neighbors.
After battling back and forth and putting
garbage in their pool — Cooper has a
heart attack and dies.
"It was a tiny war but (Cooper) fought for
his cause ... his cause was his life,"
Anonymous said.
The Milkmen's songs are becoming popular, especially in the alternative music
scene. And when performed live, they are
tunes to dance to.
Unfortunately, at their concert in Ann
Arbor, their fans danced them right off the
stage.
Although before the concert Anonymous said he was not bothered when his
audience stage-dives or slam-dances when
there is enough room, that was not the
case Monday night when several skinheads
slammed themselves onto the stage and
into Jasper Thread, the guitarist.
It was midway through the concert when
the crowd became overzealous, and the
four bouncers could not keep stage-divers
off the stage and out of the way of the musicians. The frustrated band cut the concert short, performed no encore, and
packed their instruments and left.
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Mississippi Burning powerful film
by Brian Lumlcy
Alan Parker is not known as a "topical"
director.
People such as George Lucas and Spike
Lee create their films very topically. I.ee is
known for his vignettes of black life
(School Daze) and Lucas rarely strays from
the sci-fi/fantasy genre.

Film
Parker, an Englishman, has helmed
films as diverse as can be. from
1980sFame to the recent supernatural film
noir Angel Heart Perhaps his best-known
work among college students though is
surrealism at its best. A.K.A. Pink Floyd's
The Wall.
When Parker tackled such a film as Mississippi Burning, he defied his usual fictional narratives and delved into much
more serious subject matter.
Bum/n# typifies the Parker film regardless of its subject.
This director's strong reliance on visuals
and the atmosphere created by these visuals is powerful, and perhaps Parker's best
way of getting his message across.
Mississippi in 1964 is the setting of this
somber tale. Racism-stricken America is
the overall backdrop of this epic. The
South is shown as a place to shun — foreboding and dreadful. Much of the prota-

gonistic small town has allegiance to the
Ku Klux Klan. and in one dramatic
speech, a Klan-leader typifies himself as
merely a "businessman" trying to keep
America safe from any "non-white.
non-Christian."
He loves Mississippi, and to his fellow
low-lifes is considered an excellent role
model for their children. The townsfolk
stay away from the "invading" FBI agents,
there to solve the disappearance of three
young Civil Rights workers. These agents
ultimately solve the case with tragic results
—the three workers, two Jewish New Yorkers and one Mississippi Black, have been
murdered by the Klan and buried in an
earthen dam on a rural farm.
The story is well-documented and the
film's real power lies not in the story, but
in the fashion that it is presented.
Typical of many Parker films, a powerful
image opens the film. An all-black church
is burnt to the ground to the tones of a
black spiritual. No dialogue, no characters,
merely a church dying in flaming embers.
Yet this may be the most powerful image in
the film. It definitely sets the tone for the
rest of the picture, letting us know that this
is no Disneyesque flick.
The visuals carry the picture: Parker's
camera is the storyteller. A shot detailing
two drinking fountains, one labeled
"white" and the other "colored," epitomizes the attitude permeating many
communities in the South.
A lynching of an innocent black man
protecting his home is violently portrayed
and the Klan's execution is shown as

Adult Musical Chairs
win great cash and prizes!
Saturday

Hawaiian Lei Party
cash and prizes galore
Open until 4 a.m.
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

masterfully done — swiftly and wellpracticed. This man. swinging from a tree,
is. by himself, a strong enough indictment
of racism. But all these images placed
together within the film is more ingenius
than the story or the acting.
Simply put. these celluloid indictments
make for explosive film drama. Hell, you
could take the film, sans the narrative and
conflict and play the outtaken clips and
they'd have just the same impact on their
own. After all, it is the separate scenes that
make up the power of the film, as the parts
are greater than the whole.
The reason Mississippi Burning is such
an important film is because the audience
is affected by what they experience, rather

than by what they see.
According to the attorney general of
Mississippi on a recent Morton Downey Jr.
show, the state is now a fine place to live
and visit, untouched by any Klan violence.
That's hard to believe. How can any racial
hatred, so apparent in the '60s and typified
by this film, die in less than a quarter of a
century?
This is perhaps the best film to grace the
silver screen in a long time. As a generation untouched by a war or any real civil
strife, college students should flock to
Woodland Cinemas to see this — to gain
an understanding of the America of not
too long ago. Definitely a must-see picture.

Canadian folksinger to perform
by Deborah Hippie
As part of her year-long tour to the States, one folk singer will he entertaining
audiences with her intimate songs about love and separation Sunday evening al X
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom, according to the coordinator of the event.
Ferron, a Canadian-born folksinger and songwriter, was the choice for the
Women for Women sponsored event, said Rona Klein, part-time English instructor
and faculty adviser of the group.
"Feedback was important in the coordination of this event... some saw her perform in Ann Arbor last November and knew her music, (so) they wanted to see her
in concert again," Klein said.
Since the 1980 Issue of her album, "Testimony," the singer has been gaining international appeal and, although she has been off the road for some time, her personal and business manager said she is working hard on this particular tour.
"She's been off the road for some time... she's doing a show nearly every' day on
this tour," Gayle Scott, Ferron's manager, said.
Although the singer, frequently compared to Bob Dylan, was expensive to book
at the University. Klein is confident that the event will be well worth the effort
Women for Women has put into it.
"Everyone is willing to work... we're sure to have the funds." she said. "I think
she's wonderful. She's a poet and her lyrics are poetry. I never get tired of hearing
her sing."
Ferron, who taught herself to play her mother's guitar as a child growing up in
Richmond, B.C., located outside of Vancouver, was influenced by singers that talked about "emotional travel." such as Neil Young. Joni Mitchell. Cordon l.ightiont
and Bruce Cockbum.
Tickets are $5 to $8, available only at the door. Klein said.
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Answering
machines
here to stay

9

by Mark Spicer

You pick up the phone, dial that allimportant number, the phone rings, you
hear a click then a voice, "Hi. I'm not
home so if you'll..."
Answering machines can be added to the
list of modem advancements. In the past
few years, the number of people owning
the machines has greatly increased.
The contraption itself is a simple
machine. It does not take a degree in nuclear physics to figure out how to use one.
Plug it in, hook it up to your phone, leave
a greeting for your callers and wait.
Dick Weaver, professor of interpersonal
communications, said answering machines
are a form of communication, even if "only
a fabrication (of the owner). They can actually open channels of communication or
close them."
Weaver said people own the machines
because they "don't want to miss a call.
They don't like the idea that they may miss
something important."
Dan Dutro. junior MIS major from
Lakewood, owns an answering machine
and said "I'm rarely in my room to get
calls. Because of that. I want to be sure to
get any messages I need."
However, the machine leaves decisions
for the owner. Should the greeting be
professional or humorous? Weaver said
the type of greeting one leaves is an indicaiton of that person's personality, an "advertisement for you."
Doug Ruck, sophomore RTVF major
from Pemberville, likes leaving humorous
greetings on his machine.
Upon dialing Ruck's number, the caller
would hear, "Hello. This is job line. The
town of Bowling Green is looking for
someone to fill the position of town drunk.
Applicants must be at least 35 years old
and a registered alcoholic. No expense account accompanies the position. All interested applicants should leave their name
and number."
Denise Chatlosh. junior marketing major
from Grand Rapids, Mi., leaves this message: "Hi, I'm screening your call right
now. If I don't like you or don't want to
talk to you, I won't pick up the phone. If I
do like you, or at least you think I do, leave
a message and we'll be social."
For seniors, however, humor can be limited. No longer are they permitted to have
ISee Machines, page 10.

-"LAND
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Elizabeth Thompson, manager trainee at the Radio Shack In
the Woodland Mall, shows phone answering machines to Rick
Pizem, sophomore construction management major. "We sell

JO-BOB'S DINNER MENU

JO-BOB'S

Dinners (flxins includes baked beans, cole slaw, dinner roe)

Beef Ribs (4 nb order)
Port Dibs

Hickory Smoked

BAR-B-Q
Pork

Chicken

Friday/track Visnich
about 10 to 15 a month, but if they are on sale, then they sell
like hotcakes," said store manager Doug Havens.

Beef

Open Tuesday-Sun 4:00-10 p.m.

$5 95
$11 95
$7 95
S9 95

1/2 BBQ chicken

56 66

chicken wings
Family Pack Specials:
baby back ribs 12 lull slabs) plus tans lor 4 people
(2) 12 BBQ chickens plus duns lor 4 people

1616 E. Wooster Bowling Green, Ohio

354-RIBS
Carry out and delivery only
Minimum for free delivery - $4.95

lul slab (baby beck)
12 Slab (baby back)
bucket ol sparenbs
Chicken

$4.96
$17 95
$9 95

1/2 slab pork ribs. 1/2 BBO chicken I fixlns lor 2
$10 95
Side Orders:
chicken wings
$2 95
baked beans
$ 75
cole slew
S.75
rol Iwilh marg )
$ 50
extra sauce
. . .
$ 25
Son Drinks: 12 01 $50 16oz$65 2-litre $119
Pepsi. Diet Pepsi. Dr Pepper. Sace. Orel Slice

ROMANOVSKY & PHILLIPS
LIVE
IN
C O N C
FREE AND OPEN TO

ALL

8 pm Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Music Building B.G.S.U.
372-2510

adventure
lime flies
when
you're
having fun.
FBI 7:15 -9:15-11:00
SAT 2:15 - 4:15 - 7:15 - 9:15 -11:00
SUN 2:15-4:15-7:15-9:15

sponsored by: LAGA, Human Relations Commission,
Founder's Diversity Committee, University Programmers,
and the Graduate Student Senate
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Artwork exhibition alters hospital
by Susan Reddish
The cafeteria at Wood County Hospital has changed
from the typical institutionalized room to one with a point
of interest.
That point of interest is the exhibition of artwork that
now graces the cafeteria walls. This second hospital art
exhibit consists of recent photographs, black and white,
by six selected students from the School of Art at the University. The first exhibit consisted of paintings.
The six artists exhibiting their photography are Charlie
Drake. Amy Fill, Jennifer Hanson, Chris Mead, Paul Perry
and Corinna Zemke. All are students in Lynn Whitney's
advanced creative photography course.
Ron Sech, director of food services at the hospital, instigated and organized the hospital exhibits. The idea occurred to him as he was visiting last year's Undergraduate
Student Art Show in the Fine Arts Building.
"I was quite impressed with the caliber of work the students do." Sech said, "and it occurred to me that if I could
have access to some of the work it would give the students
an opportunity to display their work as well as provide an
ever-changing scope to the cafeteria."
Sech found hospital administrators open to the idea and
he received the go-ahead to put the exhibits together. His
first tasks were clearing the cafeteria walls of their decorations to make room for the artwork and making a contact at the School of Art.
The person who Sech talked with was Dennis Wojtkiewicz, who said as soon as Sech explained his idea they
were "on the same wavelength." Wojtkiewicz agreed, it is
important for students to have access to an exhibition
space all year round, something the Undergraduate Student Art Show cannot provide.
Of the several photos she has in the exhibit, Jennifer
Hanson, one of the artists, said the one titled "Waiting for
the Bus" is one of her favorites. The photo was taken in a
store window which reflected the hazy figure of a man

waiting for a bus. The bottom half of the figure can be
clearly seen, while the top half vanishes, replaced by a city
scene.
Another of Hanson's photos, titled "Flag Corp Girl"
came about because she decided to photograph something with which she was familiar. Having been a member
of the marching band for three years, she felt comfortable
with the subject and got permission to photograph the
band at home games. She wanted to blend in with the
group but that didn't happen right away.
"It took awhile so that they wouldn't notice me and
didn't ham it up for the camera," she said. "I wanted to
show the concentration and hard work that goes into
marching."
By the fourth or fifth game, most of the band members
were used to her being around.
"The people who knew me from when I was in band
were more aware of me," she said. "But the freshmen weren't. The same with the flag corps because I played the
trombone and didn't know them."
Hanson said she ended up with a lot of good photos and
she realized from the experience that she "liked working
in portraits. Most of my work is of single figures."
Her piece, "Untitled, Bowling Green," is one of few
which has more than one figure. However, she said the
two students create one figure in the photo.
Hanson said she likes photographing people, but she
can't exactly explain the quality that she aims for in her
photos. It isn't capturing the outside, physical appearance
of the individual person, it's revealing what's inside that
makes them unique or typical.
Hanson said it was her first group show outside the
School of Art and she thought the pieces formed a strong
group.
A piece by Amy Fill titled "Teapot" created a strong
visual image. Fill captured the light from a window as it
came into a shadowy room and lit up the steam from a
boiling clear glass teapot on a stove. The result is of an
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eerily luminous teapot.
"Statue of Liberty in Deshler, Ohio," by Chris Mead,
shows a strange combination of a small Statue of Libertylike figure amid a rubble of forgotten junk. It is a very visual piece with a lot for the viewer to absorb.
Sech said one of the beneficial results of the shows has
been a tremendous amount of conversation. Talk of the
first show, which was paintings, centered on the subject
matter and colors of the works.
The photo show has been seen by many local residents.
"They're looking at the same area they've seen before
through someone else's eyes," Sech said, "and saying
'Gee, I know that place.""
Wojtkiewicz said the cafeteria provides "a captive audience" for the artwork, as well as giving the cafeteria a less
hospital-ish appearance.
"The artwork transforms it from cafeteria to cafe," he
said. "There's a more inviting presence by having the
images on the wall."
Not only does it give the community a chance to see the
quality of work produced at the University, he said, it also
enables people who are in the hospital cafeteria for other
reasons to take their mind off of their worries by looking
at the art.
"Hopefully, it makes the hospital less threatening of a
place to many people," Wojtkiewicz said, "and open their
awareness of art and what art is."
Upcoming shows at the hospital will include another
painting show to end spring semester, and some twoperson shows of University persons and a hospital employee show, both over the summer. The photography
show runs through March 31 and is free and open to the
public.
"Bowling Green was once a small town, but this part of
Ohio is changing," Sech said. "It's not tucked away in a
corner any more. Both the community and the University
are part of a growing area and people need to be aware of
the assets in their own community."

Machines
■(Continued from page 9)
free reign over their creative capabilities.
Instead, they must regress to simple greetings to aid their efforts in finding a job.
Carlo Capaldi, senior marketing major
from Steubenville, has a professional greeting on his machine.
"I never know who might call. It could
be an employer or a friend. Friends may
find my greetings boring, but they need to
realize my position. I have to be careful.
The bland message is safe for whoever
calls," he said.
Some people foil the purpose of the
machine, refusing to leave a message after
the "beep."

Dan Gotham, freshman international
studies major from Arlington Heights, 111.,
said he does not like answering machines.
"Because I don't own one, I don't think
it is fair that people can get messages when
I can't," he said. "Plus, I feel stupid talking
to a machine instead of a person. I feel as
mechanical as the machine."
Nevertheless, the growth of answering
machines may be defining a trend. Weaver
said.
"In a way, I'm sorry our society has gone
to them. It takes away from direct relations, but (answering machines) are a reflection of where we are going," he said.
"Almost everyone will have one. If you
don't like it, you better learn to like it because you're going to have to live with it"

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
850 SCOTT HAMILTON
•Spacious 2 bedroom apartments
•Completely furnished
•FREE water and sewer
• New living room carpeting
• Private parking and laundry facilities

Open 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Located in
Harshman's Basement
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1:30 a.m., 0 p.m. - Church Services
First Baptist Church. 749 S Wintergarden.

4 p.m. - Intramuraia
Entries tor 3 pitch Softball are due 108 Student
Recreation Center.

«•).

Noon - Swimming
Men's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapo-

1p.m.-Softball
BGSU vs Ohio University (double header)
Softbal Field, east of Steller Field.

4 p.m. - Softball
BGSU at University of Dayton

2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours
See 2.30 p.m. Monday. March 13 listing

2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
See 2pm Saturday. March 18 listing.

7 p.m. - Leader ship Development Work shop
Tom Gorman of University Placement Services,
wil discuss "How do I Apply My Current Leadership Skills to My Future Employment?" Open to
al Register by calling 372-2843. 150A Jerome
Library.

4 p.m. - Marriage and Family Therapy
Coabquiom Open to al 12 Home Economic8.

4 p.m. - Church Seme*
St Thomas More. 425 Thursttn.

7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapo-

10 a.m., 0 p.m. - Church Services
Oayspring Assembly ol God, 17360 N Dixie
Highway

7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapo§)).

7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting
Active Christians Today. Alumni Room, Union.

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Bible study at 9:30 a.m. Agape Church of
Prayer United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurson

• p.m. - Concert
The Trumpet Ensemble will perform. Free and
open to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical
Arts Center

7 p.m. - Bible Discusslon
Open to al Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies
Commuter Center, Moseiey, and classrooms,
second floor, Biomfield, Harshman Quadrangle

8 pjn. - Festival Series
"Chanticleer," a San Francisco based vocal
band, wil perform Tickets are $12, $8. $4 for
students: $ 15, $ 11. $7 for others Kobacker
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center

10:30 a.m. - Church Sanlc*
Trinity United Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit.

» p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8 p.m. Tuesday, March 14 listing

10 a.m. - Church Service
University Christian Church. 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center
10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S Church
10 a.m. - Church Service
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
Fist Christian Church, 875 Haskms
10:4* a.m. - Church Service
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m. Deliverance Tabernacle Church of God, 17202 N. Mercer.

8 p.m. - Concert
Trie Tuba Ensemble wi perform. Free and open
to al. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

8:30-9:30 p.m. - Christian Science Organization
Meeting Open to all. Canal Room, Union

8 p.m. - ChristianIty and SeauaHty
Open to al. Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship 313 Thurstin

Wednesday

2-6 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
See 2 p.m. Saturday. March 18 Hating.

March 29

7 p.m. - Church Sarvlc*
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 620
Second St.
7 pjn. - Church S*rvlc*
Active Christians Today, 612 E. Wooster
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8pm Tuesday, March 14 listing

Monday
March 27
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours
See 2:30 p.m. Monday. March 13 listing
5-5:50 p.m. - Baptlat Student Ministries
Feaowship and Bible Study Open to al. Prout
Chapel
7 p.m. - Contemporary Vision s: New Film and
Video
"Women with a Past" wil be shown Free and
open to al. Gish Film Theater. Hanna
7:30 p.m. - IPCO Club
Meeting. Open to communication majors 105
South Hal.
• p.m. - Concert
Baritone Paul Sahuc wit perform Free and open
to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts
Center.
10 pjn. - Prayer Group
Open to al St Thomas More, 425 ThuratXi.

Tuesday

f 0 a.m. Mean - Prosram Advising
For students in the hearing impaired program.
355 Education.
11 a.m.-1 p.m., 8-7 p.m. - Wood Pressure
Screenings
See 11 a.m. and 6 p m Wednesday. March 15
listings
Noon - Green Shoot Deadline
Deadkne tor submission ol materials for the
March 31 issue. Issue win cover April 3-Aprtl 16
806 Adminiatration
Noon-1 p.m. - Affirmative Action Forum
Dr. Dympna Messer, Ms. Nancy Dieon and
members of the department of women's studies
wi discuss "Sexism A Continuing Problem."
Free and open to al. State Room, Union.
3 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU vs Otterbein College Staler Field
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Dr. Menus Donahue of the University of North
Texas win discuss "Signal Transductkm and Metabolic Regulation of Serotonin In the Parasitic
Nematode. ascaris suum." Free and open to al.
112 Life Sciences
4 p.m. - Intramuraia
Entries for tennis co-ed doubles and men's singles are due 108 Student Recreation Center.
7 p.m. - Leadership Development Workshop
Ron ParUn, professor, wi discuss "How to
Manage Stress " Open to al Register by calling
372-2843 150A Jerome Library.
7 p.m. - Church Service
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God 620
Second St.
7:30 p.m. - naaldent Student Association
General assembly meeting Open to el. 114 Education.

March 28

8 pjn. - Dive-In Movie end Tanning Contest
The movie "Jaws" wi be shown and prizes wil
be awarded for best tan Free and open to al
Cooper Pool, Student Recreation Canter.

11 a.m.-1 pjn., S-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure
Screening
See 11 am and 5 p.m Tuesday, March 14 listing,

8 p.m. - Faculty Artist Series
Pamela Ryan wil perform on the viola. Free and
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center

11 *.m. - Meet th* Admlnlstritors
Dr. Rush Mieer, Dean of Libraries, wi take questions from students. Free and open to al. Main
lounge. Off-Campus Student Center, Moseiey

9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting Open to al United Christian Feaowship
Center, 313 Thurstin

Noon-1:t S p.m. - Meet the President
Open forum with President Paul Olscamp Chart
Room, McFal Center.

Thursday

2:30-4 p.m. - French Conversation
Coffee and tea will be served Open to al. The
French House. Sorority Row
3 p.m. -I
BGSU at University of Michigan (Ann Arbor)

7:30 p.m. - College Life
Meeting Open to al. Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ Towne Room. Union

8:30 p.m. - Woman's Spirituality
Meeting Open to all 217 W Washington

11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
Sunday School at 10 a.m New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 620 Second St.

$ p.m. - Church Service
Pentecostal Young People's Association 620
Second St.

■a).

9 p.m. - UAO Campus Mow*
"The Great Race " Free and open to al Giah
Film Theater, Hanna

Friday
March 31

3 p.m., Midnight - UAO Csmpu s Movie
"Caddyshack'Admission is $1 50 with ID 210
Math Science
9 p.m.-l a.m. - Dry Dock
Comedy Night, featuring comics from the Toledo
Comedy Club Non-alcoholic nightspot No
cover charge Basement, Harshman Quadran0"
10 p.m. - UAO Campus I
"Caddyshack H" Admission is 31 50 with ID
210 Math Science

Sunday
April 2
10 a.m. - Church Sarvlc*
University Christian Church. 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center

Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
$1 donation requested United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin.

10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
St Thomaa More. 425 Thurstm

Noon - Swimming
Men's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapo18).

10 a.m., 8 p.m. - Church Senecee
Oayspring Assembly of God. 17360 N Dixie
Highway.

Noon-1 p.m. - ECAPttons
The BGSU Gospel Chor wet perform. Refreshments will be served Open to al Amam. Commons.

10:30 a.m. - Church Sarvlc*
Bible study at 9:30 a.m Agape Church of
Prayer United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin.

2 p.m.-Softball
BGSU vs. Ohio University (double-header}.
Sottbal field, east of Staler Field

10:30 a.m. - Church Sarvlc*
Trinity United Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit.

3 p.m. - Baseball
BGSU vs. Siena Heights College Steler Field

10:45 a.m. - Church Sarvlc*
First Christian Church, 875 Haskms

8-1 f p.m. - Fantasy and War-gaming Society
Open to al. Second floor, Education

10:45 a.m. - Church Sarvlc*
Sunday School at 9 30 a m Deliverance Tabernacle Church of God. 17202N Mercer

7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapo-

■s).

7:30 p.m. - Founder' s Day Speech
Dr. Randolph Hawkins of Syracuse University
wi discuss "The Need for Diversity In the 90's."
Free and open to al Sponsored by the Third
World Graduate Assocatlon Campus Room,
Union.
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8 p.m. Tuesday. March 14 listing.
8 p.m. - Cone art
The Men's Chorus will perform. Tickets are S3
for students; $5 for others, and are available at
the center box office. Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.
8-10 p.m. - French Film
With subtitles Free and open to al. The French
House, Sorority Row.
3 pan., Midnight - UAO Campus Movie
"Caddyshack." Admission la $1.50 with ID. 210
Math Science.
10 p.m. - UAO Campus Movie
"Caddyshack II." Admission is S1 50 with ID.
210 Math Science.

11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
Sunday School at 10 a.m. New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 620 Second St.
Noon-Ultimate Frlsbee Competition
The band "Lovesfreet" wi perform. Free and
open to al Intramural Fields
2-5 pjn. - Educational Memorabilia Cantor
Sea 2 p.m. Saturday, March 18 listing.
3p.m. -Concert
The Phiiarmonia wi perform with Concerto
Winners. Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal,
Moore Musical Aria Canter.
4 p.m. - Lesbian Support Qroup
Open to al United Christian Feaowship. 313
Thurstin
4:30 p.m. - Church tfrvlce
Society of Friends St John's Episcopal Church,
1509E Wooster
5 pjn. - Muslim-Christian Dialogue
Campus minister Bel Thompson and the director
of the Islamic Community Center in Perry sburg.
Imam A M Khattab, wi lead a discussion Open
to al. United Christian Feaowship Center. 313
Thurstin

Saturday

8 p.m. - Church Service
Pentecostal Young People's Association 820
Second St

April 1

7 pjn. - Church Sarvlc*
Active Christians Today. 612 Eaat Wooster

March SO

11 a.m. - Track
Women's team at the Indiana Quadrangular
(Btoommgton. Ind )

11 a.m.-t p.m., 8-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure
Screenings
See 11 am and 5 p m Thursday. March 16 listings

Noon - Swimming
Men's team at NCAA Championships (Indianapola).

7:30 p.m. - Phi Upsf ton Omicron
Initiation. Open to members 12 Home Economics
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
Saa 8 p.m. Tuesday. March 14 astlng.
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"Design 17: Undergraduate Design
Students' Exhibition," which opened
on March 3, continues through
Thursday (March 13) in the Gallery of
the Fine Arts Building.
The show, which features a wide
variety of pieces from the graphic and
environmental design sequences'
best students, is free and open from
9a.m. to 4:30p.m. weekdays and
2-5p.m. Sundays.
The show's pieces run the gamut of
design, from advertising to corporate
identification and packaging, from
three dimensional trade show displays to illustration and rendering.

J
The Shorts Festival '89: A Bill of One-Act Plays
After the success of last season's
One-Act Play Festival, the University
Theatre will again present a collection
of one-acts. The Shorts Festival '89: A
Bill of One-Act Plays, which began on
March 8, will be performed Friday and
Saturday (March 10 and 11) at 8 p.m.
and Sunday (March 12) at 2 and 7
p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theatre, located on the first floor of University
Hall.
Two different bills of four plays each
will be presented, for a total of eight
different one-acts. Bill One will be presented on Friday (March 10) and Bill
Two will be presented on Saturday
(March 11). On Sunday (March 12), a
bargain day presentation of all eight
shows will be given for the price of one
admission. Bill One will begin at 2 p.m.,
followed by a dinner break with Bill
Two beginning at 7 p.m.

The men are back
The Men's Chorus, directed by
Richard Mathey, will ends its 1989
three-state spring concert tour with a
performance back where it began--on
campus.
The chorus will perform at 8 p.m.
Friday (March 31) in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $3 for students and senior citizens and $5 for all others.
The 100-member chorus's spring
tour on March 17-30 is taking the
singers to Mt. Zion, Thomaston and
Alma, Ga.; Winterhaven, Okeechobee
and Clearwater, Fla ; and Easley, S.C.
Groan Sheet is published by the
Bowling Green State University Office of Public Relations for students,
faculty and staff.
The next issue will be published on
Friday, March 31, and will cover
events occurring April 3-16. The
deadline for submitting material for
that issue is noon, Wednesday,
March 29.
All events must be submitted in
writing to the Green Sheet editor.
806 Administration Building. There is
no charge to have items listed.
Editor: Lori S. Everly
Calendar Editor: Jeff Schober
Production: Stacey Bayrfe

Tickets are available in advance of
the performance dates, or at the door
for $3.
Bill One begins with the one-woman
showcase about womanhood, "Personality" by Gina Wendkosand Ellen
Ratner. It is directed by graduate student Julie Rae Pratt and features postgraduate Vickie Spader-Fuller as the
many diverse characters in this show.
"The Actor's Nightmare" by Christopher Durang follows. This is a comic
book look at all actors' worst nightmare
-- suddenly finding oneself on stage in
a production one has not rehearsed. In
this comic one-act are: freshman G.
Dean Cudworth, juniors Wendy Winkler and Amy Fall and seniors Michael
Noble and Helene Grosser. It is directed by senior Amy Lyn Dunn.
The next show, "Eulogy" by James
Richardson, is a touching drama about
the death of a family member. Directed
by junior Lisa Barnett, this poignant
play features sophomore David Lockard and junior Katherynne Haack.
The last show in Bill One is a boldly
passionate play about love, sex and
rock-n-roll - "Cowboy Mouth" by Sam
Shepard and Patti Smith. Directed by
Masters student James Marr, this disturbing piece features freshmen Damn
Broadway and Sara Weakley and

sophomore Christopher McCarty.
Bill Two starts off with "Birdbath" by
Leonard Melfi - a bittersweet romance
that gradually turns more bitter than
sweet. It is directed by Masters student Rosemary Alt and features freshman Steve Bevilacqua and sophomore
Kimberly Burge.
The next play is "Triplet" by Kitty
Johnson. This highly creative play
takes the audience on a bride's (sophomore Jane McElroy) journey of selfdiscovery as she carries on a conversation with two of her younger selves:
the Virgin (sophomore Lisa DeSalvo)
and the Princess (sophommore Michelle Goodman). "Triplet" is directed by
junior Katherynne Haack.
The third play is a heartwarming fantasy by Katherine Lone - "Ariel Bright"
-- the story of a clairvoyant undertaker
(freshman Brad Craddock) who tries to
make life wonderful for those he knows
will soon die. Junior Cindy Kuenzli
plays the title role and junior Jim Azelvandre directs.
The final show of BUI Two is "The
Barbarians are Coming" by Luigi Jannuzzi. This comedy about the end of
civilization is directed by Masters student Doug Caskey and features PhD
student Paul Frazier and sophomores
David Lockard and Andy Hoelscher.

Femmes tickets
are still available
Tickets are still availalbe for UAO's
spring concert featuring the Violent
Femmes at 8 p.m. April 3 in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Union.
Tickets, which went on sale March
8, can be purchased in the UAO office,
third floor of the Union. Admission is
$6 for University students and students at the University of Toledo and
$8 general admission.
The trio's origins date back to days
spent "busking," or playing for free, in
the streets of their hometown of Milwaukee.
It was during one such impromptu
performance that they captured the attention of Chrissie Hynde and the lafe
James Honeyman-Scott of The Pretenders, and became that group's
opening concert act.
Critics were praising the group's live
performances when their debut album,
"Violent Femmes" was released in
1983. "Hallowed Ground" followed a
year later and a third album, "The Blind
Leading the Naked," was released in
1986. The group's most recent effort,
"3," is now out after a two-year hiatus.
The Femmes recorded "3" with the
intention of cutting an LP as close to
their live sound as possible. No overdubs, a minimum of session accompaniment and bare bones production allows the music to stand on its own
merit.
The band members include Gordon
Gano, vocals and rhythm guitar; Brian
Ritchie, bass and lead and rhythm
guitar; and Victor DeLorenzo, percussion. Keyboard player Sigmund
Snopek III and saxophonist Peter
Belestrieri joined the group for "3."

Time to spring ahead
As we head into spring and the days
are growing longer. Daylight Savings
Time is approaching.
The official beginning of Daylight
Savings Time is 2 a.m. Sunday (April
2). Clocks should be turned ahead one
hour at that time (to 3 a.m.).
Daylight Savings Time was first instituted in England during World War I as
an energy conservation measure and
was adopted in the United States in
1919.

Festival Series concludes with Chanticleer
The College of Musical Arts wraps
up its Festival Series Saturday (April 1)
with a concert by the vocal group
Chanticleer.
The 8 p.m. concert in Kobacker Hall
of the Moore Musical Arts Center features one of the most widely acclaimed
choral groups in the world. The a cappella men's ensemble sings new interpretations of early music, contemporary classical, folk, popular, spirituals
and gospel music.
The Chanticleer concert replaces a
Festival Series performance by the
Daewoo Chorale, a Korean vocal
group which has disbanded due to political unrest in its home country.
Season ticket holders can use thetr
tickets for the Daewoo concert at the
Chanticleer performance.
Single tickets for the Chanticleer
concert are $4, $8 and $12 for studentsand$7, $11 and$15foraHorfi:
*rs. The Moore Musical Arts Center

box office is open noon to 6 p.m.
weekdays.
Chanticleer got its start in 1978
when Louis Botto, the group's artistic
director, invited a handful of tenors and
basses to sight-read a collection of
early and Renaissance music. Seeing
the group's potential, Botto booked a
concert at Mission Dolores. That was
followed by several years of small
concerts in the San Francisco bay
area.
In 1980 the group was signed to a
five-week touring schedule by Columbia Artists that was later expanded to
110 concerts on a 16-week national
tour.
Since 1981, Chanticleer has Deformed hundreds of concerts in the
United States, Canada and Europe.
Frequently featured on Minnesota Public Radio broadcasts, the group has
appeared on Garrison Keillor's "A
PrairiwHome Companion."
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Hero teaches The King how to rock
Marketsqaare

Hero

by Dennis Robaugh
Most people do not know about the time
machine in the basement of the Math Science Building. Which is a good thing because then everyone would be trying to
bring their ancestors and descendants to
this era of a kinder, gentler America.
I met professor Kookie Terwilliger one
night as I came out of Howard's. I stumbled out. staggered down the street, fell
face-down on the sidewalk and mumbled.
"Bwa-bwa go hofum."
I may have had a bit too much to drink.
Professor Terwilliger happened by and
he exclaimed, "Peerfect! A soobject for my
exspeeriments!"
I heard that, jumped up to run away and
passed out from over-exertion.
When I awoke, I found myself in the
basement of the Math Science Building
with a hangover that could crush a horse.
Ponder that one for a wlvle.
"Yoo are gooing to be ze ferst person to
travel een my time machine," giggled the
slightly deranged doctor.
I glanced to my left, slowly, because my
eyes felt like someone scooped them out
with a spoon and pushed them back in.
Upside down.
I shuddered when I saw a large steel orb
with spikes pointing in various directions.
On the side was a small portal. Peering in.

I noticed a plastic lining filled with a milky
fluid.
"Yoo are gooing to go down een heestory," the doc said. He was so excited he
was on the verge of wetting his pants.
"No. I am going to leave," I said. I got up
as fast as I could. Which wasn't fast
enough. Before I knew it two graduate assistants grabbed me and tied me to a chair.
"Now, I am a nice guy. I am gooing to let
yoo decide vere to go." he said.
It became obvious to me that I was not
going to get out of this, so I decided to go
along with the doctor's plan.
"I want to go to the year 1950. And I
want to meet..."
"Vait, vait. Don't tell me. I know exactly
vere yoo van! to go." the doc said.
The assistants walked toward me. They
were probably from the psych department
because they had evil grins, indicating they
wanted to open up my head and play with
my brain.
"You know, the brain has no pain receptors. You can open up the head and
stick an egg beater in and mash up the
brain and you wouldn't feel a thing. Of
course, you'd be dead. Hee hee hee." one
of the assistants said, with glee.

Rose of Texas." It didn't sound very good.
1 wandered toward the music and sitting
next to the lake with his feet in the water
was young boy with jet-black hair. He noticed me staring through the trees and he
jumped up with a start.
"Sorry mister. I didn't mean to disturb
you," he said bashfully.
"That's OK. What's your name?" I
asked.
"Elvis." he replied.
I almost fainted. Here I was standing in
front of the 15-year old Elvis Presley. The
future King of Rock-n-Roll.
"Why don't you keep playing," I suggested.
"Cuz I play and sing like a fat lady
swims, noisy and slow," he said.
The King with a confidence problem. 1
couldn't believe it.
"Show me your stuff," I said.
He began to play and he was right. He
was not doing well at all.
"Put more of a sneer on your face and
more body into your voice. You sound like
Michael Jackson after a kick in the dingding," I said.
"Who's Michael Jackson?"

"Never mind. Here, swing your hips
about a hit. Like this." I showed him how
to do the patented Elvis hip swivel and

sneer.
"I don't know. I feel kind of goofy." he
said.
"Keep practicing." We played and sang
and dance for hours. Eventually he got it
right.
"Maybe someday I could play in a few
bars or at the state fair." he said.
"Son, I think you will be playing in some
bigger places than that." I answered with a
knowing smile.
"I don't know. I don't think I'll ever
make it." Elvis said.
"I wouldn't be so negative. You never
know. One day you may get so tired of all
the attention you withdraw from society
completely. Become a recluse." I said.
"You might even think of faking your own
death to get away from the limelight."
"Thanks for the help mister." Elvis said.
"Don't mention it." I answered. 1 walked
back into the forest and climbed into the
time machine. 1 sealed the portal and hit
the on button.
In a few minutes I found myself back in
the basement of the Math Science Building. I climbed out. socked the good doctor
square in the nose and wandered out onto
campus.
All's well in the world, rock-n-roll is here
to stay.

Oh God, I thought. They read minds.
"Yoo are all set. Een yoo go."
The ride was bumpy, but the milky fluidfilled bags cushioned me. I landed and
heard the sound of crashing trees and tearing metal.
I emerged from the time machine and
checked out my surroundings. I was in a
forested area and I could see a lake beyond
the trees. It was rather peaceful and I had
the feeling I was somewhere in the South.
I could hear the sounds of a guitar and a
young man's voice singing "The Yellow
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Inside All of Us
Pigs*

Ricardo Armijo

The moming after a good party, Ralph Cedeno woke up
in a strange bed with a woman by his side. The early sunshine fell on her. on the black hair covering part of her
face, and she was snoring softly. Her name was Johanna or
Joan or something like that, and at the party she talked a
lot, they laughed together, and when it ended they left for
her apartment.
Everything around them was still, and outside it was
bright. Ralph picked up his pants, shirt, and shoes without
making any noise and went out of the bedroom to the
kitchen. There he dressed, checked to see if all his possesi< ins were in his pockets, and thought of leaving her a
thank-you note with his phone number in it, but instead
he made himself a ham and cheese sandwich.
He went to the living room while he ate it and sat on the
couch, under a poster of Rudolf Nureyev leaping in his
tights. All the furniture seemed asleep. He grabbed a
postcard from the coffee table. Her name was Johanna,
Johanna Barnes, and the card was from a friend vacationing in Sunny Florida. He began reading it but he wasn't
really interested, so he put it back on the table just as he'd
found it. He finished the sandwich and took a sip from one
of the glasses of soda they'd drunk from last night. Then
he left the apartment.
While driving home, Ralph decided to grab something
else to eat The moming breeze was refreshing and he felt
satisfied. He drove to the small restaurant near his house
where, in his opinion, they served the best breakfast in the
world.
The place was practically empty, except for two men
sporting baseball caps who sat facing each other and
drank coffee at a table in the middle of the dining room.
Ralph walked through the tables to the counter and sat
beside a man wearing a black trenchcoat. The man's head
was burrowed between his shoulders. They both sat facing
the cooler with the pies and the cans of whipped cream.
Ralph looked at the man and recognized him. He said:
"Hello, Joaquin."
Joaquin reacted with a jerk. "Eh?" He almost tipped
over his cup of coffee. "Eh?" He looked up: "Oh, oh, oh,"
he said, in turn recognizing Ralph, and started snapping
his fingers: "Oh, oh, oh."

wvmvmYiw.viYiw;^^^^

"I used to kill pigs."
"Hash browns or home fries?"
"And cows, too."
"Hash browns." Ralph returned the menu back with the
others. The waitress pushed her glasses against her face,
slid the pencil behind her ear, and left for the coffee
station.
"But with the cows you need help," Joaquin continued.
"They kick too much."
"Is that right?"
"Yeah. And boy, are they heavy."
The waitress came back with the coffee. She set the cup
in front of Ralph and Ralph pulled out a cigarette. "What
did you say your name was?" he asked.
"I didn't tell you," she said, and left.
"I used to work in a slaughterhouse five years ago,"
Joaquin said. "I was the best pig killer in the shop." He
looked at his hands and giggled. He showed them to
Ralph. "Look at these hands." The fingers were coarse
and scars crisscrossed his palms. "I was the best killer in
the whole shop because I used the sharpest knives in the
house."
Ralph nodded as he drank and smoked. He followed the
waitress with his eyes. He saw her tongue lick her lips
when she was talking to the cook as she placed his order.
He also saw her behind bloom when she bent over to grab
a loaf of bread, and saw how her breasts pushed forward
when she was fixing her hair.
"Pigs are easy to kill," Joaquin went on. "And they are
cheap, too. I have a friend who raises pigs. Yes sir, he
raises pigs. And he sells them cheap." He leaned toward
Ralph. "Once in a while he calls me to slaughter one of his
pigs." His green, almost gray eyes were steady, but his
hands kept rubbing each other. "I go there, I choose one
three or four months old, and I kill him."
Ralph looked at Joaquin and his Mayan profile, at his
trenchcoat buttoned up to his neck, and the dandruff
sprinkled on his shoulders, his oily black hair. The smell
of frying sausage reached his nose.
Ralph also saw how one of the men sitting at the table
came over to the counter, behind which now stood the
waitress cleaning red bottles of ketchup with a wet rag. He
"Ralph."
saw the man tip her. "Thank you, Dorothy," the man told
"Yes, yes," Joaquin said. "From — eh — oh..."
her as he fixed his cap farther back on his head. She
"Miami."
grabbed the coins, pushed her glasses up on her nose and
"No, no, no — Nicaragua."
smiled. "Thank you," she said.
"No. Miami."
"And they are so easy to kill. They hardly squeal. Their
"Yes, yes," Joaquin agreed. "Yes, yes: Miami — the
skin is so tender and you can make the best pork rind out
capital of Nicaragua."
of it." Joaquin kissed his fingers as a French chef does.
Ralph grabbed a menu from between the napkin dis"Yes sir, the best pork rind."
penser and the salt and pepper shakers. While he read, he
"What happened? Why don't you work there anymore?"
pulled a pack of cigarettes and lighter and set them on the
"They weren't making enough money," Joaquin ancounter. "How's work, Joaquin?"
swered. "And because the foreman didn't like me. Ameri"Work?" Joaquin held his cup with both hands.
cans like him don't like Mexicans. No sir, they don't like
"Work?" He searched for something on the counter. "I'm Mexicans."
not working. It's not picking season. No sir, no tomatoes
"How much does a piglet like the ones you kill cost?"
this time of year." The waitress came to stand in front of
"Ten, fifteen dollars, Ralph. No more than twenty dolthem. Ralph had never seen her.
lars."
"Coffee?" she said while she wiped her hand on her
Ralph crushed his cigarette on the ashtray: nodded
apron.
slightly.
Ralph nodded. "Where's Carla?" he asked while Joa"Do you want one? I can ask Bill — that's my friend —
quin shook his head.
and maybe we can get it for less. Bill is good to me." Joa"She got fired." The waitress pulled a pad and a pencil
quin took a sip from his coffee. "And I can kill it for nothfrom the apron. "You ready to order?"
ing. You only have to give me some of the meat"
Ralph closed the menu: slid it away from himself. "Two
The waitress brought Ralph's breakfast. She set the
eggs over easy." She was younger than Carla, prettier, and plate before him, along with the silverware wrapped in a
napkin.
wore glasses. She wrote with her left hand. "What's your
"Thank you, Dorothy," Ralph said, smiling. Dorothy left
name?"
"But five years ago I used to work in a slaughterhouse," without saying a word.
Joaquin said.
"What do you say?" asked Joaquin.
Ralph watched Dorothy walking away. "About what'"
The waitress looked at him without interest. She had
Then he sprinkled his food with pepper and broke the
pretty brown eyes. "Do you want meat with those eggs?"
yolks and sliced the sausage.
"Sausage."
*:;x;:;:;:S:w^

"About you buying a pig and me killing it." He giggled
again. "It will be so easy, I tell you. Just tie him down and
stick the knife on his side —right here," and he poked his \
ribs, under his heart. "And then — slash! —he's dead.
Easy, easy, easy. What do you say?"
Ralph had begun eating. "I don't know," he said after a
long while, with his mouth full.
"Think about it as long as you want, Ralph. Enjoy your
breakfast. Yes sir, I have all the time in the world because
I'm not working." He checked his fingernails. "It's not
picking season."
Ralph called Dorothy. He watched her coming toward
him; he liked how the waitress' uniform fit her, how her
hips moved under the uniform. When she stood in front of
him, he smiled.
"You forgot to bring me some toast. Dorothy," He
wiped his mouth with the napkin while still chewing a last ;:::
spoonful of food.
"Maybe you can give me your phone number, Ralph,"
Joaquin said.
"Wheat or white?"
"Wheat."
Dorothy went to prepare his toast. "I can call you in two
or three months," Joaquin said. "I could talk to Bill and
let him know that we want a pig."
An elderly couple came in the restaurant and sat at a
table in the far end of the dining room. Dorothy went over
with two menus under her armpit. While he ate, Ralph
watched her. She smiled and greeted them; they
exchanged words, she set the menus in front of them and
penciled something on her pad. Ralph liked how she
wrote with her left hand. He saw her push her glasses, go
to the coffee station, get two coffees, one of them decaffeinated, and take them to the couple. She then came
back to the toaster and brought him his toast.
"My name is Ralph, Dorothy," he told her while she set
the small dish by his empty plate.
"Carla told me all about you."
"Your name is Dorothy, right?"
"Yes. So?'
"Nothing. I just wondered, Dorothy."
"Would you like anything else?"
"Don't pay attention to whatever Carla told you, Dorothy."
"Maybe I can call you in July or August, Ralph, eh?"
Joaquin said. "Eh?"
Ralph looked at Joaquin, then at Dorothy looking at
Joaquin. "No, that's all for today," Ralph said. He then
took a bite from the toast. "The toast is good, Dorothy."
She did her calculations, tore his check from the pad,
set it on the counter, and picked up the empty plate.
"Have a nice day," she said, and left
"How about it in August. Ralph? I won't be working
S
then. I'm not working now but I won't be working then. I
can call you in August"
"We'll see," Ralph said. He pulled out some money,
more than enough to cover the amount, and put it over
the bill. He gulped the last of his coffee and got ready to
leave: he stood up, tucked in his shirt, and brought his
pants up a little. He ran his fingers through his hair and
grabbed a napkin from the dispenser and wiped his
mouth. Then he pulled out a pen and wrote his name and
phone number on the napkin and slid the napkin between
the money and the check. Maybe.
He then shook Joaquin's hand and left. The cooler purred to life.
"I'll call you, Ralph," Joaquin said. "Yes, yes. I'll call
you." He waited for a moment, then asked Dorothy for
5
more coffee. When she went for the pot, he grabbed the
scribbled napkin, folded it, and put it in his trenchcoat
■:|
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1

pocket.

"Yes, yes. I'll call you."

,. ,„„„
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AIR POLLUTION:
THE
DANGER
CONTINUES
Join the fight for Clean Air!
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Sporting Goods
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Daily Lunch Specials

Spring Break Sports Headquarters

Our dining room is open to the
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Swimwear - Shorts - T-shirts
BGSU Apparel - Jackets - Hats
Pool shoes - Athletic shoes

Banquet catering available for
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets,

123 S. Main St., B.G.
352-3610
Across from Huntington Bank

Daily 10-9

PHflSI

B.G. Elks

^

Sat. 10-5

IA

Sun 12-4

etc.
Call 352-2149
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A Break
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Ten of Us
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Nightiine

Doctor Who

Inside Family Ties
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Movie: "The Devil at 4 O'clock"
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WKRP

H.'s Heroes Rockford Files

Movie: "Legend"

B Miller

Morton Downey Jr.
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Sanford

Fall Guy
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College Basketball

3 s Co.
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News

College Basketball: Atlantic Coast Conference Quarterfinal
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2:00

3:00
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What s New
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Sea Hunt
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College Basketball: Big East Semifinal Game One

ALF Cont'd

Cosby Kids

Punky B

Ed Gnmley

Young Univ.
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Fishing

College Basketball: Notre Dame at DePaul

Crack-Ups

Resolution

Grow Rich

Baldness

Twin Star

PBA Bowling: Budweiser Open

This Old House

Basketball

Old House

Old House

Ok) House

This Old House Marathon

Billy Packer

Munsters

TBA

College Basketball: Ind. at Iowa or III. at Midi.

Gateway/Mindpower

Munsters

War of (tie Worlds

Movie: "A Stranger is Watching

Movie: "Legend"

|MOV«.

7:30

CBS News

Making Waves

Old House

8:30

9:00

Dolphin Cove

| Movie:

9:30

TV 101

Nighthawks"

| "Compromising Positions'

10:30

10:00

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

News

Saturday Night s Main Event

DC. Follies

WWA Bruiser Bedlam

Lmda Ronstadt

Let's Rock Tonight! Concert

227

m

Star Search

Mission: Impossible

&

Geographic

Lawrence Welk Show

Glenn Miller Band Reunion

Movie: "The Gumball Rally"

News

Wonderworks

Movie:

Spit. Image

Star Trek: Next Gener

Nightmare on Elm St.

Reporters

Star Search

M-A'S^H

Cops

Basketball: Midwestern Conference Championship

The House on Carroll Street"

Movie:

&

20% off any one service
Haircuts, Perms, Partial Perms,
Spiral Perms, Manicures,
High lightening, make-up demonstrations,
and pedicures
This ad good with with Natalie
expires 3/31/89

181 S. Main Downtown B.G.

352-4143

Fri. the 13th Series

Movie: "Gymkata"

Basketball: Western Athletic Conference Champ.

Broadcast News

Twin Star

Welcome Stranger

College Basketball: Minnesota at Ohio State

With Redken's PERM ART Designing Perm, anything goes! This unique
perm allows your stylist total freedom of expression to create any curls and
curves imaginable. Textures go from subtle to sophisticated to down-right
sizzling-with plenty of condition and shine. Go ahead. . .lake some artistic
license with your hair. Commision a PERM ART Designing Perm today.

352- 4101

Happy Days

Basketball: Atlantic Coast Conference Semifinal

Murphy's Law

War of the Worlds

ABC News

R£DK£N

Its a Living

Ropes

Hunter

NBC News

Fishing

COMMISSION A MASTERPIECE

Scralch

Man Called Hawk

News

| Movie:

TandT

Charles

Golden Girls Empty Nest

Dolphin Cove

"Compromising Positions

Creatures Great & Small

Ok) House

Movie: "Split Image"

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leafs

Cash Exp

ESPN College Basketball: Big West Tourn Champ

PGA Golf: Nestle Invitational

News

Don Cherry

Fortune

Star Trek: Next Generation War of the Worlds

College Basketball: Big East Semifinal Game Two

West 57th

Boater

Lawrence Welk Show

5:30

TV 101

House Calls
CBS News

She's Sheriff Star Trek

5:00

News

Sat Report

Hometime Spe.

4:30

West 57th

News

Amen

4:00

College Basketball: Big East Semifinal Game Two

Hometime Special: Three-Season Porch

Short Film

8:00

Ok) House

College Basketball: Atlantic Coast Conference Semifinal

Broadcast News

Benny Hill

College Basketball: Indiana at Iowa or Illinois at Mich.

Rod a Reel

Basketball: Norm Atlantic Conference Championship

Sign-Off

Sportsweekend: Curling

Frugal Gourmet

"The Pnncess Bride"

Mama

Basketball

Motorweek

Flower Shop YanCooks

News

College Basketball: Big East Semifinal Game One
Fish'n

EastEnders

Movie: "Broadcast News"

Best Sellers

Garden

12:00

Hmooner

Basketball

Madeleine

Letterman
Arsemo Hall

Wash. Week Wall St.

Skier

Bugs 8 Tweety

12:30
Benson

McLaughlin

SATURDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30

THC

UNSUB
20/20

Resolutions

ESPN Sports

Q)

PM1

Magnum, P.I.

Teen Wolf

Fort Bravo

m
cs

Brier Night

News

It s Ernest1

©

CD
CD

News

11:30

China

o
o

owvsooro

12:00
Jeffersons

Falcon Crest

Miami Vice

Full House

11:30
Taxi

Journal

Dallas

11:00
News

Tommy Hunter
Marvin

10:30

11:00

€B
SD
©

TMC

10:00
Falcon Crest

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

o

9:30

Firing Line

THC Movie: "Echo Park"

O

9:00
Dallas

Fortune

News

ESPN Molorweeli

8:30
Marvin

College Basketball

Movie: "The Relaliator"

WE'VE GOT
THE BEST
COMIC
BOOKS
IN
TOWN!

©
New/stand
Your Comic Book Headquarters
Join Our Comic Club Today!

178 S. Main
Bowling Green
353-2176
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
MARCH 12,1989
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00

o
o
CD
CD
CD

m

SD
S3

O

Neighbor

NBA Basketball: Denver Nuggets at Boston Celtics

Gardener

Best Years

Meeting Place

G Williams

Jay Eck

NBA Basketball: Denver Nuggets at Boston Celtics

Stiut-ins

Mass

Health

World Tom.

Sotofiex

Easter Seal Telethon

Escapes

Market

Swing Choir Invitational

Wonderworks Cont'd
Homefinder

Blade

To Be Announced

Gameday

TMC

Movie: "The Golden Child"

Pick-Up

SUNDAY EVENING
6:30
6:00

O

o
CD
CD

m

©
CD
CD
SD

News

CBS News

7:30

Pre-Game

8:00

Out of World My Secret

Movie: "Eddie Macon's Run"

Ski Jumping Ski Work)

Skiing Freestyle Ballet

Basketball: Metro ol Southwest Conlerence Champ

Movie "Black Widow

8:30

9:00

Murder. She Wrote

9:30

10:00

Jimmy fleardon

10:30

People's Choice Awards

11:30
Siskel

12:00

12:30

USA Today

News

Sports Zone Hammer House ol Horror

News

News

Movie: "Journey into Light"

News

NBC News

"Swiss Family Robinson"

Family Ties

Movie: "Rambo: First Blood Part II"

News

Entertainment This Week

Great Circuses

Movie: "Never Say Never Again

Siskel

Grow Rich

The Doctor Is In

Suite Harry

Sign-Ofl

Minors

Sign-Ofl

Day by Day

L. Walk

Sesame Street. Special

Great Performances

Wildlife

Best of Wild America Great Escapes

Greal Moments From Nature

Venture

11:00
News

People's Choice Awards

Rich & Famous

SCTV On Tnal: A Royal Commission

Superboy

Rich S Famous

Murder. She Wrote

Masterpiece Theatre
How Hitler Losl the War

Star Trek: Next Generation 21 Jump Slreel

Wanted

Children

G Shandlmg T Ullman

Duel

Too Close

Program Success

21 Jump Street

Wanted

Children

G Shandling I Ullman

Duet

Scratch

M-A-S-H

Star Trek

Movie:

J. Reardon

Collage Basketball: Southwi (Stern Athletic Conl.

Broadcast News

MONDAY EVENING
MARCH 13,1989
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
Newhart
CBS News
USA Today
O News
News Cont'd
CBS News

News

College Baseball: Florida at Louisiana State

SportsCenler

Movie: "The Golden Child"

Movie: "Sid S Nancy

9:00

8:30
Kale « Aliie

Brown

9:30

10:00

Designing

Monitor

Danger Bay

Allo Alto

DeGrassi

National Geographic

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Newhart

Kate & Aide

Brown

Hogan

Designing

10:30

11:00

Trapper

Sign-Off

Kenneth Copeland

World Vision

College Basketball

11:30

12:00

12:30

Beauty and the Beast

News

Taxi

Jeflwsons

Journal

News

House Calls

Movie: "Pygmalion

Beauty and the Beast

News

Magnum. P.I.

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

ALF

Movie: "Dangerous Affection

News

Tonight Show

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

MacGyver

Movie: "Gideon Oliver: Tongs

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall

War & Peace

Benson

Letterman

All Purposes Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Movers/Secret Government/Constitution in Cnsis

Lighthouse

EastEnders

Ideas

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful Work) of Disney Linda Ronsladt

Entertaining the Troops

Served'

Business

Sign-Oft

WKRP

Movie: "Maxie"

B Miller

Morton Downey Jr

Jeffersons

Sanford

Fall Guy

SportsCtr

Water Skiing: U.S. Open

Charles

A Break

Spoons

ESPN Sportraits

H s Heroes

Rocktord Files

Facts ol Ufa Family Ties

3s Co.

Movie: "Altered States

SponsLook

Magic Years H.S. Dance Team Champ

SponsCtr

Movie: "Wisdom"

Movie:

^ip^

,u,rr un,Br

'

News
Figure Skating: Stars On Ice

H'mooner

Human Powered Veh

Movie: "The Couch Trip

The Graduate

Miss Mom's Cooking?

#

,r

Lawrence Weik Music

60 Minutes

TMC

IMC

McLaughlin

Defending Wildlife

Preseason Baseball: Detroit Tigers vs. Texas Rangers

Satisfaction''

Final Four

Easter Seal Telethon Com

Movie: "State Fair

The Secret War ol Jackie's Girls

Bluzard 1

PGA Golf Nestle Invitational Final Round

One on One

Juno Awards

SportsCtr

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

SportsWorld: Drag Racing

CBS Sports Wimertesl

5:30
Final Four

CBS News

Land of Hope

ESPN NCAA

o

5:00

Easier Seal Telethon Continues

JMovie:

7:00

4:30

CBS Sports Winterfesl
Elephant

Wonderworks

Basketball: Mid-American Conlerence Championship

60 Minutes

4:00

College Basketball Big East Tournament Final

College Basketball: ACC Championship

Star Trek: Next Generation Movie:

ESPN Reporter

:uo

3:00

Sportsweekend Curling

Movie: "Escape to Witch Mountain"

WWF Wrestling Challenge

2:30

College Basketball: Big East Tournament Final

Hymn Sing

Canada

Fishing

2:00

1:30

SportsCtr.

TBA

Rich Pryor Live

Recycling...

LtftfKING FOR A GtttfD MEAL?

$

An American Way of Life

GETTING TIRED OF BIG MACS?

WE SPECIALIZE IN HOME COOKING!
HOMEBAKED PIES
HOMEMADE SOUPS
OPEN 6am to 8 pm MON. - FRI.
.«.*"#. 6am to 2 pm SAT. <£%

Mixed Bouquets - $3.50

428 E. Wooster

■ HERMIT'S
RESTAURANT
307 S. Main St.
354-1388
Bowling Green, Ohio
(Right around the corner from Video
Spectrum)

353-1045
'.

i .i 11

I'I—

..

'i -■

j

[O/

For Campus Recycling Information
Call:
372-8909
■•Men* <tw*^V'*'lfW*Vmh
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TUESDAY EVENING MARCH 14,1989
7:30
8:00
8:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
Movie: "Aliens"
CBS News
111 Today
O News
Babar
Taikabout
fifth estate
O News Cont'd
CBS News
Fortune
Jeopardy
Movie: "Aliens"
CD News

9:00
Market Pi

9:30

10:00

10:30

Man Alive

11:00

Journal

1

ID
ffl
©
CD
S3
SD

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cneers

Mallock

News

ABC Ne*s

Affair

Family Feud

Boss?

Oceanus

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

H s Heroes

00

Ethics in America

River/Time

EastEnders

Ideas

Business

Sign-Oil

Computer Dreams

Hirohito -- Behind the Myth

Rockford Files

Unauthorized Biography: Richard M Nixon

Bodybuilding: Champions

MARCH 15,1989
7:30
8:00

8:30

Best Years

Wodd Figure Skating Championships Pairs Competition

Jeopardy!

Hard Time on Planet Earth Jake and the Fatman

News

CBS News

Fortune

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cheers

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Unsolved Mysteries
Head Clss

Gro Pains

All Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful Wold ol Disney American Playhouse

Spoons

WKRP

'The Woman in Red

8:30

10:00

9:30

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show Dif Work)

Cheers

ABC NfNM

Affair

Family Feud

Fine Romance

Dynasty

Oceanus

Business

Wild Am.

Mystery!

Rockford Files

3s Co.

Movie: "Badge 373"

Experience the luxury of
Minking by Matrix. It's our way of
blending natural color into
subtle - but sensational - highlights.
Adding new dimension and depth.
Exciting glamour.
Call us today for a complimentary
consultation. Then, the luxury of
Minking can be yours.
Hair E. Canary

315 E. Wooster

354-1477

12:00

12:30

News

NCAA Basketball Tournament
House Calls

News

NCAA Basketball Tournament

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Heart Beat

Nl -,:.

Nightline

Arsenio Hall

Mystery!

Time Out

EastEnders

Ideas

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr

Jeffersons

Sanford

Fall Guy

SportsCtr.

Racing: IMSA GTO Series

Journal

Rio Grande"

Hmooner

NCAA Basketball Tournament: First Rour. d Game Five
Movie: "The Pick-Up Artist"

Located in
the
Woodland Mall

Assorted
Jelly Beans

Chocolate and
Speckled Malt Eggs

$1.19/lb.

$1.79/lb.

Thompson Raisins

Mencken Melting
Wafers

$1.99/lb.

March 10 - March 16

Movie: "Sunburn"

Letterman

Sign-Off

A*&>*4

$.99/lb.

11:30

PGA Tour

News

News

Open Mon. - Sot.
tO-10
Sun. 11-6

11:00

Sports

Knots Landing

Movie: "M-A-S-H

"A Night in the Life ot Jimmy Reardon"

w matrix

Dear John

Movie:

NCAA Baiketbal Tournament: First Round Gam* Four

ft

10:30

Knots Landing

News

H.'s Heroes

Benny Hill

Fall Guy

Movie: "King Solomons Mines"

News

Minking. New richness for hair.

Sign-on
Morton Downey Jr

SportsCtr

9:00

Animals

Lettwnun

Movie: "A Tiger's Tale"

Paradise

Wonderful World ol Disney John Wayne Standing Tall

Benson

Basketball: National Invitational Tourn First Rd.

Paradise

"Nighthawks

B. Miller

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Edmonton Oilers

World Figure Skating Championships: Men's Competition

Movie

Movie: "Magic"

Magnum, P.I.

Ideas

48 Hours

ESPN NCAA Tournament

House Calls

News

EastEnders

Jeopardy!

Facts of Life Family Ties

News

Great Pertormances
Movie: "First Monday in October"

12:30

Jeffersons

Hirohito - Behind the Myth

48 Hours

12:00

Taxi

Arsenio Hall

Fortune

Spoons

11:30

News

Nightline

On the Road Pictures

WKRP

11:00

Law in

Movie: "The In Crowd"

Tonight Show

CBS News

A Break

10:30
Journal

News

Charles

Truck and Tractor Pull

News

Basketball: National Invitational Tourn. First Rd.

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

SportsCtr

News

SponsLook

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Lighter Side

China Beach

Movie: "Kung Fu"

News Com a

Fall Guy

Nightingales

3 s Co.

USA Today

Sanford

Hooperman

Facts of Life Family Ties

CBS News

Jeffersons

Two Dads

American Playhouse

]Movie

Morton Downey Jr.

Coach

Rockford Files

SportsCtr.

10:00

Letterman

Night Court

H.'s Heroes

News

9::i0

Front Page

News Cont'd

A Break

9:00

Benson

B. Miller

Movie: "The Milagro Beanfietd War"

Hard Time on Planet Earth Jake and the Fatman

CBS News

Charles

Top Rank Boxing: From Atlantic City. N.J.

USA Today

News

Hmooner

News

Movie "Good Morning, Vietnam"

THURSDAY EVENING
MARCH 16,1989
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

TMC

Arsenio Halt

Trucks

TMC Movie "To Catch a Thief

SD
€9
GD

Nightline

SponsLook

ESPN NBA Today

o
e
o
CD
m
m

Best ol Carson

NBA Basketball. Detroit Pistons at Indiana Pacers

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

m
SD
m

News

Facts ot Lite Family Ties
SportsCtr

Daniel Webster

Magnum, P.I.

News

Spoons

Travelling North'

House Cans

News

thirtysomething

Wonderful World ol Disney Great Moments From Nova
WKRP

News

Midnight Caller

Anything

12:30

Jeffersons

Roseanne

A Break

TMC Movie

CD
€D

Computer Animation

12:00

Taxi

In me Heat ot the Night

Charles

ESP* PGA Tour

o
o
o

Wonder

11:30

News

TBA

Movie: "Compromising Positions'

DOUG'S WASH & DRY
Where Doing Your
Laundry is a Pleasure
• Clean, Modern Atmosphere
• Well Maintained Machines
open
7 a.m. -11 p.m. • 7 days a week
1045 N. Main Across from Foodtown

